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Summary
Piping is one of the most important threats for the safety of Dutch levees, especially for the
sections that are located along the main rivers. Based on research conducted in the past
years several piping mitigating measures have been developed that prevent the pipe from
progressing towards the river. One of these measures is the coarse sand barrier. The coarse
sand barrier is a trench of coarse sand prevents fine sand from upstream of the barrier from
being eroded, and thereby hinders the pipe from progressing upstream below the dike.
The coarse sand barrier seems to be a promising measure based on preliminary and small-
scale experiments (phase 2a), but additional research is required to assess the feasibility of
this measure in practice.
The report at hand describes the research conducted in the second experimental phase (2b)
of a larger research programme in which the feasibility of this method is assessed: the
analysis of medium-scale experiments. The third experimental phase will concern large-scale
experiments in the Delta Flume (2c).

The current phase, similar to the previous phase, shows that the coarse sand barrier can
provide a significant amount of resistance against piping. In the current phase, the pipe is
found to progress through the barrier in steps. The local horizontal gradient upstream of the
pipe tip at the point before the pipe progresses in the ‘long growth’ step is considered as a
good indicator of the barrier strength. This local gradient is called the critical gradient for pipe
progression. In the majority of the experiments there was significant residual strength after
this step, so the criterion would be conservative. However, this was not the case for the single
test with a shallow barrier; therefore, additional experiments are recommended with shallow
barriers to verify this behaviour, as shallow barriers are expected in field situations.
Experiments in a different type of set-up at the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Engineer
Research and Development Center (ERDC) show comparable local critical gradients for
these barrier materials.

The critical gradient for pipe progression, when the pipe is modelled 4 cm into the barrier is
currently considered as an appropriate strength criterion that can be used to model both on
the scale of the experiments and on field-scale in 2D finite element models. In these models,
the barrier strength is only determined by the primary erosion criterion, i.e. no Sellmeijer
computation for secondary erosion inside the pipe is performed, which makes them
computationally efficient. The value of this criterion was found for the two barrier materials,
GZB 1 (0.64 at low relative density and 1.23 at high relative density) and GZB 2 (0.76 at high
relative density). Modelling the experiments in 2D showed that these criteria are on the
conservative side, underestimating or matching the critical head drop for long growth that was
measured in the experiments. However, there are a limited number of tests per barrier
material, and additional tests are recommended in order to have a better impression of the
uncertainty of this criterion. Currently the strength criterion is derived based on 2D models of
a 3D situation. It is recommended to further analyse to what extent the current 2D model
needs to be corrected for 3D flow when modelling larger scales.
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Scale affects the critical head drop, even with the scale independent strength criterion.
Therefore 2D, models with seepage lengths of 8 m to 160 m were used to analyse those
effects. The benefit of the barrier decreases with increasing scale, but a significant strength
gain remains. The ratio of the critical head drop for a configuration with a barrier to the critical
head drop with the Sellmeijer model for a configuration without a barrier is in the order of 2.5
to 5 for field situations with a 40 m deep aquifer and seepage lengths of 40 to 160 metres.
Densification of the barrier material is important for the strength criterion, but this effect might
be partially offset by the higher hydraulic conductivity contrast of a barrier with a lower relative
density.

A 3D piping model still under development by USACE-ERDC was also used to model the
experiments. This model uses the critical gradient for primary erosion that is derived based on
experiments in the USACE-ERDC set-up, as this gradient is measured directly upstream of
the pipe and no conversion from 3D to 2D is required. In this model, a secondary erosion
criterion to compute the head drop in the pipe is included. This model shows promising
results, being able to reproduce observed pipe progression well. Further development of this
model is needed in order to model a field situation, as this is computationally too expensive in
the current implementation of the model.
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1 Introduction

The current safety assessment method for piping, applied in the Netherlands, results in a
large amount of sections to be reinforced. One of the sections that failed the safety
assessment criteria is located within dike ring 38-1, nearby the village of Gameren. A dike
stretch of 0.3 km failed the safety assessment criteria in the third safety assessment round,
that was conducted in the period 2006-2011, and will need to be reinforced within short term.
However, this is not the only dike section that will need to be reinforced. Indicative studies
show that approximately half of the levees that are operated by Dutch Water Authority
Rivierenland will not pass the current safety assessment criteria for piping.

Traditional reinforcement methods, like berms to increase seepage length, become less and
less attractive due to the large required seepage length and the dense population and
building development in this area. Several alternative (and innovative) methods are available
that require less space. A new alternative method is the coarse sand barrier. This method
entails the replacement of existing sand with coarse sand in a trench on the landside of the
levee directly below the blanket layer. The blanket layer is restored after trenching.

The Dutch Water Authority Rivierenland intends to apply the coarse sand barrier at the pilot
location Gameren as an innovative measure. Although experiments in the laboratory and at
the IJkdijk (a former full-scale test facility in the North-Eastern part of the Netherlands)
indicate the potential of the method, it is required to conduct a feasibility study to investigate
whether the method offers sufficient resistance against piping in the field, both for the
intended pilot location and for other, comparable locations. Based on the result of this
feasibility study and the exploration of alternative measures, a preferential measure will be
selected for the pilot location.

The purpose of the study is to assess the feasibility of the application of a coarse sand barrier
as a piping measure for the location of Gameren, and for other locations along the Dutch
main rivers in a more generic sense. To quantify the strength of the barrier, a criterion needs
to be identified that predicts pipe formation into the barrier. Damage to the barrier – i.e. initial
pipe formation into the barrier, caused by primary erosion – could be considered as failure of
the barrier, since the thickness of the barrier (i.e. the dimension of the barrier in the flow
direction) is small in practice and the initiation of a pipe into the barrier is relatively easy to
predict. When the pipe has breached through the barrier, failure of the levee is likely a matter
of time. The hypothesis is that the local horizontal gradient in the barrier near the pipe
characterises the strength of a given barrier material at a given relative density, i.e. different
tests with the same material are expected to show the same local damage gradient in the
barrier at the moment the pipe damages the barrier, regardless of the configuration or
dimensions of the barrier. To validate this hypothesis, other damage criteria are considered
as well, such as the local flow velocity and (combined horizontal and) vertical gradient.

The approach to the feasibility study is described in (Koelewijn and Van Beek, 2017) and
consists of the following phases:

• Phase 1: Literature study filter requirements and selection of barrier material.
• Phase 2a: Small-scale experiments and numerical simulation.
• Phase 2b: Medium-scale experiments and numerical simulation.
• Phase 2c: Large-scale experiments and numerical simulation.
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The feasibility study is oriented towards one pilot location, but much of the knowledge
developed in this study will be applicable in a more generic sense (at other locations). The
study focusses explicitly on the technical feasibility of the measure and will not address the
practical aspects of installing the coarse sand barrier in the field. Phase 1 was reported in
Deltares note “Literatuurstudie - Filtercriteria ten behoeve van grofzandbarrière” Deltares
memo 11200952-003-GEO-0001 (Rosenbrand, 2017)) and has led to the selection of barrier
materials used for the small-scale experiments reported in “Sand selection Coarse sand
barrier experiments”, Deltares memo 11200952-004-GEO-0001-m (Van Beek, 2017). The
report at hand presents the analysis of the experiments conducted in phase 2b of the
feasibility study. The research questions for phase 2, which contains: the small-scale tests in
phase 2a, and the medium-scale tests in phase 2b (this report), and the Delta Flume tests in
phase 2c, are:

• How much additional resistance to erosion will the barrier material provide, given the
characteristics of the original sand body at the pilot location?

• What is the local damage gradient upstream of the pipe, at which the pipe progresses
into the barrier, in small-, medium- and large-scale experiments? How does this local
damage gradient affect the average damage gradient for the pilot location?

• What is the influence of the hydraulic conductivity contrast and grain size contrast of the
chosen barrier material and original material on the resistance to piping?

• What are the effects of trench thickness and penetration depth?
• How can we monitor pipe formation through the barrier (failure of the barrier)?

The purpose of the small-scale experiments was to determine the resistance to piping of the
three selected barrier materials for the pilot location in combination with different sands that
are prevalent at the pilot location. For the three barrier materials, the damage criterion, which
is the local damage gradient, was investigated; this is defined as the local gradient upstream
of the pipe in the coarse sand barrier once the pipe progresses into the barrier. The results
from these experiments in Deltares (2017b&c) support the hypothesis that this local damage
gradient is independent of the circumstances (surrounding sand, barrier penetration depth
etc.).
The predictions for the larger scale in phase 2a in Deltares (2017c) indicate that the local
damage gradient may not provide enough resistance against piping due to strong scale
effects. Therefore, the progression of the pipe through the barrier should be analysed in order
to establish a strength criterion that characterises the full strength of the barrier appropriately.

The purpose of phase 2b is to analyse the scale effects on the damage criterion, and to
analyse the progression of a pipe through the barrier in order to establish a strength criterion
for the barrier. This is done with the two strongest barrier materials investigated in phase 2a.
Scale effects are analysed by comparing the results of the medium-scale tests with those of
the small-scale experiments. Whereas the damage criterion could be analysed by 2D finite
element groundwater flow models to determine the critical gradient for damage, for the
analysis of progression of the pipe inside the barrier such might not be sufficient as the flow
field in the barrier will be 3D once the pipe has entered the barrier. In this report, 2D
computations using the Sellmeijer model implemented in DgFlow are performed for both
small-scale and medium-scale experiments in order to investigate whether this
implementation could be used for a configuration with a coarse sand barrier. Additionally
column tests are performed using the set-up described in Robbins et al. (2018) which allows
for direct measurement of gradients upstream of a progressing pipe; those tests are reported
in a separate report but results are shown here. Additionally a preliminary version of a 3D
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finite element model which includes primary and secondary erosion criteria for piping
developed at the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Engineer Research and Development Center
(USACE-ERDC) is used to model the small-scale and the medium-scale experiments. This
modelling is reported in a separate report, but results are included in the current report.

Following a chapter on the background of the course sand barrier, the experimental set-up,
sand selection, and experimental programme are discussed in Chapter 3. The experiments
are described in the Factual Report for the medium-scale experiments (Deltares, 2018a), and
their analysis is given in Chapter 4. The numerical simulations for the medium-scale tests are
described in Chapter 5, based on these and the experiments a preliminary criterion is
developed and this is used to compute the effects of scale on the critical head drop. Chapter
6 contains the conceptual model, and Chapter 7 the conclusions and recommendations.
Finally, the appendices provide more details on the numerical simulations.
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2 Background

The coarse sand barrier is a method that prevents the backward erosion (progression) of a
pipe, and by doing so prevents failure of the levee due to backward erosion piping. Backward
erosion piping is an internal erosion mechanism that can occur below levees with an
unfiltered exit (e.g. by heave and cracking of the blanket layer) when sand particles are
transported by seepage water towards the surface. Shallow hollow spaces are formed in the
top of the aquifer below the blanket layer that progressively grow (progress) towards the river.

Figure 2.1  Schematic illustration of a coarse sand barrier preventing progressive backward erosion piping. Arrows
indicate direction of seepage and of sand transport. The pipe grows in the direction opposite to sand
transport (backwards) towards the river

The coarse sand barrier was applied in 2012 for the first time as a piping measure in one of
the backward erosion piping experiments at the IJkdijk test facility. Financial resources were
lacking for an initially planned other piping measure; therefore the coarse sand barrier was
applied as a low-budget alternative. The seepage length was 15 meter in these experiments.
Similar tests conducted in 2009 without piping measures indicated a critical head of
approximately 2.2 m could be withstood by the levee. In the test with the barrier, the water
level was raised to 3.3 m, before failure occurred by micro-instability of the sand core of the
levee. The coarse sand barrier was found to be effective at least to this level (Koelewijn et al.,
2013).
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Figure 2.2 Schematic cross section of the IJkdijk experiment in 2012 (Koelewijn et al., 2013)

The concept of the coarse sand barrier was tested previously at small-scale (Van Beek et al.,
2008) with a seepage length of approximately 0.30 m. In contrast to the IJkdijk experiment,
where the levee failed due to a different failure mechanism than piping, these experiments
were pursued until failure by piping. In a 2D-configuration (which can be compared to a levee
without blanket layer), the critical head was found to be 3.2 to 3.5 times higher compared to a
similar experiment without barrier. A 3D-configuration (representing an aquifer with a locally
punctured blanket layer) was tested in 2015 (Van Beek et al., 2015a). With this configuration
an increase of the critical head with a factor of 4.5 to 4.8 was found.

Due to scale effects that are inherent to the piping phenomenon, with different physical
mechanisms that are expected to result in different scaling laws, it is necessary to conduct
experiments at large-scale before this method can be safely applied in practice. It is expected
that at a larger scale, the expected ratio of critical head with and without barrier will be lower
than in the laboratory, but nonetheless a significant safety gain is expected at relatively low
costs. This expectation was also endorsed by the working group ‘Innovatie uit de markt’, part
of the POV Piping1 (Senhorst, 2016).

1 Project boundary transcending exploration, a programme that is part of the Hoogwaterbeschermingsprogramma, a
programme aimed at flood protection in the Netherlands
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Figure 2.3 Laboratory experiments at small-scale: the pipe seeks a path along the coarse sand barrier (Van Beek
et al., 2008)

Figure 2.4 Critical gradients in samples with and without coarse sand barrier for different configurations (Van Beek
et al., 2015a) results are for single tests

The effectiveness of the barrier relies on the relatively large resistance of the barrier material
to pipe formation. The Sellmeijer model reflects the influence of particle size on the critical
head, but shows that a homogeneous layer of coarse sand will not be effective to prevent

fine sand coarse sand barrier
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piping. This is due to the counteracting effect of a higher hydraulic conductivity, which
increases with grain size, on the critical head. In case of a coarse sand barrier, a trench of
limited dimensions will be applied, such that the flow under the levee will hardly increase,
whereas the resistance to erosion does increase.

Although a combination of a large particle size and relatively low hydraulic conductivity will
give an increase of critical head according to the Sellmeijer model, the model will most likely
not be suitable for prediction of the effectiveness of the coarse sand barrier. The resistance to
pipe formation in sands with variable properties is likely to be determined by the local
hydraulic gradient upstream of the pipe, which is not included in the Sellmeijer model, which
relies solely on the equilibrium of particles at the pipe bottom. The local gradient depends on
the location and increases significantly near exits, such as the pipe tip. Erosion at the pipe tip
is denoted as primary erosion. Water flow through the pipe causes erosion of the pipe walls
and bottom, resulting in increased pipe dimensions and less resistance to flow. This type of
erosion is denoted by secondary erosion. The Sellmeijer model fully relies on secondary
erosion, combined with empirical findings in the adapted calculation rule (Sellmeijer et al.,
2011; Sellmeijer, 1988).

When we would like to know the strength of a barrier, the local damage gradient at the pipe
tip at which a pipe grows into the barrier needs to be determined. Experiments illustrate that
the pipe develops parallel to the barrier, perpendicular to the flow direction, upon
encountering the barrier (Figure 2.3) and before breaking through the barrier. This means that
the local gradient near the pipe tip is sufficient to erode the fine sand parallel to the barrier,
but not sufficient for pipe formation in the coarse sand. The pipe formation parallel to the
barrier is important for two reasons.

Firstly, the transverse pipe development causes a risk of horizontal seepage flow bypassing
the structure. This can occur when the preventive measure has finite dimensions, causing the
pipe to develop in transverse direction up to the end of the structure and subsequently
towards the river. Secondly, the transverse pipe development causes a decrease in local
gradient in the barrier upstream of the pipe. Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 illustrate this effect: the
flow lines in the coarse sand barrier upstream of the pipe are less severely concentrated once
the pipe has developed in transverse direction.
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Figure 2.5  Simulation of a small-scale experiment: the pipe is modelled without transverse development (Negrinelli
et al., 2016): the flow lines strongly concentrate towards the pipe tip

Figure 2.6  Simulation of a small-scale experiment: the pipe is modelled with full transverse development (Negrinelli
et al., 2016): the flow lines are distributed over the full length of the barrier and are less concentrated

The gradient at the tip of the pipe has been investigated for uniform sands using a specialised
set-up (Robbins et al., 2018). This set-up consists of a horizontal tube with the sand body and
pressure transducers closely spaced along the centreline at the top and the bottom of the
tube. Due to the shape of the tube, the pipe will progress directly below the transducers
allowing for accurate measurement of the head conditions just upstream of the progressing
pipe. The experiments found: a) a local horizontal gradient causing pipe progression that
depends on the sand type and relative density, two sand types with different grain size were
tested; b) in that set-up they measured a drop in the head measurements up to a distance of
ca. 130 grains upstream of the pipe tip of the progressing pipe.

The available experiments and numerical simulations provide a better understanding of the
qualitative potential of the method, but are not sufficient to quantify the strength of the barrier
in practice. In the small-scale experiments, the barrier material was not optimized for field
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conditions and failure was not achieved in the IJkdijk experiments. Therefore, additional
experiments with optimized barrier material and numerical simulations are required for
extrapolation to field conditions.

In the first phase of the experimental investigation, phase 2a, small-scale experiments were
performed using a set-up with a seepage length of 0.48 m, a width of 0.30 m and a depth of
0.10 m, as well as with a ‘rotated’ version of this set-up with a seepage length of 0.48 m,
width of 0.10 m and depth of 0.30 m. The barrier had a thickness of 5 cm in those
experiments.
Three barrier materials GZB 1, GZB 2 and GZB 3 were tested, in combination with
Metselzand and Baskarp B15 sand. As GZB 1 could not be brought to failure in those
experiments, tests on GZB 2 and GZB 3 were the subject of the analysis.

Based on this first phase of experiments, a first conceptual model of pipe progression in the
presence of a coarse sand barrier was developed and a preliminary criterion for damage of
the barrier was derived.
The preliminary damage criterion was the computed horizontal gradient inside the barrier, this
was found to be more appropriate than computed vertical gradients or computed flow
velocities. The barrier was found to yield a significant increase in strength as compared with
reference tests. However numerical modelling of larger scale experiments and of the Delta
flume test using the scale independent criterion (the gradient in the barrier at damage)
derived from the small-scale tests showed that the average critical gradient over the entire
set-up does decrease with increasing scale. This effect is due to the convergence of
groundwater flow to the pipe. The strong effects were to a large part due to the limited
thickness of the barrier in the small-scale experiments, which limited the distance over which
a criterion, the critical gradient, could be defined. Therefore, it a thicker barrier is used for the
medium-scale and Delta Flume experiments. Using the same barrier thickness in the
medium-scale experiments and in the field will allow for a better comparison between
experimental results and the field situation.

After the medium-scale experiments, two large-scale experiments, conducted in the Delta
Flume, are needed for validation of scale effects and the proposed design method. The
objective of large-scale experiments is to test the coarse sand barrier at the largest possible
scale to decrease the extrapolation step towards the pilot location.

The pilot application of this measure is intended for a location near Gameren along the River
Waal in the central part of the Netherlands. The length of this pilot is about 1 kilometre. When
this pilot is successful, this measure may be applied along hundreds of kilometres of dikes in
the Netherlands.
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3 Experiments

The experimental set-up and the experiments are reported in the Factual Report for the
medium-scale tests (Deltares, 2018a).

A schematic overview of the set-up is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Schematic figure showing the set-up of the experiment including locations of the transducers and the
barrier inside the sample. There is a round pump circuit and flow measurements are made
intermittently, every 5 minutes

A technical drawing of the medium-scale box is shown in Figure 3.2

Figure 3.2 Technical drawing of set-up indicating centre of coordinate system (x, y, z = 0, 0, 0) at the centre of the
outlet hole in the top of the sample (refer to Deltares, 2018a for A3 version of the drawing). The positive
x direction is downstream, the positive z direction is upwards. Diameter outlet hole: 0.081 m

During the experiments, the head drop across the sample is incrementally increased.
Generally, the head is increased in intervals of 5 minutes, but if erosion at the tip of the pipe is
observed, the head is maintained until an equilibrium is reached at the tip of the pipe. The
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size of the increments of head applied were increased progressively as the head drop over
the sample was larger, as the relative effect of a certain change is different for a head drop of
10 cm than for a head drop of 150 cm.

During the tests, the following data is collected:

• Hydraulic head at several locations in the box from pressure transducers (with a
sampling frequency of 1 Hz and an estimated uncertainty of 0.1-0.6 kPa based on
producer information and what is seen in calibration).

• Observations of erosion and pipe progression, registration each five minutes.
• Photographs are taken with a frequency of approximately 0.1 Hz.
• Flow is recorded manually each five minutes with the estimated uncertainty of ca.15%

during the test (uncertainty arising from time taken to collect sample and uncertainty in
weight of the sample).

• The temperature of the water flowing into the model and coming out of the model is
continuously measured.

The experimental programme is presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Experimental programme
Short

name of
test

No. Barrier
material

Depth
barrier

[cm]

Surrounding material Relative
density
barrier

MSP 21 B15-GZB 1-21 GZB 1 Full Baskarp fine (B15) High
MSP 22 B15-GZB 2-22 GZB 2 Full Baskarp fine (B15) High
MSP 23 B15-GZB 1-23 GZB 1 Full Baskarp fine (B15) High
MSP 24 B25-GZB 2-24 GZB 2 Full Baskarp coarse (B25) High
MSP 25 B25-GZB 1-25 GZB 1 12.5 Baskarp coarse (B25) High
MSP 26 B25-GZB 1-26 GZB 1 Full Baskarp coarse (B25) High
MSP 27 B25-GZB 1-27 GZB 1 Full Baskarp coarse (B25) Low
MSP 28 MZ-GZB 2-28 GZB 2 Full Metselzand High

In total, two barrier materials have been tested (GZB 1, GZB 2), with three background
materials (Metselzand, Baskarp fine and Baskarp coarse sand). The barrier depth has been
varied for GZB 1 material to investigate the effect of a shallower barrier. One experiment has
been conducted with the low relative density, to investigate densification effects.
Experiment MSP 21 was affected by a gap at the top of the sample, therefore results are not
considered representative and these are not analysed in the current report.

In Deltares (2018a) hydraulic conductivity is estimated for the fine sand upstream of the
barrier, for the barrier and for the region of the interface between the fine sand upstream of
the barrier and the barrier, by assuming Darcy flow conditions prevail, and that all flow is 1D
through the cross section of the model i.e. no convergence from the sides or in the vertical
direction. Pipe formation in the barrier and convergence of flow lines influence this estimated
apparent hydraulic conductivity.

Soil properties are summarised in Table 3.2. The relation between hydraulic conductivity and
porosity for background sands and barrier materials, and more details of sand characteristics
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are provided in Deltares (2018a). In Table 3.3 interpolated hydraulic conductivities are
provided for 90% relative density. The expected hydraulic conductivity contrast between the
barrier and the fine sand downstream, based on the relative density from preparation, is
shown in Table 3.4, and the relative density from the preparation is shown in Table 3.5.

Table 3.2 Soil properties

Metselzand Baskarp B15 Baskarp B25 GZB 1 GZB 2 GZB3

d10, mm 0.187 0.103 0.15 0.413 0.375 0.738

d30, mm 0.278 0.129 0.191 0.94 0.766 0.82

d60, mm 0.44 0.161 0.246 1.51 0.927 0.961

Cu =d10/d60 2.4 1.6 1.6 3.7 2.5 1.3

minimum porosity 0.32 0.36 0.35 0.29 0.30 0.35

maximum porosity 0.41 0.48 0.46 0.40 0.41 0.45

Table 3.3 Expected hydraulic conductivity for applied materials at 90% relative density

Sand RD n k
[-] [-] [m/s]

GZB 1 mixture 0.9 0.3038 9.30E-04
GZB 2 mixture 0.9 0.3142 8.21E-04
Metselzand 0.9 0.3267 4.14E-04
Baskarp fine (B15) 0.9 0.3684 6.84E-05
Baskarp coarse (B25) 0.9 0.3627 1.61E-04

Table 3.4 Hydraulic conductivity contrast between barrier and background sand downstream, based on relative
density from preparation

Short name of test Hydraulic conductivity contrast:
conductivity barrier/ conductivity background

sand downstream
MSP 21 No reliable estimate*
MSP 22 15
MSP 23 15
MSP 24 4
MSP 25 5
MSP 26 7
MSP 27 6
MSP 28 3

* There was a gap between the surface of the sample and the lid in test MSP 21, resulting in wash over of upstream sand

over the barrier. Therefore this test is not included in the current analysis.
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Table 3.5 Relative density estimate of the soils in the tests based on the preparation
Short name of
test

Relative
density
upstream

Relative
density barrier

Relative
density below
barrier

Relative
density
downstream

MSP 21 0.91 0.73 - 0.87
MSP 22 0.90 0.77 - 0.91
MSP 23 0.91 0.79 - 0.84
MSP 24 1.07 1.05 - 0.93
MSP 25 1.1 1.01 0.96 0.95
MSP 26 1.07 0.87 - 0.94
MSP 27 0.57 0.55 - 0.63
MSP 28 1.07 0.83 - 0.97
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4 Analysis of experimental results

This Chapter analyses the experimental results which are reported in the Factual Report for
the medium-scale experiments (Deltares, 2018a). First an overview of the observations is
provided. Subsequently the measurements are addressed. A large amount of data was
collected, therefore only the most significant topics are presented here. Results are compared
to small-scale results, and discussed in terms of the extent to which they contribute to
defining a strength criterion for the barrier.

Characteristics of the observed growth steps, measured head, gradient and flow rate profiles
throughout the experiments that aid in understanding the piping process are illustrated by
means of a representative test, test MSP 26 (GZB 2 & Baskarp 25, high RD barrier, full depth
barrier).

4.1 Observations
This Section summarises the observations made during the tests, and analyses qualitative
differences between pipe progression in the two barrier materials GZB 1 and GZB 2 and the
effect of scale.

There was a gap between the surface of the sample and the lid in test MSP 21, resulting in
wash over of upstream sand over the barrier. Therefore this test is not included in the current
analysis. The configuration of that test was repeated in Test 23. The cause of the gap in test
21 was a high pore water pressure at the start of the test, in combination with the lack of
jointing reinforcement of the lid of the set-up. This was resolved for subsequent tests by re-
enforcing the lid and, from test MSP 23 onwards, the head drop was applied by increasing the
inflow head. In test 22, the head drop was applied by starting with a high inflow and lowering
the outflow head, the high pore pressures resulting from this might possibly have caused a
poor contact at the top of the sample. However, only a small film of grains was observed to
wash over the sample. It is unclear to what extent this affected the results, therefore the test
is analysed with the other tests in this Section.

4.1.1 Pipe progression observations

4.1.1.1 General observations
Pipe progression in the background sand is similar to that in the small-scale experiments
(Deltares 2017c), the pipe progresses by detachment of groups (clouds) of fine grains rather
than by erosion of individual grains.

The following sequence of events was observed:
• One or several pipes formed at the outlet hole and progressed towards the barrier as

the head drop was increased:
o In test MSP 28 with Metselzand, the pipe progressed perpendicular to the flow

direction in the background sand reaching the sides of the model before
progressing towards the barrier. This was probably due to local heterogeneity
in the sand.
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• After reaching the barrier, the pipe in the background sand progressed in the direction
perpendicular to the flow as was also observed in the small-scale experiments and
described by Negrinelli et al. (2016):

o The exception is test MSP 28 where the pipe directly progresses into the
barrier.

• Close to the barrier, at the centre of the model, a deeper hole is eroded in the
background sand. The depth of this hole, and the depth of the pipe parallel to the
barrier, appears to be greater than the depths that were observed during the small-scale
experiments.

• There is crumbling of the barrier at the interface between the barrier and the pipe, as a
natural slope is formed in the barrier. This slope is subjected to an outward directed
gradient and therefore the angle can be less than the friction angle of the barrier
material (van Rhee and Bezuijen, 1992). The degree of crumbling is more significant
than in the small-scale experiments, which corresponds with the larger pipe depth
downstream of the barrier. The crumbling zone was estimated to be in the order of one
centimetre into the barrier in the medium-scale tests, whereas in the small-scale tests
this was in the order of millimetres. The crumbling was not yet considered as piping in
the barrier. Due to extensive crumbling the damage point was difficult to register.

• At damage one or several pipes are observed to grow into the barrier, there is some
subjectivity in the determination of this point due to crumbling prior to the damage point:

o Typically, at damage one or more pipes progress ca. 2-4 cm into the barrier
as seen from the edge of the barrier, the exception is test 24 (GZB 2, B25)
where one pipe progresses 8 cm into the barrier.

o In test MSP 28 (GZB 2, Metselzand) the pipe enters the barrier and
immediately progresses parallel to the downstream barrier interface. This was
the only test where the pipe had not progressed parallel to the interface in the
background sand.

• As the head drop is increased, there is progression of pipes in the barrier, and more
pipes enter the barrier in some tests. The progression is sometimes in small steps of 0.5
- 2 cm and sometimes in more significant steps of 5 - 24 cm. In several tests a pipe
inside the barrier is observed to branch into a T-shape with both tips progressing in one
or more head increments.
Growth of the pipe in the barrier is considered as an indication that the local critical
gradient for progression of the pipe in the barrier has been exceeded. Therefore,
significant growth steps are considered as potential suitable points for the determination
of a strength criterion for the barrier. During the small-scale experiments, only the point of
damage was considered as a strength criterion. In order to profit from the additional
strength that the barrier has after damage, further progression steps are considered for
the medium-scale tests. Multiple steps are distinguished (Deltares, 2018a), these steps
are listed below and they are illustrated by means of a representative test, test MSP 26
(GZB 2 & Baskarp 25, high RD barrier, full depth barrier):

o Damage: a pipe shape is observed to enter the barrier, this step is difficult to
register and therefore to some extent subjective.
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Figure 4.1 Test 26 damage step, the estimated shape of the pipes in the barrier at the end of the step are indicated

o Short growth (or short progression in FR): is the point where one or more of the
pipes grow upstream by several centimetres, but not beyond halfway through the
barrier. In some tests, the point that the pipe formed a T-shape was considered
short growth (test MSP 24, MSP 28 and MSP 27). The determination of short
growth is subjective as there are often several head increments that lead to some
progression of the pipes after damage.

Figure 4.2 Test 26 short growth step, the estimated shape of the pipes in the barrier at the end of the step are
indicated

o Medium growth (or medium progression): in some tests after the short growth
there is another significant growth step, which still does not cause the pipe to
lengthen past halfway through the barrier; this step was observed in tests MSP
25 and MSP 22, as with short growth this is quite subjective.

o Long growth (or long progression): the first progression step whereby one of the
pipes progresses beyond halfway (15 cm) through the barrier. Typically the pipe
lengthens between ca. 9 to 24 cm during this step. Due to the longer distance
that is eroded, this step is relatively easy to distinguish.
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Figure 4.3 Test 26, long growth step, the estimated shape of the pipes in the barrier at the end of
the step are indicated

The pipe comes to a halt after long growth in all tests except in test MSP 25
with a shallow barrier. There the pipe immediately progresses upstream
during the long growth step (the last step where the pipe stops after
progressing is referred to as medium-growth II where the pipe has a length of
ca. 4 cm inside the barrier). In test MSP 28, the pipe lengthens to 16 cm
inside the barrier, i.e. 1 cm past half way through the barrier, at long growth. In
the next growth step, that pipe progresses all the way upstream and causes
failure. Thus, if the definition of long growth were different, say progression
past 16 cm into the barrier, both tests MSP 25 and MSP 28 would have had
failure in the long growth step. This is of significance if it is decided to base a
strength criterion on the long growth step, as it indicates that there may be no
residual strength past that step.

• After long growth, when the head was further increased, the pipe was observed to
progress parallel to the upstream interface of the barrier inside the barrier in all tests
except test 28 and test 25. This progression occurred gradually; often the pipe
progressed further in multiple steps.

Figure 4.4 Test 26, pre-failure, only the estimated shape of the pipe that has progressed
upstream and parallel to the interface of the barrier prior to failure is indicated
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• There might still be some erosion in the pipes in the downstream end of the barrier after
the long growth step, but only one pipe progressed passed half way through the barrier.

• When the head was further increased, the pipe progressed to the upstream side of the
model, failure of the barrier.

4.1.1.2 Pipe progression estimate
The increase in pipe penetration through the barrier per progression step was quantified by
estimating the furthest distance that the pipe had progressed upstream, based on visual
observations during the test. This was difficult to establish and the estimated uncertainty
regarding the position of the pipe tip is in the order of 1 – 2 cm. For damage, no quantification
was made as the location of the pipe tip prior to damage was not possible to establish due to
crumbling of the barrier that was not considered as the formation of a pipe in the barrier.

For short growth, often a different pipe lengthened than the one that was furthest upstream in
the barrier, so the increase in the distance of the pipe tip from the outlet hole appears
relatively small. This therefore does not give a good impression of pipe lengthening. For some
tests, the pipe formed a T shape, again not causing an increase in penetration, and therefore
not giving a good impression of pipe lengthening.

Table 4.1 Indication of penetration of the pipe in the barrier during short growth, estimated distances relative to the
centre of the outlet hole have an uncertainty of ca. 2 cm. The downstream side of the barrier is at ca. -
0.505 m.

Step Test Location of
pipe tip at the
start of the
step*,
m

Location of
pipe tip at
the end of
the step*,
m

Increase distance of
pipe tip from outlet
hole,

m
Short
growth

MSP 24 -0.58 -0.58 The pipe formed T
shape

MSP 22 -0.53 -0.575 0.045
MSP 28 -0.52 -0.54 The pipe mainly

progressed sideways
MSP 26 -0.535 -0.550 0.015
MSP 23 -0.52 -0.55 0.03
MSP 25 -0.535 -0.54 several pipes form and

a different pipe than the
one that was farthest
upstream progressed

MSP 27 -0.585 -0.59 The pipe formed a T
shape

* in the x direction
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Table 4.2 Indication of penetration of the pipe in the barrier during long growth, estimated distances relative to the
centre of the outlet hole have an uncertainty of ca. 2 cm. The downstream side of the barrier is at ca. -
0.505 m

Step Test Location of
pipe tip at the
start of the
step*,
m

Location of
pipe tip at
the end of
the step*,
m

Increase distance of
pipe tip from outlet
hole,

M
Long
growth

MSP 24 -0.63 -0.76 0.13
MSP 22 -0.615 -0.755 0.14
MSP 28 -0.54 -0.66 0.12
MSP 26 -0.58 -0.67 0.09
MSP 23 -0.55 -0.79 0.24
MSP 25 (medium
growth II)

-0.54 -0.56 0.02

MSP 27 (first long
growth)

-0.64 -0.67 0.03

* in the x direction

The typical progression distance appears to be in the order of 10 centimetres, this can also
be related to the increment by which the head is increased, which gets larger as the tests
progress. The smaller progression in test MSP 25 is because here the medium growth step is
shown, as there was no long growth step. The small distance in MSP 27 may be due to the
definition of long growth being the progression of a pipe past half way through the barrier.
This step was followed by a step in which the pipe lengthened from 0.67 m to 0.775 m, i.e. ca
10 cm.

4.1.1.3 Critical head drop as function of hydraulic conductivity contrast
The critical head drop at the different growth steps is shown as a function of the hydraulic
conductivity contrast in Figure 4.5. Broadly speaking, it can be observed that the critical head
drop for the different growth steps increases with the hydraulic conductivity contrast, although
for GZB 1 with contrasts 5 (MSP 25) and 7 (MSP 26) this is not the case for damage and
short growth. Note that the effect of contrast on the critical head drop that is observed in the
medium-scale set-up with these sands is specific to this configuration, and cannot be
extrapolated as such to other geometries.
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Figure 4.5 Critical head drop during the steps as function of hydraulic conductivity contrast. Triangles are tests on
GZB 2, circles are tests on GZB 1

4.1.2 Pipe progression analysis
Analysis of all tests allowed for the identification of several characteristics of pipe progression
inside the different barrier materials and test configurations:

• In medium-scale tests with a stronger barrier (GZB 1) several pipes tend to form and
progress inside the barrier, with weaker barrier (GZB 2) typically one dominant pipe
enters the barrier and progresses.
In tests with GZB 2 (MSP 22, MSP 24 and MSP 28) there was one pipe entering the
barrier and progressing.

Figure 4.6 Damage in test 22, 24 and 28 with GZB 2, all showing only one pipe entering the barrier

In tests with GZB 1, both at a high and a low relative density, several pipes entered
the barrier and several pipes also lengthened during different head increments. Only
one pipe lengthened past half-way through the barrier in all those tests.
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Figure 4.7 Damage in test 23, 26, 25 and 27 with GZB 1, all showing more pipes entering the barrier

Qualitatively, it appeared that the erosion that occurred in several pipes along the
downstream interface of the barrier was more evenly distributed in test MSP 25 with a
shallow barrier than in tests MSP 23 and MSP 26. Several pipes formed along the
interface of the barrier in all three tests, but for tests MSP 23 and MSP 26 one or two
pipes could be considered dominant, as erosion mainly occurred in those pipes. In
test MSP 25 the erosion was observed in more different pipes.

In the small-scale tests, typically several pipes entered the barrier. In test 192 with a
shallow barrier, qualitatively it appeared that there was more erosion at the interface
between the barrier and the background sand, i.e. more crumbling even after the pipe
damaged the barrier, than in test 191 with the same barrier material and a full depth
barrier (Deltares 2017b). This reported effect of barrier depth is therefore similar to
the medium-scale observation, but could not be verified from photographs of the
experiments as the different pipes were not clearly visible.

In the small-scale tests the barrier used was GZB 2, the weaker barrier, where only
one pipe formed in the medium-scale tests.

The number of pipes that forms and progresses may be related to the difference
between the hydraulic loading at initiation of the pipe at the downstream end of the
barrier and the hydraulic loading at progression of the pipe inside the barrier. This
difference is affected by factors such as the hydraulic conductivity contrast, scale
(both the thickness of the barrier and the scale of the model), and depth of the barrier
which is discussed in Chapter 6.

• The formation of a T-shaped pipe inside the barrier during short growth (i.e. not at the
upstream interface of the barrier) occurred in the relatively weaker barriers.

• The T-shaped pipe formed during short growth in tests MSP 24 and MSP 28 with GZB 2 and
in test MSP 27 with GZB 1 at a lower RD. This was not observed in tests with GZB 1 with a
high RD (or in test MSP 22 with GZB 2, however, it is possible that pipe progression in that
test was affected by a poor contact between the sample and the lid of the set-up). Progression
perpendicular to the flow direction suggests that local heterogeneity in the strength of the
barrier caused the pipe to progress around a stronger (denser) zone. It is also possible that
the higher hydraulic conductivity of the barrier compared to the background sand causes flow
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to converge towards the pipe tip from the sides. This flow from the sides could also lead to
erosion in that direction.
In test MSP 28, the pipe had not progressed parallel to the barrier interface in the background
sand prior to damage, this lateral progression in the background sand did occur in the other
tests. In test MSP 28, at damage the pipe formed a T-shape immediately and progressed
parallel to the interface inside the barrier. This is discussed in Chapter 7.

Formation of a T-shaped pipe inside the barrier was not explicitly noted in the small-scale
experiments, however, those experiments were analysed in terms of the damage criterion, and
progression was not studied in depth. Furthermore, the width of the barrier was only small and
there was hardly space for the pipe to grow inside the barrier parallel to the barrier.

- The occurrence of a long growth step prior to failure of the barrier, and subsequent
pipe progression parallel to the upstream interface of the barrier inside the barrier
might possibly be a phenomenon that occurs when the barrier has the full depth of the
model, but not when there is background sand below the barrier.

The barrier depth affects the head distribution in the model. Numerical models in
Appendix C show that with a shallower barrier there is a higher gradient over the
entire barrier, for the same local gradient at the pipe tip compared to the situation with
full barrier. The head below the barrier is also higher. Thus, when the pipe is
progressing through the barrier it might possibly gather more flow and therefore not
stop at the interface.
Possibly this is the reason that the pipe did not stop prior at the upstream interface of
the barrier in test MSP 25 with a partial depth barrier. On the other hand, sample
preparation is also more difficult with a partial depth barrier. Duplicate tests could
provide more clarity on this matter.

- Pipe progression parallel to the upstream interface of the barrier is observed all other
tests except MSP 28 with Metselzand. Local heterogeneity in that sample already
caused the pipe in the background sand on the downstream side of the model to
progress perpendicular to the flow direction before reaching the barrier. The reasons
for this are discussed in Chapter 7.

4.2 Temperature
The temperature of the water entering and leaving the sample were measured throughout the
experiment in order to assess whether significant variation of these occurred. This was not
the case, temperatures remained between 17oC and 20oC for all tests, except test MSP 28
where the temperature was between 19oC and 22oC and tests MSP 23 and MSP 24 where
the temperature was between 16oC and 20oC. For the latter tests however, the temperature
had increased to18oC at least 45 minutes before damage to the barrier was even observed
therefore no correction was made to the viscosity and density values used in computations for
those tests.  For numerical computations the viscosity of water at 20oC was used.

4.3 Head
During the experiments, the head was measured in several locations in the barrier and,
upstream, and downstream of the barrier and in the inlet and outlet tubing, the locations of
transducers are shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.8 Top view of the set-up with the transducers in the top of the model indicated, the transducers can be
seen in the figure and the numbers are the numbers by which these transducers are referred to in this
report

Figure 4.9 Top view of the set-up with the transducers in the bottom of the model, locations of the transducers are
indicated by the red dots and numbers are the number by which the transducer is referred to in this
report

Head measurements were used in order to calculate the local hydraulic gradients in the
model and to fit the numerical simulations of the experiments. The locations of the
transducers in the model are shown in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3 Locations of the transducers, distances are relative to the centre of the outlet hole

Transducer
number h1 h2 h3 h4 h5 h6 h7 h8

Top or bottom of
set-up Bottom bottom bottom bottom bottom top top top
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x coordinate, m
relative to outlet
hole -1.357 -0.825 -0.55 -0.357 -0.107 -1.085 -0.825 -0.785

y coordinate, m
relative to outlet
hole 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

z coordinate, m
relative to outlet
hole -0.388 -0.388 -0.388 -0.388 -0.388 0 0 0

Transducer number h9 h10 h11 h12 h13 h14 h15

Top or bottom of set-up Top top top top top top top

x coordinate, m relative
to outlet hole -0.785 -0.785 -0.645 -0.615 -0.585 -0.55 -0.515

y coordinate, m relative
to outlet hole 0.22 -0.22 0 0 0 0 0

z coordinate, m relative
to outlet hole 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Transducer
number h16 h17 h18 h19 h20 h21 h22 h23 H24

Top or bottom of
set-up top top top top top top top top

In inlet tank
to measure
atmospheric
pressure

x coordinate, m
relative to outlet
hole -0.515 -0.515 -0.485 -0.485 -0.485 -0.385 -0.175 -0.055

y coordinate, m
relative to outlet
hole 0.22 -0.22 0 0.22 -0.22 0 0 0

z coordinate, m
relative to outlet
hole 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

The estimated maximum error in the head measurements is ca. 1 - 6 cm of water head based
on observations during calibration and producers specification. However, the observed
fluctuation in heads was significantly less.

Processing of the pressure measurements is described in Deltares (2018a). The head drop
across the filter was computed by extrapolating the measured heads in the upstream
background sand in the bottom of the set-up (using h1 and h2). Thus the applied filter
corrected head drop, also referred to as applied head drop in this Chapter represents the
head drop over the sample until the outlet tubing. The head drop between the filter and the
transducers downstream of the barrier parallel to the barrier (h18-h20) is used for the
postdiction of the experiments. This head drop excludes the head loss in the pipe
downstream of the barrier, and can therefore be compared to the models in which no head
loss in the pipe is assumed. This is therefore referred to as the corrected head drop up to the
pipe.

The current Chapter shows figures in which the data has been averaged per minute.
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Visualising the heads measured as a function of time over the course of the experiment
illustrates how piping affected the head profile. In particular, it is of importance to assess
whether progression steps affect the head profile, as this could be used for monitoring
purposes, and this would reduce the subjectivity that is inherent in the determination of the
characteristic steps. The full set of head profiles over time can be found in Deltares (2018a).

4.3.1.1 Head in the bottom of the set-up
The head is measured in the bottom of the set-up in five locations (Deltares, 2018a).
Measurements by transducer h4 are considered unreliable as this transducer showed a clear
deviation in many tests. Figure 4.10 shows the heads measured. Transducer h1 is close to
the upstream end of the set-up and this has nearly the same head as the applied head,
indicating limited head loss over the upstream filter. The other transducers are further
downstream. The pipe reaches the barrier at 1:25 during this test, this causes a fall in the
transducers h2 through h5 .This demonstrates the draining effect of the pipe and the small
resistance to flow of the barrier relative to the resistance to flow in the background sand.
Damage of the barrier and short progression do not cause a significant change in the head
measurements h1 until h5, however, long progression causes a slight reduction of h2 and h3.

Figure 4.10 Head measured in the bottom of test MSP 26 throughout the experiment

4.3.1.2 Head in the top of the set-up upstream of the barrier and on the upstream end of the barrier
The heads on the upstream end of the barrier and in the background sand upstream of the
barrier are shown in Figure 4.11. All transducers follow the gradual application of the head
difference by the increase of the upstream head initially, and there is a fall when the pipe
reaches the barrier at 01:35. As h8, h9 and h10 are in a row parallel to the barrier at 2 cm
from the upstream interface of the barrier, it is expected these show the same values and
they do initially. There are no notable falls when the pipe damages the barrier, but there is a
small drop in heads h6-h9 for the long progression step. After long progression the difference
between h10 and h8 increases, and h8 and h9 grow closer together. This would be expected
as during this experiment the pipe progresses on the same side of the model that h9 is
located at. The reduction of h10 around 07:20 is due to progression of the pipe parallel to the
upstream interface of the barrier.
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Figure 4.11 Head measurements in the top of the model throughout the experiment

4.3.1.3 Head in the top of the set-up on the downstream end of the barrier
The measurements in the downstream end of the barrier initially show a higher head in h12,
h16 and h17 than in the other transducers. H12 is considered unreliable, as this typically
gives too high readings. Higher values in h16 and h17 at the sides of the model could indicate
preferential flow through the centre of the model, which would be due to the presence of the
pipe in front of the barrier close to the centre of the model. After the short progression, when
pipes have formed inside the barrier along the downstream interface, the heads in h16 and
h17 fall.
There is a drop in the head measurements in h11-h13 at the long growth step.

Figure 4.12 Head measurements in the top of the model throughout the experiment

4.3.1.4 Head in the top of the set-up downstream of the barrier
The measurements in the background sand downstream of the barrier show the pipe
progression up to the barrier. The measurements h18 through h20 are parallel to the barrier
interface, h21 is just downstream of these. These four transducers clearly show a peak before
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the pipe reaches the barrier at 01:35. Possibly the reading in h22 is unreliable, as this is
clearly lower than h23, which is further downstream, and as it does not follow the head trend
of the other transducers.
After damage, the gradients parallel to the barrier and in h21a and h23 are very similar
indicating a negligible resistance to flow in the pipe. The head drop between h18 through h20
and h23 is in the order of 1 centimetre at the end of the test, which indicates a gradient in the
order of 0.02 inside the pipe.

Figure 4.13 Head measurements in the top of the model throughout the experiment

4.3.1.5 Steps that affect heads
The heads downstream clearly indicate the progression of the pipe up to the barrier. The
heads in the barrier and upstream of the barrier most clearly respond when the pipe reaches
the barrier, and during the long growth steps. The damage and short growth steps are
generally not observed in the head measurements.

4.4 Gradients in the barrier
Due to the large number of head measurements, there are a large number of gradients that
can be computed. Many combinations give insight into the piping behaviour and the reliability
of results, these are shown and briefly commented on per test in Deltares (2018a).
The current Chapter addresses only a small selection of the gradients that allow for a first
determination of a strength criterion of the barrier, which can be investigated by using
numerical models of the experiments. The horizontal gradient parallel to the flow direction
over the barrier at 3 locations along the width of the model, and the horizontal gradients
perpendicular to the flow direction inside the barrier and in the background sand are
considered. The gradients parallel to the flow direction provide the first estimate of a strength
criterion, and the latter are required in order to understand differences among the gradients
along the width of the barrier. The locations over which gradients are computed are shown in
Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14 Transducers that are used for computation of gradients inside the barrier are labelled. The gradients are
computed: perpendicular to the flow direction on the upstream side inside the barrier (red), on the
downstream side inside the barrier (light blue) and in the background sand in front of the barrier (green)
and parallel to the flow direction (purple)

The gradients parallel to the flow direction are shown as a function of the head drop applied
during the tests. Visualisation of the gradients throughout the tests provides insight into the
effect of the different pipe growth steps on the gradients inside the barrier. For both barrier
materials a ‘basis’ configuration is considered in order to compare effects of variations; each
figure contains the basis for that barrier type and a variant. The basis configurations for GZB
1 and GZB 2 are the tests with a barrier with the full depth of the model, at high relative
density with Baskarp B25 sand as background material (MSP 24 and MSP 26).
The gradients perpendicular to the flow direction are shown per test. A positive gradient
indicates a higher head on the sides of the model than in the centre of the model.

Each test is analysed in Sections 4.3.1 through 4.3.9 in order to determine:
• Which progression steps are suitable for characterising a progression gradient:

o Steps in which the pipe progresses perpendicular to the flow direction are
considered unsuitable.

• Which measurements along the width of the barrier characterise the local gradient for
each step:

o This is done by considering the location of the progressing pipe relative to the
transducers. If an existing pipe lengthens inside the barrier, the step will be
characterised by a gradient measured between an upstream transducer and a
transducer that is inside the existing pipe. On the other hand, when a new
pipe forms, the gradient in the path of that pipe would be characterised by the
gradient between an upstream transducer and a transducer that is not inside a
pipe downstream. When multiple measurements satisfy these conditions, all
of these are considered suitable, and variation among them may give an
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indication of the variation that can be expected within as single test, and
therefore also among different tests.

The gradients parallel to the flow direction are summarised in Section 0, Section 4.4.9
presents the strength criteria.

4.4.1 Test MSP 24

Figure 4.15  Gradients parallel to the flow direction for GZB 2 tests MSP 24
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Figure 4.16 Gradients perpendicular to the flow direction for GZB 2 test 24

Test MSP 24 is the basis test for GZB 2. As shown in Figure 4.16, gradients perpendicular to
the flow direction on the upstream side of the barrier are initially low, indicating a
homogeneous flow profile until the long growth step. After long growth, the gradient in the
west rises and in the east falls. This would be expected as the pipe progresses close to the
east transducer (h10), before progressing along the interface towards the centre of the model,
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as shown in Figure 4.17. As the pipe progresses parallel to the upstream interface, the
gradient on the east upstream end of the barrier becomes less negative.
Gradients on the downstream side of the barrier in the background sand show a peak after
the pipe reaches the barrier, and fall as the pipe progresses along the width of the model, as
expected. The gradients in the downstream end of the barrier are very low throughout the test
indicating a relatively 2D flow situation inside the barrier.

Figure 4.17  MSP 24: Indication of the extent of the pipe after characteristic growth steps and prior to failure based
on visual inspection

The long growth step causes a clear fall in the gradients parallel to the flow direction in Figure
4.15. During the long growth step, the pipe progresses from an existing pipe close to the
centre of the model, therefore the gradient that is measured in the centre of the model is most
representative for this growth step. After the long growth step the gradients fall significantly.
However, the head drop over the sample is still increased several steps prior to failure. The
gradient in the barrier is now lower due to the presence of the long pipe inside the barrier,
which increases the net conductivity of the barrier relative to the conductivity of the
background sand upstream of the barrier. Thus as the head over the set-up is further
increased the gradient in the barrier remains below the value at the long growth step.
The short growth step is perpendicular to the flow direction in this test and therefore
unsuitable to define a progression gradient. For damage, the gradient in the centre of the
model would be most representative as the pipe forms close to the centre.
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4.4.2 Test MSP 22

Figure 4.18 Gradients parallel to the flow direction for GZB 2 tests MSP 24 and MSP 22
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Figure 4.19  Gradients perpendicular to the flow direction for GZB 2 test 22

Test MSP 22 is a test on GZB 2 using finer background sand, Baskarp 15, as compared to
Test MSP 24. During this test, it was observed that a thin film of finer grains washed over a
small distance on the upstream side of the barrier, as explained in the beginning of this
Chapter. The results are shown here in order to assess whether these might still characterise
the strength of GZB 2.
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The gradients perpendicular to the flow direction in Figure 4.19 show a gradient from the east
to the west on the upstream end of the barrier. This could be due to the observed layer of
fines washing into the model, this layer is observed to be more significant around the east
side and in centre of the model more than on the west side. The transport of fine grains from
the upstream background sand over the barrier might have locally increased the permeability
at the top of the sample in the background sand, causing concentration of flow to the eastern
side and centre of the barrier, and reduced the hydraulic conductivity on the upstream end of
the barrier.
A lower hydraulic conductivity on the upstream side of the barrier would also account for the
higher gradients parallel to the flow direction in the barrier in the east and centre that can be
observed in Figure 4.18. Long growth causes a fall in the gradients parallel to the flow
direction in the centre and on the west side of the set-up but not in the east side. This further
suggests a lower hydraulic conductivity in the upstream centre and east side of the barrier.

Figure 4.20  Indication of the extent of the pipe after characteristic growth steps and prior to failure based on visual
inspection

Due to these effects, the local gradients for test 22 are considered unsuitable to determine a
strength criterion for the barrier. The straight progression of one pipe through the centre,
shown in Figure 4.20 may also be due to the poor contact at the top of the sample.
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4.4.3 Test MSP 28

Figure 4.21 Gradients parallel to the flow direction for GZB 2 tests MSP 24 and MSP 28
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Figure 4.22 Gradients perpendicular to the flow direction for GZB 2 test 28

In test MSP 28, GZB 2 is combined with Metselzand as background sand. This background
sand was also used in several of the small-scale experiments. In this test, prior to reaching
the barrier, the pipe progressed to the sides of the model in the background sand. This did
not occur in other tests where the pipe progressed to the sides of the model at the interface
between the barrier and the background sand.
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After this, the pipe did progress upstream to the barrier, but the pipe damaged the barrier
directly as it reached the barrier interface. As shown in Figure 4.23, after damaging the barrier
the pipe progressed perpendicular to the flow direction, along the interface of the barrier
inside the barrier.
Possibly the progression perpendicular to the flow direction that was observed in the
background sand before reaching the barrier was due to a local heterogeneity in the sample
on the downstream side of the model. The Metselzand sample was difficult to prepare
homogeneously. However, the low gradient perpendicular to the flow direction on the
upstream side of the barrier indicates that the upstream side of the sample is quite
homogeneous (Figure 4.22).
The progression perpendicular to the flow direction inside the barrier may be due to a
combination of heterogeneity inside the barrier, a 3D flow configuration, and the relatively
small increase in strength of the barrier relative to the strength of the Metselzand. As the pipe
did not progress in the background sand parallel to the barrier interface before damage
(which it did in the other tests) in this test the flow in the barrier at damage would not
resemble a 2D flow pattern but would concentrate to the pipe tip. In combination with a slight
heterogeneity in strength inside the barrier, and a relatively small difference between the
strength of the barrier and the strength of the Metselzand, this could lead to progression to
the sides of the barrier. The progression of the pipe to the west side of the barrier along this
interface, reaching to below the transducer h16 is reflected by the fall in the gradient from
west to centre in Figure 4.22. The pipe does not progress all the way to h17 on the east side
therefore this gradient remains higher.

Figure 4.23  Indication of the extent of the pipe after characteristic growth steps and prior to failure based on visual
inspection

The gradients parallel to the flow direction in Figure 4.21 show a sharp rise when the pipe
damages the barrier. In the other tests this rise occurs when the pipe reaches the barrier,
however, in test 27 these are at the same moment. This is due to the reduction of the heads
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in the downstream end of the barrier; the effect is most significant in the centre and west as
this is where the pipe forms.

As the pipe progresses perpendicular to the flow direction at damage and short growth,
neither of these steps are suitable for determining a progression gradient. The long growth
step is considered suitable. As the pipe progresses from the existing pipe that is present
between the centre and west side of the model, the gradients in the centre or west can
characterise this gradient.

Test MSP 28 shows that with a limited permeability contrast between the barrier and the
background sand, it is possible that the pipe perpendicular to the flow direction is not created
downstream of the barrier but just in the barrier. The influence of this on the critical horizontal
gradient for short growth or long growth appears to be limited.
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4.4.4 Test MSP 26

Figure 4.24  Gradients parallel to the flow direction for GZB 1 test MSP 26
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Figure 4.25  Gradients perpendicular to the flow direction for GZB 1 test 26

This test is considered the basis for GZB 1. As shown in Figure 4.25, gradients perpendicular
to the flow direction in the downstream side of the barrier peak when the pipe reaches the
barrier and remain low after this, due to the progression of the pipe parallel to the barrier
interface in the background sand. On the upstream side of the barrier, gradients are initially
low, indicating a 2D flow caused by a homogeneous sample, and they respond sharply when
the pipe progresses on the west side of the model during long growth, as shown in Figure
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4.26. The gradient on the west side becomes negative as this is where the pipe first
progresses. The gradient on the east side becomes positive as this is furthest away from the
progressing pipe, and falls when the pipe progresses parallel to the interface towards the
centre of the model.

Figure 4.26  Indication of the extent of the pipe after characteristic growth steps and prior to failure based on visual
inspection

The gradients parallel to the flow direction in Figure 4.24 show a clear drop at the long growth
step. The gradient as measured in the centre or in the west would be expected to
characterise the gradient upstream of the pipe, as the pipe appears to lengthen from an
existing pipe and both these transducers are inside existing pipes. At short growth, pipes
enter the barrier at several points along the interface, and there is some progression of the
pipes that formed at damage, therefore, all three gradients could be considered
representative. Similarly, all three gradients can be used for the damage step, as the pipes
enter at several points along the width of the barrier.
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4.4.5 Test MSP 23

Figure 4.27  Gradients parallel to the flow direction for GZB 1 tests MSP 26 and MSP 23
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Figure 4.28  Gradients perpendicular to the flow direction for GZB 1 test 23

Test MSP 23 is a test on GZB 1 using Baskarp B15 as finer background sand. In this test the
horizontal gradient perpendicular to the flow direction along the downstream end of the barrier
is very high, as shown in Figure 4.28. The gradients increase steeply when the pipe reaches
the barrier, already before damage. Contrary to expectations, these gradients inside the
barrier are higher than the gradients perpendicular to the flow direction in the background
sand downstream of the barrier before the pipe progresses parallel to the barrier interface.
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The reason for this is not clear. It does not appear to be due to a measurement error in h15,
as h14 and h13 the next two transducers upstream of h15 inside the barrier also measure
relatively low values compared to the transducers in the sides of the model. The
consequence of this is a significantly higher gradient over the centre of the set-up as
compared to the sides of the set-up in Figure 4.27.

Figure 4.29  Indication of the extent of the pipe after characteristic growth steps and prior to failure based on visual
inspection note that the pipes that were formed after damage remained present during all steps but did
not clearly progress, for the short growth step, only the two pipes that lengthened significantly are
drawn

The gradient parallel to the flow direction in Figure 4.27 shows a clear drop at the long growth
step. At long growth during this test, a new pipe appears to form approximately from the
location of transducer h16 in the west side of the model, as shown in Figure 4.29. The pipe
did not develop under this transducer, which is also the case for h17 in the east. Therefore,
both h16 and h17 could be considered representative. For short growth there is progression
of existing pipes and formation of new pipes. Thus the lower gradient at the sides would also
already be considered critical, and the value at the centre might be super-critical. Therefore,
gradients at the sides are considered representative for this step. The same reasoning holds
for the damage step.
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4.4.6 Test MSP 25

Figure 4.30 Gradients parallel to the flow direction for GZB 1 tests MSP 26 and MSP 25
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Figure 4.31 Gradients perpendicular to the flow direction for GZB 1 test 25

The barrier, GZB 1, in test MSP 25 has a depth of 12.5 cm, i.e. 1/3rd of the model depth.
During this test there was no long growth step, however, there were two medium growth
steps, after which the pipe progressed upstream. The gradients perpendicular to the flow
direction are low in the upstream end of the barrier, indicating a relatively homogeneous flow
field upstream. The gradients in the background sand downstream of the barrier interface
show a response when the pipe reaches the barrier, and are low after the pipe progressed
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parallel to the interface as expected. The gradients in the downstream end of the barrier are
positive and slightly less than 0.2 indicating a higher head below the transducers in the side
of the barrier than in the centre of the barrier. The formation of pipes that damage the barrier
along the interface between the barrier and the background sand (Figure 4.32) would not
suggest a strong 3D flow situation with flow converging towards the centre of the model.
However, it appears that transducers h16 and h17 might not be directly above a pipe, at least
until after the first medium growth step. This could possibly result in a higher head in those
locations as compared to the centre of the model. The average gradient between h15 and
h16 and between h15 and h17 is in the order of 0.18 over 0.22 m, this would suggest that
local gradients in 3D around the pipe tip can become quite high.

Figure 4.32 Indication of the extent of the pipe after characteristic growth steps based on visual inspection, failure
occurred in the step after medium growth II

As there is no long growth, step the second medium growth step will be considered
characteristic for progression comparable to long growth in the other experiments. This
involves lengthening of a pipe from an existing pipe therefore this would be characterised by
the gradient over the centre of the set-up. The transducers on the sides do not appear to be
inside the pipe at this point. The short growth step involves the formation of pipes along the
width of the barrier, including both the lengthening of existing pipes and new ones, therefore
all three gradients could be considered representative for this step. For damage, due to the
formation of pipes along the width of the barrier again all three gradients could be considered.
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4.4.7 Test MSP 27

Figure 4.33 Gradients parallel to the flow direction for GZB 1 tests MSP 26 and MSP 27
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Figure 4.34  Gradients perpendicular to the flow direction for GZB 1 test 27

Test 27 is conducted with the barrier GZB 1 and the background sand upstream and
downstream of the barrier at a lower relative density. During this test, there was a long
progression step where the pipe grew past half way through the barrier, followed, after
increasing the head several times, by another significant progression step. Both long growth
steps are shown in Figure 4.35. Gradients perpendicular to the flow direction (Figure 4.34) in
the background sand downstream of the barrier show a jump when the pipe reaches the
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barrier, and remain low after the pipe progressed along the barrier interface in the
background sand, as expected. Gradients in the upstream end of the barrier are low initially,
indicating a homogeneous flow situation upstream of the barrier. At the first long growth step,
the gradient in the west increases, which would be expected due to pipe progression on the
east side of the barrier. The gradients in the downstream end of the barrier are positive which
would be expected as the centre transducer is above a pipe and the two transducers to the
sides do not appear to be above a pipe.

Figure 4.35  Indication of the extent of the pipe after characteristic growth steps and prior to failure based on visual
inspection

The gradients parallel to the flow direction over the barrier (Figure 4.33) show a drop slightly
before the first long growth point is noted. At that time the pipe was also seen to grow, but the
growth appeared to be less significant than the long growth step that followed shortly after.
After the first long growth step, the gradient increases to a value similar to the first peak which
coincides with the second long growth point. At the second long growth, the gradient on the
east side falls to close to zero, which would be expected as the upstream transducer is inside
the pipe.

The first long growth step is best characterised by the gradient in the centre of the model, as
the downstream transducer is inside the pipe, which is not the case for the gradients on the
sides of the model. For damage, the main growth of a pipe is in the centre of the model the
gradient in the centre of the model may best characterise the progression gradient. For the
short growth step, the pipe grows to the sides and this step is considered unsuitable to
determine a progression gradient.

The head drop at the maximum horizontal gradient is considerably lower in this test compared
to the reference test MSP 26. The relative density of the sand clearly influences the stability
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of the CSB and this stability decreases with a lower relative density, as can be seen in the
lower gradient over the barrier. However, the difference in head drop over the sample is to
some extent due to a higher hydraulic conductivity of the background sand upstream in the
laboratory test. In addition, the background sand downstream has a higher hydraulic
conductivity. In the field, when the barrier has a low relative density this does not affect the
density of the background sand. With a lower relative density, the barrier also has a higher
hydraulic conductivity. Thus, the hydraulic conductivity contrast would increase in the field,
which would partly offset the effect of a lower stability of the barrier.

4.4.8 Overview of gradients parallel to the flow direction inside the barrier
The gradients that were measured inside the barrier parallel to the flow direction in the steps
damage, short growth and long growth are shown in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5. Differences
among measured gradients are related to the observations of pipe location as discussed in
the previous sections.

Table 4.4 Gradient over the barrier parallel to the flow direction at characteristic steps during the experiments for
GZB 2

Step Test Gradient centre
h8-h15

Gradient west
h9-h16

Gradient east
h10-h17

Maximum difference
among measured

gradients
Damage 22 0.18 0.10 0.15 0.08

24 0.30 0.25 0.26 0.05

28*

Short growth 22 0.43 0.31 0.43 0.12

24 0.34 0.28 0.30 0.06

28 0.37 0.34 0.17 0.20

Long growth 22 0.55 0.44 0.62 0.18

24 0.39 0.36 0.36 0.03

28 0.42 0.40 0.25 0.17

* the pipe was not at the barrier prior to damage

Table 4.5 Gradient over the barrier parallel to the flow direction at characteristic steps during the experiments for
GZB 1

Step Test Gradient centre
h8-h15

Gradient west
h9-h16

Gradient east
h10-h17

Maximum difference
among measured

gradients
Damage 26 0.23 0.16 0.19 0.08

23 0.71 0.52 0.53 0.19

25 0.39 0.31 0.30 0.09

27 0.19 0.11 0.13 0.09

Short growth 26 0.40 0.35 0.35 0.05

23 0.79 0.59 0.60 0.19

25 0.54 0.45 0.43 0.11

27 0.30 0.20 0.23 0.10

Long growth 26 0.64 0.61 0.63 0.03

23 0.81 0.61 0.63 0.20

25* 0.67 0.61 0.57 0.10

27 0.28 0.22 0.23 0.06

* No long growth step was observed, the second medium growth step is considered
Several observations can be made based on all tests:
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• The point at which the pipe reaches the barrier can be seen in gradients parallel to the
flow direction, these shows a jump. This is due to the high hydraulic conductivity of the
pipe compared to the background sand. As soon as the pipe reaches the barrier it acts
as a pressure release, reducing pore pressures in the barrier.

• The long growth point typically coincides with the maximum gradient over the barrier,
there are two exceptions:

o In test MSP 25 there is no long growth point and a medium growth point is
used instead. In that test the gradient over the barrier prior to the failure step
is the highest gradient over the barrier.

o In test MSP 27 there is a second long growth step after the first long growth.
The first long growth is used to characterise progression. The gradient falls
slightly before this step, however, after this step the gradient over the barrier
increases again and reaches a maximum for the second long growth step.

• Short growth and medium growth do not have a significant effect on the gradients inside
the barrier.

• Although the gradient over the barrier is at a maximum after the long growth steps, the
gradient over the set-up, including the background sand still has to be increased after
long growth in order to achieve failure. Due to the long pipe in the barrier, the effective
hydraulic conductivity of the barrier relative to the background sand is higher after long
growth and a larger portion of the head drop is then dissipated in the background sand.
Thus, even with further increases in the overall head the gradient over the barrier
remains lower than what it was just prior to the long growth step.

• Computed gradients perpendicular to the flow direction on the upstream end of the
barrier indicate a relatively homogeneous inflow at the start of the tests, with the
exception of test 22.

• Computed gradients perpendicular to the flow direction on the downstream end of the
barrier show that the head below the centre transducer is typically lower than on the
sides. This could be due to the combination of the formation of a deeper crater in the
background sand close to the centre of the model, and due to pipes typically forming
close to the centre of the model in all tests. In tests where pipes also form below the
transducers on the sides of the model, the computed gradient along the downstream
side of the barrier is lower. A high computed gradient does not necessarily indicate that
flow is directed from the sides to the centre. There may be pipes present along the width
of the model, just not directly below the transducers in the sides of the model, such as in
test MSP 25.

Based on the consideration of the tests, Table 4.6 and Table 4.7 show the gradients that are
considered most representative for the progression gradient in each growth step. Steps that
are not considered representative are excluded.
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Table 4.6 Suitable gradients for progression GZB 2

Step Test Suitable
gradient (s)

Motivation

Damage
22 n.a

Gradients appear to be affected by inflow of fine grains on the upstream end of the

barrier

24 0.30 The pipe enters the barrier closest to the centre of the set-up

28 n.a. The pipe was not at the barrier at the start of the damage step

Short
growth 22 n.a.

Gradients appear to be affected by inflow of fine grains on the upstream end of the

barrier

24 n.a. The pipe grows perpendicular to the flow direction

28 n.a. The pipe grows perpendicular to the flow direction

Long
growth 22 n.a.

Gradients appear to be affected by inflow of fine grains on the upstream end of the

barrier

24 0.39

Progression of an existing pipe. As h15 is inside a pipe this would characterise the

gradient.

28 0.42 / 0.40

Progression of an existing pipe. As h15 and h 16 are inside a pipe these would

characterise the gradient.

Table 4.7 Suitable gradients for progression GZB 1

Step Test Suitable
gradient (s)

Motivation

Damage 26 0.16 / 0.19 / 0.23 Pipes damage the barrier along the width of the barrier

23 0.53 / 0.52

Pipes damage the barrier along the width of the barrier; gradient at centre may be

super critical

25 0.39 / 0.31 / 0.30 Pipes damage the barrier along the width of the barrier

27 0.19 The pipe mainly damages the barrier in the centre of the model.

Short
growth

26 0.40 / 0.35 / 0.35 There is progression of pipes along the width of the barrier.

23 0.59 / 0.60

There is progression of pipes along the width of the barrier, gradient at centre may be

super critical

25 0.54 / 0.45 / 0.43 There is progression of pipes along the width of the barrier.

27 n.a The pipe grows perpendicular to the flow direction

Long
growth 26 0.64 / 0.60

The pipe lengthens from an existing pipe, transducers 15 and 16 appear to be above a

pipe

23 0.61 / 0.63

Progression of pipe from a location where no pipe appeared to be present. There

appears to be no pipe below transducers h16 and h17.

25* 0.67

Progression of an existing pipe. As h15 is inside a pipe this would characterise the

gradient.

27 0.28

Progression of an existing pipe. As h15 is inside a pipe this would characterise the

gradient

* No long growth step was observed, the second medium growth step is considered

4.4.9 Strength criterion

4.4.9.1 GZB 2
The characteristic progression gradients in Table 4.6 for GZB 2 only allow for a
characterisation of the gradient at long growth. Values for tests MSP 28 and MSP 24 are very
similar. Both tests indicate a gradient over the barrier (between the locations of h15 and h8,
i.e. over 27 cm from 1 cm upstream of the downstream barrier interface to 2 cm downstream
of the upstream barrier interface) of ca. 0.4 (values range from 0.39-0.42).
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This is significantly higher than the gradient of 0.48 defined over only 3.5 cm at the tip of the
pipe as was found for the small-scale tests in Deltares, 2017c. However, that was also
computed for the damage step, and in both the small-scale tests and in the medium-scale
tests significant additional strength was found for progression of the pipe. The value of the
gradient over this distance in the current tests is computed in Section 5.

4.4.9.2 GZB 1
Values in Table 4.7 for GZB 1 at a high relative density show a large range (0.16 to 0.53) for
damage, and for short growth (0.35-0.79). Possibly this variation is also due to the fact that
damage and short growth are more difficult to register and therefore more subjective. These
steps do not have a significant effect on the gradient over the barrier, as opposed to the long
growth. Furthermore, the distance over which the gradient is measured in the barrier is
relatively large; therefore, the measured gradient would also be affected by differences in the
hydraulic conductivity contrast and depth of the barrier, which affect the head distribution
inside the barrier.

For long growth, or medium growth in test MSP 25, the values from the three tests are
confined to a narrow range (0.60-0.67) indicating that for this step a representative value
would be 0.63. To compute this average, the medium growth step is used in test MSP 25.
This implies that there is still remaining strength after this criterion has been exceeded.

For GZB 1 with a low relative density barrier, MSP 27, the gradient is significantly lower with
0.28.

4.4.9.3 Further investigation
The finding that there appears to be a consistent gradient over the entire barrier at which the
long progression step occurs, for a given barrier material at a given relative density, requires
further investigation by means of numerical modelling.
The assumption is that there is a local critical gradient over a certain distance upstream of
the pipe tip at which pipe progression occurs. The gradient over the entire barrier for a given
local gradient at the tip will depend on amongst others, the type of background sand
(hydraulic conductivity contrast), the depth of the barrier, and the length of the pipe inside the
barrier. As those parameters vary among the tests at the long growth step, the gradient over
the entire barrier would be expected to vary as well. Numerical modelling can indicate how
large those variations would be and whether the observed results could be expected given a
the same local gradient at the pipe tip.

4.5 Flow rate
The flow rate is shown as a function of the corrected head drop across the sample for the
tests on GZB 1 in Figure 4.37 and for GZB 2 in Figure 4.36. The flow rate in m/s is computed
assuming 2D flow in Deltares (2018a).
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Figure 4.36 Flow rate as a function of filter corrected head drop for GZB 2

For GZB 2, the flow rate for a given head drop is highest for the test with Metselzand, and
lowest with Baskarp 15, as would be expected based on the hydraulic conductivity estimates
of these sands.
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Figure 4.37 Flow rate as a function of filter corrected head drop for GZB 1

For GZB 1 the flux appears unaffected by the depth of the barrier. The relative density of the
background sand upstream and downstream of the barrier that was estimated during
preparation is similar for those two tests.
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Figure 4.38 Flow rate as a function of filter corrected head drop for GZB 1 and GZB 2

The barrier does not have a significant effect on the flux as shown in Figure 4.38. The
hydraulic conductivity for different barriers with the same background sand is almost the
same for a given head drop. For tests with B25, the relative density of the background sand
upstream of the barrier as estimated during preparation is the same. This is also the case for
tests with B15, however there test MSP 22 does indicate a slightly higher flow rate than test
MSP 23. This may be due to the poor contact between the sample and the lid in test MSP 22.
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All graphs show a point of inflection when the pipe reaches the barrier, the flow rate can
increase due to the high hydraulic conductivity of the pipe relative to the conductivity of the
background sand. The progression of the pipe through the barrier has a negligible effect on
the flux, indicating that this is controlled by the hydraulic conductivity of the background sand
upstream of the barrier.

4.6 Flow regimes
The flow regime is estimated for the pipe, and for the background sand and for the barrier.
For the background sand and for the barrier, this is done by assuming that all flow is plane
flow through the cross section of the model, i.e. the situation before flow converges due to
pipe formation.
The grain Reynolds number was calculated as in Bear (1972) by

=

Where d = d50, q is (average) flow velocity (here volumetric flow/width model/length model), 
is dynamic viscosity. Bear notes that Darcy’s law can be assumed to be valid for grain Re
less than 1 to 10. Based on this flow inside the soil would be in the Darcy flow regime for all
tests. The flow in the pipe downstream of the barrier may have been non-laminar.

4.7 Apparent hydraulic conductivity
The apparent hydraulic conductivity is estimated from flux and head measurements in
Deltares (2018a). During preparation of the samples, the porosity is also determined; this
porosity is correlated to hydraulic conductivity based on column tests in Deltares (2018a). An
overview of the hydraulic conductivity estimated based on the head measurements and
based on the correlation is shown in the tables in this Section. The estimates for the hydraulic
conductivity of the barrier are considered less reliable as flow will start to converge inside the
barrier when pipe formation occurs downstream, therefore these estimates are based on
heads and flow rates during the early part of the experiment, before the pipe damages the
barrier.

Table 4.8 Overview of hydraulic conductivity
Experiment 24 RD [-] hydraulic

conductivity based
on correlation to
porosity, [m/s]

hydraulic
conductivity based
measured heads,

[m/s]
Baskarp B25 Upstream 1.07 1.04E-04 1.60E-04

GZB 2 Barrier 1.05 5.74E-04 6.50E-4

Baskarp B25 Downstream 0.93 1.49E-04 no estimate

Table 4.9 Overview of hydraulic conductivity
Experiment 22 RD [-] hydraulic

conductivity based
on correlation to
porosity, [m/s]

hydraulic
conductivity based
measured heads,

[m/s]
Baskarp B15 Upstream 0.90 6.90E-05 9.00E-05

GZB 2 Barrier 0.77 1.03E-03 4.00E-4

Baskarp B15 Downstream 0.91 6.70E-05 no estimate
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Table 4.10 Overview of hydraulic conductivity
Experiment 28 RD [-] hydraulic

conductivity based
on correlation to
porosity, [m/s]

hydraulic
conductivity based
measured heads,

[m/s]
Metselzand Upstream 1.07 2.96E-04 3.20E-4

GZB 2 Barrier 0.83 9.32E-04 1.20E-03

Metselzand Downstream 0.97 3.68E-04 no estimate

Table 4.11 Overview of hydraulic conductivity
Experiment 26 RD [-] hydraulic

conductivity based
on correlation to
porosity, [m/s]

hydraulic
conductivity based
measured heads,

[m/s]
Baskarp B25 Upstream 1.07 1.01E-04 1.50E-04

GZB 1 Barrier 0.87 9.81E-04 7.00E-04

Baskarp B25 Downstream 0.94 1.46E-04 no estimate

Table 4.12 Overview of hydraulic conductivity
Experiment 23 RD [-] hydraulic

conductivity based
on correlation to
porosity, [m/s]

hydraulic
conductivity based
measured heads,

[m/s]
Baskarp B15 Upstream 0.91 6.70E-05 7.00E-05

GZB 1 Barrier 0.79 1.12E-03 no estimate

Baskarp B15 Downstream 0.84 7.60E-05 no estimate

Table 4.13 Overview of hydraulic conductivity
Experiment 25 RD [-] hydraulic

conductivity based
on correlation to
porosity, [m/s]

hydraulic
conductivity based
measured heads,

[m/s]
Baskarp B25 Upstream 1.10 9.12E-05 1.70E-04

Baskarp B25 Below barrier 0.96 1.39E-04 no estimate

GZB 1 Barrier 1.01 7.43E-04 6.00E-04

Baskarp B25 Downstream 0.95 1.42E-04 no estimate

Table 4.14 Overview of hydraulic conductivity
Experiment 27 RD [-] hydraulic

conductivity based
on correlation to
porosity, [m/s]

hydraulic
conductivity based
measured heads,

[m/s]
Baskarp B25 Upstream 0.57 2.74E-04 3.00E-04

GZB 1 Barrier 0.55 1.54E-03 1.50E-3

Baskarp B25 Downstream 0.63 2.54E-04 no estimate
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4.8 Residual strength
The critical gradient over the barrier (over 27 cm inside the barrier) at long growth appears to
be a suitable strength criterion to characterise the strength of the barrier. This is further
investigated in numerical models in Chapter 5.
The head drops in the tests at the time of the long growth and the head drop that caused
failure are shown in Table 4.15 and Table 4.16 to obtain an insight in the residual strength
after the long progression step. The head drop considered is the corrected drop between the
filter upstream and the pipe parallel to the downstream interface of the barrier as computed in
Deltares (2018a).

Table 4.15 Corrected head drop over the sample up to the pipe at long growth and at failure for GZB 2

Test Corrected head drop at long
growth,
m

Corrected head drop at
failure,
m

Ratio corrected head drop at
failure/corrected head drop
at long growth

22 2.01 2.82 1.4

24 1.07 1.31 1.2

28* 0.59 0.63 1.1

* pipe has not progressed parallel to the downstream barrier interface, corrected head drop is determined over same range
as in other tests using the measurement downstream of the barrier that is in the pipe. Thus results would be comparable to
other tests.

Table 4.16 Corrected head drop over the sample up to the pipe at long growth and at failure for GZB 1

Test Corrected head drop at long
growth,
m

Corrected head drop at
failure,
m

Ratio corrected head drop at
failure/corrected head drop
at long growth

26 1.71 2.59 1.5

23 3.48 5.34 1.5

25* 1.57 1.88 1.2

27** 0.81 1.31 1.6

* no long growth step was observed, the second medium growth step is considered
** using first long growth step

The residual strength after long growth is least in test MSP 28 and test MSP 25. Those are
the tests where the pipe does not progress parallel to the interface between the barrier and
the background sand.

4.8.1 Comparison to small-scale tests
In the small-scale tests, the damage step was used as a strength criterion. The ratio between
the strength at damage and the strength at failure is therefore compared in Table 4.17 and
Table 4.18.
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Table 4.17 Corrected head drop over the sample up to the pipe at damage and at failure for GZB 2

Test Corrected head drop at
damage,

m

Corrected head drop at
failure,

m

Ratio corrected head drop at
failure/corrected head drop

at damage
22 0.51 2.82 5.5

24 0.60 1.31 2.2

28* 0.19 0.63 3.3

* pipe has not progressed parallel to the downstream barrier interface, corrected head drop is determined over same range
as in other tests using the measurement downstream of the barrier that is in the pipe. Thus results would be comparable to
other tests.

Table 4.18 Corrected head drop over the sample up to the pipe at damage and at failure for GZB 1

Test Corrected head drop at
damage,

m

Corrected head drop at
failure,

m

Ratio corrected head drop at
failure/corrected head drop

at damage
26 0.51 2.59 5.1

23 2.87 5.34 1.9

25* 1.17 1.88 1.6

27** 0.34 1.31 3.9

* No long growth step was observed, the second medium growth step is considered
** Using first long growth step

The ratios for tests on GZB 2 in the set-up with a 10 cm deep, 30 cm wide sample (i.e.
comparable D/L to the medium-scale set-up) are shown in Table 4.19.

Table 4.19 Corrected head drop over the sample up to the pipe at damage and at failure for GZB 2 in small-scale
set-up

Test Corrected head drop
at damage,
m

Corrected head
drop at failure,
m

Ratio corrected head
drop at
failure/corrected
head drop at damage

191 GZB 2 & Metselzand basis 0.40 1.01 2.5

192 GZB 2 & Metselzand shallow barrier 0.41 0.74 1.8

193 GZB 2 & Metselzand low RD barrier 0.55 1.05 1.9

195 GZB 2 & B15, barrier all the way upstream 0.11 0.11 1.1

In test KSP 193 the presence of a filter cake probably resulted in the higher head drop that is
measured for the lower relative density barrier.

The ratios between damage and failure show a significant scatter for the medium-scale tests.
This is probably due to the difficulty in determining the damage point in those tests.
Comparison to the ratios from the small-scale tests is also difficult due to the presence of the
filter cake which is most pronounced in test 193 but also observed in tests 191 and 192, and
due to the barrier being continued to the upstream side of the set-up in test 195.
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5 Numerical simulations experiments

This Chapter presents the results of the numerical modelling that was done during this phase.
First, the modelling of the medium-scale experiments is presented. Subsequently the results
of the sensitivity analysis, which is presented in full in Appendix C, are discussed. Then the
result of preliminary models of the small- and medium- scale experiments using the Sellmeijer
criterion in DgFlow, which are presented in full in Appendix D, are shown. Then, the results of
the analysis using the preliminary model developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Engineer Research and Development Center (USACE-ERDC) are presented. That analysis is
reported in a separate report in (Deltares 2018c). Subsequently a strength criterion that can
be used for 2D finite element models is derived based on the simulations of the medium scale
experiments and this is applied to model the experiments. Finally, this criterion is used to
investigate the effect of scale on the critical head drop.

5.1 2D Numerical simulations MSP experiments
This Section presents the numerical simulation of the medium-scale experiments. The
purpose of these models is threefold:

1. To compare the modelled hydraulic conductivity to the hydraulic conductivity that
would be expected based on the reported relative density of the samples in order to
verify the achieved relative density of the barrier materials in the experiments.

2. To investigate the local gradients inside the barrier for characteristic growth steps,
damage, short growth and long growth in particular, to analyse whether the measured
gradient over the barrier, which was observed to be similar for tests on the same
barrier material, also corresponds to the same local gradient upstream of the tip over
a shorter distance inside the barrier; this is currently the working hypothesis.

3. To characterise a strength criterion that can be used for predictions and sensitivity
analyses.

In the experiments, discrete steps are identified in which the pipe progresses significantly
(Chapter 4). The exact growth steps are not exactly the same for each of the experiments and
are sometimes difficult to observe. The determination of these points is therefore to some
extent subjective. The damage step, which was considered as the strength criterion in the
small-scale experiments, is considered one of the most difficult to establish in the medium-
scale experiments. This is due to extensive crumbling of the barrier at the interface between
the barrier and the pipe after the pipe has progressed along the width of the model. The use
of the damage step as a strength criterion is further complicated by the results from test MSP
28 (GZB 2/Metselzand). In that test the pipe did not develop along the interface of the barrier
and the background sand in the step prior to damage, but grew directly into the barrier.

Since the damage criterion is difficult to determine, two additional steps are also modelled in
order to investigate the progression within the barrier. These steps are the short growth step,
in which one or more pipes progress inside the barrier but do not progress beyond halfway
through the barrier (they grow between ca. 3 and ca. 9 cm into the barrier), and the long
growth step in which one pipe progresses past half way through the barrier (growing between
ca. 16 and ca 26 cm into the barrier). In one test, MSP 25 (GZB 2/B25 shallow barrier) failure
occurs in the only step where the pipe progresses beyond half way through the barrier. That
test does have a medium growth step; therefore, for this test medium growth is modelled
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instead of long growth. Thus with the modelled criteria there is residual strength left for all
tests.

In order to define a strength criterion for the barrier, the critical conditions for these three
steps can be considered. The head profile in the step prior to the head increment that caused
the pipe to progress are required. These are considered the conditions in the final increment
before the head raise that caused pipe progression to occur is applied. The heads measured
1 minute before the application of the head increment and the flux for that interval are used
for fitting the numerical simulations. As there was a gap between the sample and the lid in
test 21, this test is not modelled.

5.1.1 Model and mesh

5.1.1.1 Modelling of the pipe
As in the small-scale numerical simulations, the pipe is modelled as a constant head
boundary condition; the assumption is that there is no head loss in the pipe.
In the numerical simulation of the small-scale experiments, the pipe was modelled with a
physical depth of 2 mm at the critical step for damage. This was required in order to
approximate the head distributions that were measured. Without a pipe depth, there would
only be one node at the interface between the pipe and the barrier, causing a very high
concentration of flow in the model that might not be realistic (Deltares, 2017c).

In the medium-scale experiments, the degree of crumbling of the barrier at the interface
between the barrier and the pipe is significantly larger in comparison with the small-scale
experiments. This increases the interface area between the barrier and the pipe. Therefore,
the pipe is modelled as being present one centimetre into the barrier at the critical step for
damage. This one centimetre also provides an interface area between the pipe and the
barrier in the numerical model.
For subsequent growth steps, the pipe is modelled a distance into the barrier. This distance is
based on observations of the furthest point that the pipe tip has progressed into the barrier at
the critical points, which differs for each of the experiments. These estimates can be quite
difficult and therefore an uncertainty of 2 cm is estimated for the comparison between the
pipe and the model. Due to the larger interface between the pipe and the barrier, the relative
effect of a few millimetres of pipe depth is small and the pipe is modelled with no depth. The
pipe length into the barrier in the three steps for the numerical simulations is shown in Table
5.1.
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Table 5.1 Pipe length inside the barrier for numerical simulation models
Test Pipe length

modelled inside the
barrier at the
damage step
cm

Pipe length
modelled inside the
barrier at the short
growth step
cm

Pipe length
modelled inside the
barrier at the long
growth step
cm

MS_GZB 2_B15_22 1 2 12
MS_GZB 2_B25_24 1 8 12
MS_GZB 2_MS_28 1 2 4
MS_GZB 1_B15_23 1 2 6
MS_GZB 1_B25_26 1 4 8
MS_GZB 1_B25_25
(shallow barrier)

1 4 4

MS_GZB 1_B25_27
(low relative density
barrier)

1 8 14

*The pipe length used in the model is based on the maximum length that the pipe is observed to progress inside the barrier
prior to the step that is modelled (the pipe length at the critical condition for that step, the uncertainty on this value is
estimated to be in the order of 1 cm for the damage step and 2 cm for the short and long growth steps.

5.1.1.2 Material parameters: hydraulic conductivity
As there could be a different porosity in the background sand upstream of the barrier,
downstream of the barrier, and, if the barrier is not the full depth of the model, below the
barrier, these are distinguished as different soil types. Furthermore, it is possible that there
was a zone with a lower hydraulic conductivity at the interface between the barrier and the
background sand, as was the case in the small-scale experiments. Therefore, a zone of 1 cm
is modelled inside the medium-scale models referred to as ‘filter cake’.

In the factual report, estimates are made of the hydraulic conductivity of the barrier and the
upstream background sand and the combined hydraulic conductivity of the interface between
the barrier and the upstream background sand, based on the measured hydraulic heads in
pore pressure transducers. The hydraulic conductivity that was estimated over the interface
did not indicate that there was any reduction of permeability of the upstream end of the barrier
due to the formation of a filter cake.
Hydraulic conductivity was also estimated based on the porosity of the materials inside the
experiment and the correlation between porosity and hydraulic conductivity that was
determined by using column experiments (Deltares, 2018a).
The estimates of hydraulic conductivity from the experiments and the column tests were used
to determine the starting values for the hydraulic conductivity of the soil zones in the
numerical simulation. These values were adjusted in order to better reproduce the measured
head distributions and fluxes.

The assumptions for the hydraulic conductivity in the numerical simulations are:
• Isotropic.
• Homogeneous within one soil type.
• Invariant in the three steps that are modelled.

As there was no indication of the build-up of a filter cake during these experiments, the last
assumption appears valid.
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The model with the locations of the different zones is shown in Figure 5.1 for the models with
the full barrier depth. The model with a partial depth barrier is shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.1 Model with materials used for numerical simulations. Light blue upstream background sand, dark red
potentially lower hydraulic conductivity zone inside barrier (filter cake), dark blue barrier, light red
background sand downstream

Figure 5.2 Model with materials used for numerical simulations. Light blue upstream background sand, pink
potentially lower hydraulic conductivity zone inside barrier (filter cake), dark blue barrier, dark red
background sand below barrier, grey background sand downstream, barrier depth 0.13 m

5.1.1.3 Mesh
The model size and the mesh are similar to the mesh that was determined for the prediction
of the medium-scale experiments in Deltares (2017c).
The relative location of the barrier was changed in the medium-scale experiments as
compared to assumed in Deltares (2017c); the barrier is between -0.505 m and –0.805 m in
the current experiments and simulations. The size of the outlet hole is 81 mm, i.e. the pipe is
present from the pipe tip to +0.041 m.
In the small-scale experiments, variations of the exact location of the barrier among models
were considered to have a significant effect on the model results. Due to the small barrier
size, and the location of the measurement point inside the barrier close to the interface, shifts
of the interface location in the order of millimetres were significant. In those models,
corrections were made to account for this. In the current experiments, there will also be some
variation of the exact location of the interface of the barrier and the background sand among
tests; however, this is not modelled for several reasons. Firstly, due to the larger scale of the
models variations of the location of the interface are considered less significant. Secondly,
crumbling of the barrier already moves the location of the interface between the barrier and
the pipe. Thirdly, in the steps of short growth and long growth the exact interface of the barrier
and the background sand downstream is less significant. Fourthly, there is probably more
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variation of the exact location of the interface along the width and the depth of the model in
the medium-scale tests than in the small-scale tests.

Element dimensions and mesh refinement are as in the prediction models, with a structured
mesh and elements of 1 mm by 1 mm in the top of the barrier. The mesh is the same for all
medium-scale models regardless of barrier depth and this is shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3 Mesh in the medium-scale model

5.1.1.4 Boundary conditions: head drop
The head drop in the model is computed by correcting the upstream head for filter loss and
for the head measured in the pipe. The upstream head corrected for filter loss was computed
in the analysis of the tests in Deltares (2018a).
The correction for the head measured in the pipe is made considering the measured heads in
the transducers that are in the barrier over the distance between the barrier interface and the
tip of the pipe. As the pipe lengthens, more transducers are inside this length. For the
boundary condition in the pipe, the lowest measured head is used.
The head in the pipe is set to zero as a reference in order to compare easily among tests with
different downstream head boundary conditions. The upstream heads, corrected for the
upstream filter head loss and the head loss in the pipe, at the different steps are shown in
Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 Upstream boundary conditions in numerical simulation models

Test Upstream head
damage step,

m

Upstream head
short growth step,

m

Upstream head
long growth step,

m
MS_GZB 2_B15_22 0.52 1.39 2.02
MS_GZB 2_B25_24 0.59 0.70 1.07
MS_GZB 2_MS_28 Not modelled 0.50 0.61
MS_GZB 1_B15_23 2.93 3.37 3.53
MS_GZB 1_B25_26 0.51 0.85 1.72
MS_GZB 1_B25_25
(shallow barrier) 0.84 1.20 1.60*
MS_GZB 1_B25_27
(low relative density barrier) 0.36 0.65 0.83
*This test had no long growth therefore medium growth II is used
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5.1.2 Procedure
Computations for the three steps are performed in order to fit all three steps simultaneously.

Measured head and flux measurements, are used to calibrate the hydraulic conductivity
estimates in the numerical simulations. The aim is to match all heads reasonably well;
however, a priority is given to a match of the heads on the upstream side of the barrier in the
top of the model. Those are considered most significant for the computation of the local
horizontal gradients, especially for the longer growth steps.
The heads on the downstream side of the barrier are considered less important to fit well, in
part also due to the uncertainty regarding the extent of crumbling of the barrier at the interface
between the barrier and the pipe. Furthermore, if the pipe does not pass below the
transducers, but to the side of these, those transducers will not be modelled well.

The consequence of using a 2D model, to model the 3D flow profile at the tip of a progressing
pipe is an underestimation of the heads just upstream of the pipe as shown in Robbins and
Griffiths (2018). Measurements parallel to the barrier interface in Chapter 4 show that the
head difference between transducers that are above a pipe, and transducers at the same
distance from the outlet hole that are not above a pipe might lead to significant gradients from
the sides to the pipe, i.e. a 3D flow pattern in the barrier.

Using a 2D model was found to give good results for modelling the damage step, where the
pipe had progressed along the width of the model. The flow configuration in the set-up was
found to be effectively 2D in Deltares Report 11200952-006. At the critical point for the short
and the long growth steps with GZB 1, several pipes are present inside the barrier close to
the interface of the barrier. Therefore, a 2D model might still be suitable for these steps. In the
tests with GZB 2, this may also be the case. For test 28, the pipe progressed parallel to the
interface after the damage step. For test 24, the measured head difference between
transducer h15 in the centre close to the pipe, and transducers h16 and h17 to the sides of
the model is small for both steps possibly due to crumbling of the barrier. Therefore, these
might also be suitable for modelling.

5.1.3 Results
The numerical simulations are reported in Appendix A. An example of the fit of the head
profiles in the 3 steps is shows in Figure 5.4 for test MS 24. The hydraulic conductivity
contrast between the barrier and the background sand downstream is 2.5 in this test, based
on the best fit using the numerical simulation.
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Figure 5.4 Test MS_24_GZB 2_B25_24. Step short growth: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model
(blue, left column) and in the bottom of the model (red, right column). Measured heads along the
centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; measurements to the side of the centre line
(distances 20 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location of the barrier is shown in
black solid lines; the location of the filter cake in the model is indicated with a dashed line this zone
has the same hydraulic conductivity as the rest of the barrier for this case

An example of the hydraulic head and flow distribution for the same test is shown in Figure
5.5, a close up of the barrier; coloured by the materials in order to distinguish the location of
the different soils is shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.5 Test MS_24_GZB 2_B25_24. The critical state for short growth. Hydraulic head distribution in the model
is indicated by the background colour the range is set between 0 and 1 m head. Vectors represent flow
velocity, scaled by velocity. Contour lines are shown only between 0 and 0.1 m head, spaced 1 cm apart
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Figure 5.6 Test MS_24_GZB 2_B25_24, detail of top 0.18 m of the model. The critical state for short growth.
Colours indicate the materials: background sand upstream (light blue), filter cake (red), barrier (dark
blue), background sand downstream (pink). Vectors represent flow velocity, scaled by velocity. Contour
lines are shown only between 0 and 0.1 m head, spaced 1 cm apart

5.1.3.1 Hydraulic conductivities
An overview of the hydraulic conductivity in the models is shown in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3 Modelled hydraulic conductivity in numerical simulations

Test Hydraulic
conductivity
background

sand
upstream,

m/s

Hydraulic
conductivity
filter cake*,

m/s

Hydraulic
conductivity

barrier,

m/s*

Hydraulic
conductivity
background

sand
downstream

m/s*

Hydraulic
conductivity
background
sand below

barrier
m/s*

MS_GZB 2_B15_22 7.6E-05 1.1E-03 1.1E-03 8.4E-05
MS_GZB 2_B25_24 1.7E-04 8.0E-04 8.0E-04 3.3E-04
MS_GZB 2_MS_28 3.2E-04 1.2E-03 1.2E-03 3.7E-04
MS_GZB 1_B15_23 7.4E-05 1.3E-03 1.3E-03 8.0E-05
MS_GZB 1_B25_26 1.7E-04 9.9E-04 9.9E-04 3.2E-04
MS_GZB 1_B25_25
(shallow barrier)

1.8E-04 1.5E-03 1.5E-03 1.8E-04 1.77E-04

MS_GZB 1_B25_27
(low relative density
barrier)

3.0E-04 1.7E-03 1.7E-03 3.3E-04

*There was no indication of a significantly lower hydraulic conductivity at the upstream interface between the barrier and
the background sand, therefore the ‘filter cake’ zone has the same hydraulic conductivity as the rest of the barrier.

The hydraulic conductivity was also estimated based on measured heads and fluxes in
Deltares (2018a). An overview of the hydraulic conductivity that would be expected based on
the porosity of the sample in the test and the correlation based on column permeability
experiments, the estimates from the experimental data, and the numerical computations is
shown in Table 5.4. Note that no estimates of the hydraulic conductivity of the background
sand downstream of the barrier could be made for the experiments due to the 3D flow
configuration.
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Table 5.4 Comparison of the hydraulic conductivity values obtained in fitting the numerical models to the values
that are expected based on the correlation between porosity and hydraulic conductivity, and compared
to values that were estimated during analysis of the test in Deltares (2018a)

Test Ratio
correlation/
numerical
model
Background
sand
upstream

Ratio
estimate test
/ numerical
model
Background
sand
upstream

Ratio
correlation/
numerical
model
barrier

Ratio
estimate test
/ numerical
model
Barrier

Ratio
correlation/
numerical
model
Background
sand
downstream

MS_GZB
2_B15_22

0.9 1.2 0.9 0.4 0.8

MS_GZB
2_B25_24

0.6 1.0 0.7 0.8 0.5

MS_GZB 2_MS_28 0.9 1.0 0.8 1.0 1.0
MS_GZB
1_B15_23

1.0 1.0 0.8 * 1.0

MS_GZB
1_B25_26

0.6 0.9 1.0 0.7 0.4

MS_GZB
1_B25_25 (shallow
barrier)

0.5 1.0 0.5 0.4 0.8

MS_GZB
1_B25_27
(low relative
density barrier)

0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.8

*no estimate could be made

The hydraulic conductivity estimated in the models is reasonably close to the hydraulic
conductivity that was estimated, based on the correlations for most models. The relative
densities reported for the tests in Deltares (2018a) have an uncertainty in the order of 10% for
the background sand upstream and downstream and 20% for the barrier, therefore some
deviation between the modelled hydraulic conductivity and the hydraulic conductivity from the
correlations may be expected.

The largest deviations are found for the tests with Baskarp B25 with a high relative density
downstream (tests 24 and 26). The downstream hydraulic conductivity is difficult to fit as only
one head measurement in the bottom is directly in this zone. However, the hydraulic
conductivity contrast downstream does have a significant effect on the head profile inside the
barrier. The post diction factsheets of those tests in Appendix A show the fit that would be
obtained if the hydraulic conductivity that is estimated based on the column test were used
instead of the fitted hydraulic conductivity for tests 26 and 24. This clearly provides a worse
match with the measured head profiles, therefore these models are maintained

Differences between values estimated form the experiment and the model for test 22 may be
due to the poor contact between the sample and the lid.

In test 25, the hydraulic conductivity of the barrier in the numerical model is significantly
higher than what would be expected based on the porosity. Possibly this is related to a
greater difficulty in preparing the shallow barrier in that sample. However, the fit of the
background sand upstream is off by a similar amount and there would be less uncertainty in
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the porosity of that portion of the sample. The hydraulic conductivity of the background sand
has a dominant control on the flux during the test and the flux was relatively well modelled
(Table 5.6).

The computed hydraulic conductivity contrasts between the barrier and the background sand
in the numerical simulations is shown in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5 Hydraulic conductivity contrast in the numerical simulations

Test Hydraulic conductivity barrier /
hydraulic conductivity background
sand upstream

Hydraulic conductivity barrier / hydraulic
conductivity background sand
downstream

MS_GZB 2_B15_22 14.4 13.1
MS_GZB 2_B25_24 4.9 2.5
MS_GZB 2_MS_28 3.8 3.2
MS_GZB 1_B15_23 18.0 16.5
MS_GZB 1_B25_26 6.0 3.1
MS_GZB 1_B25_25 (shallow
barrier) 8.3 8.3
MS_GZB 1_B25_27
(low relative density barrier) 5.6 5.1

5.1.3.2 Comparison modelled and measured flux
The ratio between the computed flux and the measured flux for the three steps in the
experiments is shown in Table 5.6. The ratios close to one are an indication of the goodness
of the predictions.

Table 5.6 Summary of measured and computed flux in the experiments and in the numerical simulations

Test name Ratio measured
flux/computed flux
damage step

Ratio measured
flux/computed flux short
growth step

Ratio measured
flux/computed flux
long growth step

MS_GZB 2_B15_22 1.00 0.99 0.97
MS_GZB 2_B25_24 1.05 1.01 1.00
MS_GZB 2_MS_28 Not modelled 1.00 0.99
MS_GZB 1_B15_23 1.03 1.02 0.97
MS_GZB 1_B25_26 0.97 1.01 1.04
MS_GZB 1_B25_25
(shallow barrier)

1.06 1.03 1.01*

MS_GZB 1_B25_27
(low relative density
barrier)

1.01 0.99 0.98

* medium growth

As the model is 2D and the pipe is modelled up to the furthest distance that the pipe
progressed in the model, the flux might be expected to be slightly overestimated by the
numerical simulation. On the other hand, the uncertainty regarding the exact location of the
tip inside the barrier in the models can result in an over or underestimation. On average, for
all simulations, the measured flux is a factor 1.01 higher than the measured flux.
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5.1.4 Evaluation of the fit of heads in numerical simulations
A deviation between results from the numerical simulations and the measurements can be
expected due to a range of factors that have been mentioned earlier in this Chapter. In
summary:
• The model is 2D, flow contains a 3D component, in particular for longer growth steps

when the pipe has progressed further into the barrier at one location.
• There is no head loss in the pipe in the models.
• The location of the pipe tip in the model is based on visual observations of the pipe

made during the experiment, these estimates have an estimated uncertainty of 1 cm for
damage and 2 cm for short growth and long growth.

• The modelled head in the pipe is the minimum head that is measured in the pipe in the
downstream side of the barrier, typically heads measured to the side of the model are
higher, and if the pipe does not progress in the centre of the model, heads measured in
the centre further upstream in the barrier may also be higher.

• The horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivity of the sands is assumed to be equal,
isotropic hydraulic conductivity.

• The hydraulic conductivity is assumed to be uniform within the upstream background
sand, filter cake, barrier and downstream background sand respectively;

• Measured heads are assumed to be accurate:
o Exceptions are h12 and h4 which were suspected to be in error in the majority

of the tests. These two transducers are not used for fitting the model.
o The estimated accuracy of the head measurements in the PPT’s is in the

order of 2 to 6 cm of head (Deltares, 2018a); however, during tests
significantly lower variations in measured heads are observed. During a
period at a constant head drop, the fluctuation in the readings inside the
barrier is rather in the order of millimetres.

• The location of the barrier in the numerical model is fixed, in the preparation of the
sample there may be variation in the exact location of the interface between the barrier
and the background sand both along the width and the depth of the model.

However, giving the uncertainties and possible errors mentioned above the agreement
between measured and modelled hydraulic heads and fluxes is good.

Heads measured on the upstream side of the barrier are typically quite similar along the width
of the barrier, as shown in Chapter 4. Those heads are given priority in fitting the models as
these characterise the gradient over the barrier and they are upstream of the pipe in all steps.
Due to the procedure of assigning the lowest head in the pipe as a boundary condition, the
models will tend to reproduce the maximum gradient inside the barrier.

The heads in the downstream side of the barrier (h13-h14) are overestimated in the damage
step; in subsequent steps these heads can be underestimated when the pipe is modelled
past these points and the pipe is to the side of the transducers in the model. Therefore, the fit
to the downstream transducers is considered of less significance. The overestimation in the
damage step suggests that crumbling of the barrier may have progressed further into the
barrier than the pipe has been modelled, and that the models will not reproduce the local
gradients upstream of the pipe over a short distance just upstream of the pipe tip inside the
barrier.
A comparison of the modelled gradients over the barrier to the measured gradients over the
barrier, and of the modelled heads on the upstream side of the barrier and in the centre of the
barrier to the measured heads in those locations is provided in Appendix B.
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The results of this comparison are:

• For GZB 1 and GZB 2 at damage, the modelled gradient over 27 cm is typically higher
than the maximum measured gradients over that distance along the width of the model,
possibly the interface between the pipe and the barrier is larger than modelled, therefore
damage step numerical simulations can be considered to be less reliable.

• For GZB 1, for short growth and long growth steps modelled gradients are typically
inside the range of measured gradients along the width of the model, or close to this
and, and would therefore be considered reliable:

o The exception is short growth in test 23 this model was difficult to fit, and had
a large difference between the heads in the centre and the sides of the barrier
on the downstream end of the barrier. This results in a higher gradient in the
centre of the model than at the sides. In the current fit there is an
overestimation of even the gradient over the barrier at short growth. Due to an
underestimation of this gradient at long growth the model is considered
appropriate. The results for the short growth step are considered unsuitable to
characterise a strength criterion.

• For GZB 2 for short and long growth the simulations of test 22 are considered less
reliable, possibly due to experimental artefacts at the surface of the sample.

Bearing in mind the limitations of the models listed at the start of this Section, the fit of the
models to the measured heads is considered adequate. The good agreement between the
modelled hydraulic conductivity of the barrier, and the conductivity that corresponds to the
relative density reported for the tests provides confidence in the reported relative density of
the barrier materials. The exception is test 25 where a significantly lower relative density
would be expected based on the modelled hydraulic conductivity. The reported RD is 1.0
whereas the hydraulic conductivity suggests 0.6. Possibly this was related to the greater
difficulty in preparing this sample.

Apart from the question how well modelled heads correspond to the measured heads, there is
the question whether the selected 2D modelling approach is appropriate for the long growth
situation. At the start of the long growth step, flow is not strictly speaking 2D, although there
are typically pipes present along the downstream interface of the barrier (GZB 1), or pipes
have progressed parallel to the interface of the barrier on the downstream side of the barrier
(GZB 2). Therefore, use of a 2D model might be sufficient. On the other hand, head
measurements do indicate differences among the heads in the downstream side of the
barrier, indicating a 3D flow component.
The modelling approach used, is to use the maximum distance of pipe progression in the
barrier and the minimum head downstream as a boundary condition. An alternative approach
could also be to select the average of the heads in the pipe zone or a smaller distance of pipe
progression inside the barrier. This would directly affect the model results. However, a shorter
distance of pipe progression, would mean that a higher hydraulic conductivity is required to
achieve the same fit of the head on the upstream side of the barrier (at a constant hydraulic
conductivity contrast). Currently estimated hydraulic conductivities based on the models are
already on the high side compared to the values expected based on the reported RD from
sample preparation. With a same hydraulic conductivity in the model, a shorter pipe in the
model leads to a higher computed gradient as shown in Appendix C. Therefore, using the
maximum pipe penetration distance would be a conservative approach to estimating a
damage criterion.
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Similarly using a lower head in the pipe reduces the gradient over the barrier, which again
would require a higher hydraulic conductivity to match the head on the upstream side of the
barrier.

Practically speaking it is highly desirable that a 2D model can be used in order to model the
strength of a coarse sand barrier. A 2D model effectively corresponds to a pipe that is as wide
as the model is wide in 3D. Therefore, this would give a lower head on the upstream side of
the barrier for a given pipe length and hydraulic conductivity contrast than a 3D model with a
single pipe would. That might lead to a too low hydraulic conductivity being fit in the barrier in
the 2D models. The fact that modelled barrier conductivities are higher than expected based
on correlations with porosity suggests that indeed there was a relatively 2D flow field at the
critical growth steps.

When viewing the model uncertainties, it is important to consider that it is quite common to
have large uncertainties in the geotechnical practice. Specifically, for the piping problem, the
uncertainty regarding the permeability in the field is often large, in the order of 3 to 5 is not
uncommon, and therefore the relative effect of model uncertainty is not as large.

5.1.5 Analysis of possible strength criteria
Based on the numerical simulations, hydraulic gradients were computed over a range of
distances both horizontally and vertically. The objective was to investigate whether there is a
unique distance over which a local gradient in the barrier can be defined for progression of
the pipe. This implies that the gradient over that distance is the same in different tests with
the same barrier material at a comparable relative density. The working hypothesis is that this
would be a horizontal gradient, as this was found to be most appropriate in the small-scale
phase of the project (Deltares, 2017c), however vertical gradients are also considered. The
local hydraulic gradient would be expected to be the same for different growth steps, the pipe
would grow each time this gradient is exceeded.

As discussed in the previous Section, the use of 2D models for a 3D flow situation may be
questioned. The effect of a 2D model for 3D pipe progression will be an underestimation of
the head upstream of the pipe due to convergence of flow. The effect of 3D flow converging
to the pipe tip will be greatest over short distances close to the pipe tip. As there are often
several pipes inside the barrier at the downstream interface, the flow profile over longer
distances inside the barrier may be relatively 2D, whereas close to the individual pipes local
gradients will be more affected by converging flow.
This poses a difficulty, as it is quite possible that the local gradient over a short distance
determines the progression of the pipe, yet the 2D model may not reproduce this gradient
well. However, during the long growth step, it was observed that the pipe lengthened in the
order of 10 cm or more in all tests except test 25 and test 27. That suggests that critical
gradients were exceeded over a larger distance and that a larger distance might be used to
characterise the critical gradient.

Gradients are computed over the following distances:
• Horizontal gradient over 3.5 cm starting 1 cm upstream of the pipe tip (small-scale

damage criterion).
• Horizontal gradient over 2 cm starting at the pipe tip (for comparison to results from the

cylinder set-up reported in Deltares, 2018b).
• Horizontal gradient over 10 cm starting at the pipe tip (for comparison to results from the

cylinder set-up reported in Deltares 2018b).
• Vertical gradient over 10 cm starting at the pipe tip.
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For computation of vertical gradients, a polynomial was fitted to the modelled heads, in order
to be able to compute the gradient over specific distances, as there were no nodes at those
points.

Based on evaluation of the models, models for the damage step for all tests, for short and
long growth in test 22, and for short growth in test 23 are also considered unreliable. The
analysis in Chapter 4 furthermore showed that several steps are not considered suitable in
order to determine progression gradients, as the pipe progresses perpendicular to the flow
direction. Thus test 22 all steps, and test 24, 27 and 28 short growth, and test 28 damage are
not considered.

This means that for GZB 2 a criterion can only be analysed for the long growth step based on
two tests, for GZB 1 there are three tests for long growth at high RD, one at low RD, and two
tests for short growth at high RD.

5.1.5.1 Results
The computed gradients and fluxes are shown in Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 and in the figures in
this Chapter.

Table 5.7 Short growth step modelled gradients in the barrier

Barrier material Test number Horizontal
gradient over 2
cm starting at
pipe tip

Horizontal gradient
over 3.5 cm starting 1
cm upstream of pipe
tip

Horizontal
gradient
over 10
cm
starting at
pipe tip

Vertical gradient
over 10 cm
starting at pipe
tip

GZB 1 high RD MSP 26 1.65 0.73 0.72 0.50
GZB 1 high RD MSP 25 (shallow

barrier) 2.05 0.92 0.92 0.57

Table 5.8 Long growth step modelled gradients in the barrier

Barrier material
(background
sand)

Test number Horizontal
gradient over 2
cm starting at
pipe tip

Horizontal
gradient over
3.5 cm starting 1
cm upstream of
pipe tip

Horizontal
gradient over 10
cm starting at
pipe tip

Vertical gradient
over 10 cm
starting at pipe
tip

GZB  2  high  RD
(Baskarp B15)

MSP 24
1.97 0.91 0.90 0.57

GZB  2  high  RD
(Metselzand)

MSP 28
1.75 0.77 0.76 0.53

GZB  1  high  RD
(Baskarp B15)

MSP 23
2.94 1.28 1.25 0.93

GZB  1  high  RD
(Baskarp B25)

MSP 26
2.93 1.33 1.31 0.87

GZB  1  high  RD
(Baskarp B25)*

MSP 25 (shallow
barrier) 2.74 1.23 1.23 0.76

GZB  1  low  RD
(Baskarp B25)

MSP 27
1.44 0.66 0.64 0.42

* Medium growth step
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Figure 5.7 Horizontal gradient starting from pipe tip over 2 cm (left) and over 10 cm (right) at critical steps (D =
damage, SG = Short Growth; LG = Long Growth). Tests 22, 24 and 28 are GZB 2, tests 23,26 and 25
are GZB 1 high relative density, test 27 is GZB 1 low relative density

Figure 5.8 Horizontal gradient over 3.5 cm starting 1 cm upstream of the pipe tip (left) and vertical gradient starting
from pipe tip over 10 cm (right) at critical steps (D = damage, SG = Short Growth; LG = Long Growth)
Tests 22, 24 and 28 are GZB 2, tests 23,26 and 25 are GZB 1 high relative density, test 27 is GZB 1
low relative density
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As relative density is expected to affect the critical gradients, the relative densities that were
computed based on preparation, and the relative density that would be estimated based on
the hydraulic conductivity that is fit in the test is shown in Table 5.9.

Table 5.9 Relative density estimated based on preparation and based on the modelled hydraulic conductivity and
the correlation to relative density based on column permeability experiments

Barrier material
(background
sand)

Test number RD based on preparation* RD estimated based on modelled
hydraulic conductivity

GZB 2 high RD
 (Baskarp B15)

MSP 24
1.05 0.91

GZB  2  high  RD
(Metselzand)

MSP 28
0.83 0.67

GZB 1 high RD
(Baskarp B15)

MSP 23
0.79 0.67

GZB 1 high RD
(Baskarp B25)

MSP 26
0.87 0.73

GZB 1 high RD
(Baskarp B25)*

MSP 25
(shallow barrier) 1.01 0.59

GZB 1 low RD
 (Baskarp B25)

MSP 27
0.55 0.47

*estimated uncertainty 20% for tests with deep barrier and 25% for test 25 with a shallow barrier

5.1.5.2 Analysis
Despite the small number of tests for which the short growth step could be used, the
horizontal gradients over all distances for the short growth steps of GZB 1 are clearly lower
than the horizontal gradients for the long growth steps (Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8). This does
not support the hypothesis that the same horizontal gradients is present upstream of the pipe
at the significant progression step. The vertical gradients are also clearly lower for the short
growth step.
This might be in part due to the subjective nature of the short growth step. However, the short
growth did not have a significant impact on the gradient measured over the barrier between
h15 and h8.

To determine a progression criterion, only the data from the long growth step is considered.
Based on the working hypothesis it would be expected that gradients from different tests that
are obtained over a shorter distance vary less than gradients that are obtained over a longer
distance. The gradient at the tip of the pipe is expected to be the same, and over a longer
distance the permeability contrast and the depth of the barrier will affect the head profile and
thus the gradient inside the barrier. Furthermore, gradients over a fixed distance inside the
barrier, such as over the entire barrier or between the locations of h15 and h8 would also be
affected by the pipe length inside the barrier, and these would therefore show even more
variation.

The gradients over the entire barrier in the model, and the gradient between the locations of
h15 and h8 are therefore compared to the gradients over the shorter distances in Table 5.10
and Table 5.11.
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Table 5.10 Long growth step modelled gradients in the barrier

Barrier material
(background
sand)

Test
number

Horizontal
gradient
between
locations
of h15
and h8
(27 cm)

Horizontal
gradient
over
entire
barrier (30
cm)

Horizontal
gradient
over 2 cm
starting at
pipe tip

Horizontal
gradient
over 3.5 cm
starting 1
cm
upstream of
pipe tip

Horizontal
gradient
over 10 cm
starting at
pipe tip

Vertical
gradient
over 10 cm
starting at
pipe tip

GZB 2 high RD
(Baskarp B15)

MSP 24
0.42 0.41 1.97 0.91 0.90 0.57

GZB 2 high RD
(Metselzand)

MSP 28
0.43 0.41 1.75 0.77 0.76 0.53

GZB 1 high RD
(Baskarp B15)

MSP 23
0.65 0.61 2.93 1.33 1.31 0.87

GZB 1 high RD
(Baskarp B25)

MSP 26
0.69 0.65 2.94 1.28 1.25 0.93

GZB 1 high RD
(Baskarp B25)*

MSP 25
(shallow
barrier) 0.73 0.68 2.74 1.23 1.23 0.76

GZB  1  low  RD
(Baskarp B25)

MSP 27
0.28 0.27 1.44 0.66 0.64 0.42
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Table 5.11 Long growth step statistics of modelled gradients inside the barrier

Horizontal
gradient
between
locations of
h15 and h8
(27 cm)

Horizontal
gradient over
entire barrier
(30 cm)

Horizontal
gradient over
2 cm starting
at pipe tip

Horizontal
gradient over
3.5 cm
starting 1 cm
upstream of
pipe tip

Horizontal
gradient over
10 cm
starting at
pipe tip

Vertical
gradient
over 10 cm
starting at
pipe tip

average
GZB 1 high RD 0.69 0.65 2.87 1.28 1.26 0.85
average
GZB 2 high RD 0.43 0.41 1.86 0.84 0.83 0.55
st. dev
GZB 1 high RD 0.032 0.030 0.095 0.040 0.033 0.071
st. dev
GZB 2 high RD 0.002 0.005 0.110 0.068 0.069 0.017
CoV
GZB 1 high RD 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.08
CoV
GZB 2 high RD 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.03

Results for GZB 2 do not support the hypothesis. There is less variation for the gradient over
a fixed longer distance than over a short distance upstream of the pipe tip. The larger
difference between the modelled gradients upstream of the pipe tip that is obtained with
models that have a similar gradient over the barrier is due to the significant difference in the
pipe length inside the barrier at the start of the damage step, 4 cm in test MSP 28 versus 12
cm in test MSP 24. However, it must be kept in mind that statistics for only two data points
are not very meaningful.

For GZB 1, the results do support the hypothesis. The Coefficient of Variation (CoV) is
smaller for gradients starting from the pipe tip than for the gradients over a fixed distance.
The CoV is the same for the distances 2 cm, 10 cm (both starting from the pipe tip) and over
3.5 cm starting 1 cm upstream of the pipe tip. The horizontal gradients also have a smaller
CoV than the vertical gradient. In these three tests, there is less difference among the pipe
lengths inside the barrier, 4 cm in test MSP 25 and 6 cm and 8 cm in tests MSP 23 and MSP
26 respectively. As with GZB 2, the number of data points that is used to compute these
statistics is minimal.

The relative density determined during preparation is highest for test MSP 25, followed by test
25 and test 23 (Table 5.9). However, the estimated hydraulic conductivity of the barrier in the
model for test MSP 25 corresponds to a lower relative density. Therefore, it is unclear what
the exact RD was. The modelled horizontal gradients over the entire barrier are highest for
test 25. Considering the local gradients starting from the pipe tip, test 25 has the lowest
gradients, which is due to the limited depth of the barrier affecting the flow distribution inside
the barrier.
For tests 23 and 26, the horizontal gradients are highest in test 26, but the vertical gradient is
higher in test 23. Due to the larger hydraulic conductivity contrast, there is a greater
component of vertical flow in this test. The effect of the hydraulic conductivity contrast will be
largest at the damage and short growth steps, when the pipe tip is close to the interface.
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It would be expected that the vertical gradient and the horizontal gradient together affect the
pipe progression. Thus, that when the vertical gradient is higher, that the pipe could progress
with a lower horizontal gradient, for the same barrier material. This is investigated in Figure
5.9. This figure does not show a clear relation between horizontal and vertical gradient. The
difference between the vertical gradients in the different tests with the same barrier material is
relatively small for these tests and additional tests with a larger difference would be needed to
assess the role of the vertical gradient.

Figure 5.9 Horizontal and vertical gradients modelled from the pipe tip over 10 cm at the long growth step

5.1.5.3 Evaluation
Modelled and measured gradients over the entire barrier at the long growth step show a
relatively consistent value per barrier for the two barrier materials, and also that this gradient
is lower for a lower RD barrier for GZB 1. As the gradient over the entire barrier is also
affected by the length of the pipe at the moment of the growth step, and by the hydraulic
conductivity contrast and geometry, 2D models were used to analyse the gradients upstream
of the pipe in order to test the hypothesis.
For GZB 2, gradients over shorter distances as measured from the pipe tip showed more
variation than the gradient over the entire barrier. For GZB 1 on the other hand the horizontal
gradients from the pipe tip did show a lower variation than those over the entire barrier. Thus,
the results for GZB 2 appear to refute the hypothesis whereas results for GZB 1 appear to
support the hypothesis. For both barrier materials the number of tests used to compute
statistics is really too little (two and three for GZB 2 and GZB 1 respectively). Therefore, this
is not sufficient to refute or prove the hypothesis.

In order to properly assess to whether results do indeed support or refute the hypothesis it is
necessary to assess the reproducibility of the tests, and the uncertainty margin that can be
expected for the critical gradient that is modelled. The former requires duplicate tests,
currently only tests are available where one parameter is varied with respect to the basis
case. The latter requires an assessment of the effect of modelling the 3D situation during the
long growth step in a 2D model, as well as evaluation of the uncertainties resulting from
amongst others: the fit of the modelled heads, the schematisation of the pipe, and the
distance that this has penetrated inside the barrier.
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When the uncertainty margin for the local gradients is clear, it can be analysed whether
differences among tests with the same barrier indeed refute the hypothesis or whether these
fall within the expected error range.

Based on the working hypothesis, the horizontal gradient over a limited distance upstream of
the pipe tip is considered as the most appropriate strength criterion. The gradient over 2
centimetres is over a very steep portion of the hydraulic head curve, the question is whether
this gradient is realistic considering the crumbling that also occurs at the pipe tip.

Consideration of the progression of the pipe during the long growth step suggests that critical
conditions could be exceeded over a distance in the order of 10 cm or more. The size of the
growth increment that is observed in the long growth steps is in the order of ca. 10 cm or
more in all tests except MSP 25 and test MSP 27. In test MSP 25 there was no long growth
step, and therefore the medium growth step was used in analysis. In test MSP 27, the long
growth step was short, 3 cm, but this was followed by a second long growth step where the
pipe did progress a longer distance. It therefore appears reasonable to assume that the
distance that the pipe progresses in the long growth step is related to the distance over which
critical conditions are exceeded, and thus the distance over which a criterion can be defined.

Practically speaking effects of 3D flow, uncertainty of the exact location of the pipe tip, and
effects of pipe depth and the slope of the pipe tip will have the greatest effect over shorter
distances. Those are not captured in the current models of the experiments. For this reason,
it is also desirable to define the strength criterion over a longer distance.

Therefore, the gradient over 10 centimetres is considered as the most appropriate strength
criterion at this stage. The current analysis gives an estimate of the critical gradient over this
distance for the two barrier materials. This is considered as only an estimate of the possible
critical gradient as:
• The head measurements that are used to fit the models were not always made directly

upstream of the pipe tip.
• The pipe did not always progress parallel to the flow direction (as shown in Chapter 4).
• As a 2D model is used to model 3D flow.
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5.1.6 Compare to other criteria
The estimated strength criteria from the numerical models of the experiments are compared
to the strength criteria that were derived based on the small-scale experiments in Deltares
(2017c) and to the primary erosion experiments that were conducted at the USACE-ERDC
facilities (Deltares 2018 b and Deltares 2018c) in this Section.

5.1.6.1 Small-scale tests
In the small-scale experiments a preliminary damage criterion was found, which was defined
as the gradient over 3.5 cm, starting 1 cm upstream of the pipe tip. This criterion could not be
determined for GZB 1 as this barrier did not fail during the tests. For GZB 2 the small-scale
preliminary damage criterion was 0.48 for the high relative density and 0.20 for the low
relative density (Deltares, 2017c). Note that in those tests, the pipe was only modelled up to
the interface between the background sand and the barrier, therefore the pipe was given a
pipe depth in order to account for the outflow area between the barrier and the pipe.

In the current tests, the damage criterion was not considered well modelled, due to extensive
crumbling of the barrier and difficulty to register that point. The long growth step is considered
a more appropriate strength criterion. For this step the pipe is modelled inside the barrier. The
local gradient upstream of the pipe over 3.5 cm starting 1 cm upstream of the pipe tip is 0.91
for test MSP 24 and 0.77 for test MSP 28.
For tests on GZB 1 at a high relative density, the local gradients at these locations are: MSP
23: 1.28; MSP 26: 1.33 and MSP 25: 1.23. For the lower relative density test with GZB 1, test
MSP 27 the local gradient is 0.66.

Due to differences between the manners of modelling the pipe, a direct comparison between
the two criteria is not made. It is clear, however, that the higher gradient over 3.5 cm for the
long growth step will also result in a significantly higher strength.

5.1.6.2 Primary erosion experiments using USACE set-up
Experiments were done at the facilities of the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), these
are reported in Deltares (2018b). The samples are tested in a horizontal cylinder with an
inside diameter of 0.1552 m, this forces the pipe to progress along the centre of the cylinder,
allowing for measurements to be made directly in the path of the progressing pipe. Tests
were done where the critical head profile upstream of the pipe was measured at the critical
point at which a pipe starts to progress, for tests on sands used in the coarse sand barrier
project and for a previously tested sand type (40/70 sand). Due to initial difficulties with the
set-up a verification of the current test results is required. However, as current results on
40/70 sand appear to be quite consistent with published results in Robbins et al. (2018), there
is a reasonable amount of confidence in the current results for the barrier materials. Refer to
the report for details.

There were three tests on barrier materials, two on GZB 2 where the cylinder was filled with
GZB 2 (i.e. not in a barrier configuration) and one for GZB 1 in a barrier configuration with
background sand downstream. The critical gradients over 2 cm upstream of the pipe tip and
over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip are compared to the results from the numerical modelling
of the GZB tests in Table 5.12 and Table 5.13 and shown in Figure 5.10.
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Table 5.12 Local critical gradients in tests on GZB 2

Test description Relative density sample
based on porosity from
preparation

Computed critical
gradient upstream of the
pipe tip over 2 cm

Computed critical gradient
upstream of the pipe tip
over 10 cm

MSP 24*
GZB 2 & Baskarp B25 1.05 1.97 0.90
MSP 28*
GZB 2 & Metselzand 0.83 1.75 0.76

Test 12**
GZB 2 0.62 1.80 0.87
Test 15**
GZB 2 0.68 1.39 0.97

* gradients computed based on 2D model of 3D experiment
** gradients computed based on fit to measured heads

Table 5.13 Local critical gradients in tests on GZB 1

Test description Relative density barrier
based on porosity from
preparation

Computed critical
gradient upstream of the
pipe tip over 2 cm

Computed critical gradient
upstream of the pipe tip
over 10 cm

MSP 23*
GZB 1 & Baskarp B15 0.79 2.94 1.25
MSP 26*
GZB 1 & Baskarp B25 0.87 2.93 1.31
MSP 25*
GZB 1 & Baskarp B25
shallow barrier 1.01 2.74 1.23
MSP 27*
GZB 1 & Baskarp B25 low
relative density 0.55 1.44 0.64

Test 14**
GZB 1 with B15 downstream 0.52 1.70 1.14

* * gradients computed based on 2D model of 3D experiment
** gradients computed based on fit to measured heads
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\
Figure 5.10  Critical gradient over 10 cm in models of GZB experiments and gradients measured in cylinder

experiments

As the head measurements are directly upstream of the pipe tip in the cylinder experiments,
whereas they are often to the side of the pipe for the medium-scale tests, and as a 2D model
for a 3D flow field would underestimate gradients at the pipe tip, the critical gradients
measured in the cylinder test would be expected to be higher than those modelled for the
medium-scale tests. The higher relative density in the medium-scale tests would offset this
effect. Considering this, the critical gradients measured over 10 cm in the tests with the
horizontal cylinders are comparable to those that are obtained from the modelling of the GZB
tests for both GZB 1 and GZB 2.
The gradient over 2 cm for GZB 2 can also be considered comparable between the cylinder
tests and the GZB tests. For GZB 1, the gradient over 2 cm in the GZB tests is higher than
the gradient based on the cylinder tests. A possible reason for the difference might be that in
the GZB tests at long growth the pipe is in the barrier, whereas in the cylinder tests this
gradient was determined at the point where the pipe entered the barrier. Thus, there would
have been a pipe in the background sand in front of the barrier and a slope into the barrier.
The location of the pipe tip at the critical point before progression that was used in the
analysis was the location where the barrier appeared to be intact. It cannot be ruled out,
however, that some grains had already shifted resulting in a lower relative density at the tip of
the pipe and a correspondingly lower local gradient.
The uncertainty regarding the exact location of the pipe tip, and crumbling of the barrier just at
this point, would support the use of a strength criterion over 10 cm, rather than over 2 cm.

5.2 Sensitivity analysis numerical simulation
When modelling the experiments, the hydraulic conductivity of the soils are fitting parameters.
The maximum penetration length of the pipe in the barrier at the time of the critical steps in
the experiment was used to model the experiments. This penetration length was difficult to
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estimate and thus a source of uncertainty. For prediction models, where the head drop over
the model is computed for a given strength criterion, the effect of pipe length on the critical
head is also important. Therefore, the effect of pipe length is analysed in a sensitivity
analysis.

The relation between gradients over the distance of the strength criterion (10 cm) and shorter
distances inside the barrier is important for modelling the primary erosion criterion in the
USACE 3D model, where a criterion is defined in terms of the critical gradient over the
distance of 1 element if this criterion is based on the critical gradients modelled in Section 5.1.
The relation between the criterion over 10 cm and the criterion over a shorter distance
depends on hydraulic conductivity contrast, pipe length, and barrier depth and the relative
effects can be important in order to determine an appropriate criterion for those models.
Ideally one criterion would be defined over a certain distance in such a way that this criterion
is independent of the other parameters. The numerical analysis of the experiments in the
previous Section shows that different criteria are found for short and long growth, regardless
of the chosen distance. Thus, results were inconclusive to determine the distance over which
the criterion has to be defined. Since the barrier width is equal for the medium-scale and pilot
situation, it is a possibility to consider a criterion at certain length and establish its sensitivity
to other conditions.

In Appendix C a sensitivity analysis is conducted to investigate these effects for the medium-
scale models. As the effect of pipe length is dependent on the barrier depth and hydraulic
conductivity contrast, those parameters are varied in combination with pipe length. This also
allows analysis of the head profile for models with a shallow barrier, in comparison to models
with a deep barrier. That is relevant to account for the observed difference between test MSP
25, where no long growth step occurred, and tests with a deep barrier where a long growth
step was observed.

The Appendix provides computed gradients as a function of pipe length for different
combinations of hydraulic conductivity contrast and barrier depth, which can be used to
estimate the effects for specific situations. The current Section presents the main conclusions
and limitations of the analysis.

In the analysis, 2D models were used and the effect of 3D flow is not addressed. The gradient
upstream of the pipe tip that is computed in 3D models is higher than in a 2D model, as
shown by Robbins & Griffiths (2018). The difference between the 2D and the 3D situation
would be expected to depend on pipe length, hydraulic conductivity contrast and on barrier
depth as well as on scale. Therefore, it would not be straightforward to define one correction
factor for the 2D to 3D effect. A correction factor would be to some extent dependent on the
configuration. An analysis of gradients in 3D and 2D models for the range of variations that
can be expected would be required. Currently the assumption is that a 2D model can
characterise the situation that is modelled. This assumption is supported by the observation
of extensive crumbling of the barrier, and of pipes entering the barrier at several locations
along the downstream interface in tests with GZB 1.

The sensitivity analysis shows that modelling a longer pipe in the barrier results in a lower
(conservative) computed criterion if the same head drop is applied across the model with a
shorter pipe length. However, modelling a longer pipe will also lead to a lower estimate of the
hydraulic conductivity of the barrier in order to fit the measured heads. With the same pipe
length, a lower hydraulic conductivity inside the barrier, and a lower hydraulic conductivity
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contrast, leads to a higher gradient. These two effects will offset each other to some extent.
The relative importance of these two effects will also be affected by 3D flow.
When making a prediction using the strength criterion, a conservative estimate of the critical
head drop will be obtained by modelling a short pipe length inside the barrier. The longer the
pipe length in the model, the higher the computed critical head drop becomes. A shorter pipe
would also reduce the discrepancy between a 2D model and the 3D reality, as the crumbling
of the barrier and pipe parallel to the barrier would result in a relatively 2D flow profile on the
downstream end of the barrier.

The head profile inside the barrier is steepest close to the pipe tip and becomes shallower
with increasing distance from the tip as shown in Figure 5.11. At the same strength criterion
(i.e. with the same gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip), the head profile in the
upstream end of the barrier is steeper with a longer pipe inside the barrier, as the pipe
effectively ‘sees’ a shallower barrier. This would indicate that increasing the barrier thickness
might also increase its strength in a field situation. This could be the case where there is a
significantly larger distance of background sand upstream of the barrier, so that the increase
in barrier thickness has a negligible effect on the length of background sand upstream of the
barrier. In a situation with only a short distance of background sand upstream, reducing this
distance at the expense of a thicker barrier would reduce the resistance of flow upstream,
which might offset the increase in strength due to a wider barrier.

Figure 5.11 Head profile over the model with a constant strength criterion

There is no constant ratio between the computed gradients over shorter distances inside the
barrier, 2 cm upstream of the pipe tip, and the critical gradient over the distance of the
strength criterion (10 cm). The ratio between these two is dependent on pipe length, but also
on hydraulic conductivity contrast and barrier depth. Nonetheless the models of the
experiments show similar values for the gradients over 2 cm and over 10 cm. This suggests
that possibly the differences that are due to different contrasts and barrier depths and pipe
lengths are relatively small in those tests.
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For a longer pipe with a given contrast and barrier depth, the ratio of the gradient over 2 cm to
the gradient over 10 cm is lower than for a shorter pipe. Thus, if a gradient over 2 cm is used
as a primary erosion criterion in a finite element model, a conservative prediction is made
when the selected primary erosion criterion is computed with a long penetration length inside
the barrier.

For models with a shallower barrier, with pipe lengths up to 4 cm and hydraulic conductivity
contrasts of 8 and 24, the gradient in the upstream part of the barrier is higher for a given
gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip than for the same model with a deeper barrier.
This might account for the lack of a long growth step in test MSP 25 with a shallow barrier.
Additional experiments with a shallow barrier would be required to test whether this is indeed
the cause of the difference.

Figure 5.12 Computed head distribution for a shallow barrier (top) and a deep barrier (bottom) with hydraulic
conductivity contrast 8 and pipe length 1 cm. Head contours are spaced 0.01 m between 0 and 0.4 m
head. Upstream head is 1 flow vectors are scaled by velocity

5.3 2D Numerical simulations with Sellmeijer rule
In order to be able to analyse the progression of the pipe inside the coarse sand barrier,
preliminary computations using DgFlow in which the Sellmeijer model is implemented to
compute pipe progression, were performed. These computations are referred to as Sellmeijer
computations in this Section. This Section summarizes the computations done and the
conclusions that were drawn. The objective was to investigate the applicability of the
implementation of the Sellmeijer model in DgFlow to model the small-scale and medium-scale
experiments.

For the Sellmeijer computations a different mesh is required than for the modelling of only the
groundwater flow at the critical step in the experiments. The Sellmeijer computation in
DgFlow is computationally more expensive, and it is more sensitive to mesh refinement.
Therefore, a mesh analysis was conducted for the small-scale and medium-scale models.
These analyses are reported in Appendix D.

The mesh analysis showed that there was no convergence of the computed critical head
even for element sizes that were considered too small to be suitable for the problem. For the
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small-scale models, these were mesh sizes that were smaller than the d50 of the barrier
grains. The lack of mesh convergence is problematic as results will depend on the mesh size,
and therefore have no predictive value. Additionally, computed pipe depths in the barrier were
less than the barrier’s mean grain size.

The lack of convergence has not been an issue before, when calculations were conducted
with a homogeneous (top) sand layer. The convergence issues therefore originate from the
contrast in particle diameter and permeability.

Despite the lack of convergence of the models, which indicates that these are unsuitable for
prediction of a critical head, one small-scale experiment was modelled. The purpose was to
assess how well the 2D DgFlow model reproduced the observed pipe progression for three
mesh sizes, and whether one of these mesh sizes would actually approximate measured
experimental results.

Those models significantly underestimated the critical head drop for the pipe damaging the
barrier, but overestimated the head drop for failure of the barrier.
During experiments, after the pipe arrives at the barrier interface, a significant head drop is
required in order to cause damage. This significant increase in head is not reproduced in the
models. That could be due to the progression parallel to the barrier, which occurs in the 3D
experiments but not in the 2D model. However, as this parallel progression leads to a 2D flow
configuration in the test, that would match the model, the 2D model could be expected to
reproduce the critical head drop at the damage point, which was not the case.

When the pipe is inside the barrier, the modelled pipe depth is less than the barrier grain size,
as was also found in the mesh analysis. The underestimation of pipe depth in the models
could possibly be explained by considering concentration of flow towards the pipe in the 3D
experiment which would lead to a higher flow rate in the pipe and a deeper pipe than in the
2D model. On the other hand, it might also be an indication that an additional criterion for pipe
progression, such as a primary erosion criterion at the tip of the pipe, is required for
configurations with a coarse sand barrier: which would provide an initial pipe depth. Such a
criterion is currently not implemented in the DgFlow computation.

Overall, the sensitivity of the quantitative results to the mesh, and the lack of convergence
indicates that the current 2D implementation of the Sellmeijer model in DgFlow is not suitable
for quantitative analysis of a coarse sand barrier configuration. Although a mesh size could
possibly be found where the model at this scale matches the observed results, by which the
mesh size is effectively treated as a fitting parameter, a different mesh would be required for
models with a different geometry. Thus, the approach would be unsuitable for making
predictions for a field-scale application.  Earlier research has indicated that an additional
criterion, such as for primary erosion at the pipe tip would be required to appropriately model
progression in backward erosion piping, e.g.(Robbins et al., 2018; van Beek, 2015).

5.4 Model USACE 3D
A preliminary finite element model for modelling backwards erosion piping in 3D is currently
being developed at the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). This model uses equations
similar to the Sellmeijer model in order to model the hydraulics in the pipe, and a primary
erosion criterion for modelling progression at the pipe tip. This preliminary model is used here
to model the small-scale and medium-scale experiments in Deltares (2018c), in order to
investigate whether this model can capture the observed processes. The model input, the
conclusion, and the outlook sketched in Deltares (2018c) are summarised in this Section.
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The cylinder experiments have been conducted to derive criteria for primary erosion. After the
first round of cylinder experiments, which is reported in Deltares (2018b), a second round of
experiments was performed using soils from the coarse sand barrier programme at the
USACE-ERDC facility in June 2018. Analysis of these experiments will provide further insight
into the value of the primary erosion criterion of the different soils and the effect of relative
density on this.

5.4.1 Model input
The main input parameters can be subdivided into soil parameters and numerical parameters.
The soil parameters include the primary and secondary erosion criteria, and the hydraulic
conductivity of the soils. In the current version of the model it is not possible to model a
different hydraulic conductivity upstream and downstream of the barrier. In experiments
typically, there was a different relative density (RD) upstream and downstream of the barrier.
Therefore, the hydraulic conductivity in the model is the hydraulic conductivity that would be
expected based on the RD upstream of the barrier as this controls flow to the pipe and would
therefore be most relevant for pipe progression through the barrier. Simulations are also done
using the hydraulic conductivity of the background sand whereby the modelled flux matches
the measured flux in the experiment. Similar to the 2D models that are shown in Chapter 5.1,
the hydraulic conductivity of the background sand that allows the model to match the
measured flux is not always identical to the hydraulic conductivity that is based on
preparation.

The primary erosion criterion that was used in that analysis was based on the gradients over
10 cm that were determined using the cylinder experiments that were performed at the
USACE-ERDC facilities (Table 5.12 and Figure 5.10). A correction was made to account for
the effect of relative density, to compute the critical gradients at the relative density in the
experiments, using the existing correlation for 40/70 sand. Furthermore, the gradients over 10
cm were scaled to gradients over the element size in the models, as this is the distance over
which the criterion is evaluated during simulations. This scaling was based on the ratios found
in the sensitivity analysis in Appendix C and the ratios that were found in the cylinder
experiments in Deltares (2018b). As there were no cylinder experiments on Metselzand,
values for this sand type were estimated based on available data for other sand types. The
cylinder experiments indicated a strong correlation between the critical gradient and the
coefficient of uniformity (d60/d10, Cu) with a higher critical gradient for increasing Cu. As the
Metselzand has a relatively high Cu, of 2.4, the estimated critical gradient for Metselzand is
significantly higher than for Baskarp B25 sand. The estimated critical gradient for Metselzand
was also higher than the critical gradient for GZB 3, a relatively uniform barrier that was used
in the small-scale experiments. For GZB 2, with a higher Cu, the estimated criterion (the
critical gradient over 10 cm) in the models is higher than for Metselzand.
In the second round of experiments on coarse sand barrier materials, Metselzand was also
tested, and analysis of those results will allow for a better determination of the critical gradient
of this soil.
The secondary erosion criterion was computed based on grain size as in van Beek et al.
(2015).

Numerical parameters include the mesh size and the number of elements that were switched
to pipe elements per iteration. The mesh size was selected based on a combination of
computational efficiency and practical considerations. As these models are 3D, as opposed to
the 2D Sellmeijer models discussed earlier in this Chapter, they are computationally more
expensive. For the small-scale models, an element size of 1 cm is used and for the medium-
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scale models the element size is 4 cm, and a sensitivity analysis is done with 2 cm MSP
models.

5.4.2 Conclusions
The preliminary model is considered promising to model the piping behaviour in the presence
of a coarse sand barrier.

Quantitatively, the modelled critical head drops compare well to the experimental critical head
drops for failure for both small- and medium-scale experiments. Modelling at the larger scale,
such as the Delta Flume experiments, should indicate whether this is also the case at an
even larger scale. If this is the case that implies that this model captures enough of the piping
process to be used as a design tool.

Qualitatively, the model captures aspects of piping that were also observed in the tests, it:

 Shows pipe progression in the background sand parallel to the barrier interface when the
pipe reaches the barrier, as is also observed in experiments.

 Shows that after the pipe damages the barrier, additional head increases may be required
for failure, as is also the case in experiments.
- The head drop at which the pipe damages the barrier is overestimated in the models.

The distance of pipe progression into the barrier at damage is as well. It appears that
the modelled damage step bears a closer resemblance to an observed ‘long growth’
step in experiments where the pipe progresses further through the barrier. This
difference may indicate that the damage step observed in the experiments is affected
by aspects, such as crumbling of the barrier into the pipe that are not captured in the
model. As the establishment of the damage step is difficult in experiments, it is not
considered a problem that this step is not modelled well. The long growth step is also
used as an indicator for barrier strength in Deltares (2018c) therefore it is desirable
that this step is modelled well, which appears to be the case.

 May be able to model pipe progression parallel to the upstream barrier interface with a
higher degree of mesh refinement.
- This progression is observed in several medium-scale experiments. The current

model with 4 cm elements only shows a minor progression of the pipe parallel to the
interface for one experiment, and not for the other tests where this progression was
observed. Increasing the mesh refinement to 2 cm elements shows more extensive
progression parallel to the interface for that model.

Model results are affected to some extent by mesh size and load step increment, which can
be refined at higher computational cost. The hydraulic conductivity of the background sand is
also an important parameter affecting the modelled critical head drop. A conservative
estimate may need to be made for this for field situations, where hydraulic conductivity can be
uncertain.

The modelled critical head drop at both scales is reduced by lowering the primary erosion
criterion. This implies that a safety factor could be applied to this parameter for design
computation.

5.4.3 Outlook
The current study has indicated several points that can be addressed in a follow up numerical
investigation. These were not further analyzed in the current numerical investigation, as both
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additional experimental data and possibly model modification will significantly improve the
effectiveness of this analysis.
The current investigation indicates that the primary erosion criterion that is used significantly
affects critical head drops. Mismatches between current models and experiments could be
due to several aspects, such as uncertainty regarding the primary erosion criterion, which is
based on a small number of experiments, uncertainty regarding the effect of relative density
on the criterion, and uncertainty regarding the conversion of the criterion over different
distances. Besides uncertainty regarding the primary erosion criterion, differences between
simulations and experimental results are shown to be sensitive to the hydraulic conductivity of
the background sand in the models. Results can also be affected by: the modelling of the
background sand with the same properties upstream and downstream of the barrier, and the
mesh size which is used.

On the experimental side, it is therefore recommended to analyze the second round of
experiments in the cylinder set-up that was performed at the USACE-ERDC facility in June
2018. This provides better insight into the appropriate values of the primary erosion criterion
and the effect of relative density on the primary erosion criterion of the coarse sand barrier
soils.
Additional experiments in the medium-scale set-up would also provide more insight into the
experimentally observed piping behavior to which the models are being compared. The effect
of barrier depth on the progression of the pipe is only investigated in one regular small-scale
and in one medium-scale model, and in two ‘rotated’ small scale models. Barrier depth
appears to have an important effect on the amount of residual strength after the pipe
damages the barrier. Additional medium-scale experiments with a shallow barrier (possibly
varying the barrier depth) could be used to gain confidence in the experimental results.
Similarly, the lack of the pipe progressing parallel to the barrier interface in the fine sand
could be investigated in an additional experiment with Metselzand.
In addition to analyzing the measured head profiles in the cylinder tests, it could possibly be
beneficial to model these experiments in a (different) 3D finite element model of a cylinder.
This would yield the gradients over different distances that can be compared to the
experimental gradients over those distances in order to better determine the appropriate
value to use to scale the critical gradient over 10 cm to the critical gradient over the element
size.

On the modelling side an improvement of computational efficiency would also facilitate a
mesh refinement analysis. In the current analysis the load step is incremented by 10% of the
current head drop, a reduction of the step size might reduce the difference between
simulations and the experiments, and the sensitivity of the modelled critical head drop to
other model parameters. Although implementation of adaptive meshing could also be
desirable, and contribute to improvement of computational efficiency, this is not considered as
a pre-requisite for an additional numerical investigation of small- and medium-scale models. If
adaptive meshing were to be implemented, this would also affect the implementation of the
distance over which the primary erosion criterion is assessed. It might be desirable to
evaluate this over a fixed distance, rather than over the element size, this would also make
the scaling from 10 cm to the element size unnecessary.
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The follow up numerical investigation could then assess the following questions:

 Which mesh size best reproduces the experimental results given the newly determined
parameter set?
This would regard both qualitative aspects, such as pipe progression parallel to the
upstream barrier interface, and quantitative aspects, such as how well is the critical head
drop at damage and failure are modelled?

 Why does the pipe progress diagonally from the outlet hole to the barrier in some
models?

 How sensitive are results to the hydraulic conductivity that is used in the models?
Hydraulic conductivity is already a source of uncertainty in laboratory tests, but especially
in the Delta Flume and in the field, therefore the effect of a wider range of hydraulic
conductivities on a field scale model would be of interest.

 What is the net effect of the relative density of the barrier on the critical head?
A lower RD would reduce the strength criterion of the barrier, but also increase the
hydraulic conductivity contrast which to some extent offsets this effect.
The RD in the experiments is high but in the Delta Flume or in the field a lower RD may
be present.

 What is the effect of barrier depth on the progression of the pipe through the barrier?
Current medium-scale experiments indicate that with a shallow barrier the pipe
progresses through the long growth step immediately to failure, whereas in experiments
with a barrier that has the full depth of the model, the pipe halts at the upstream interface
of the barrier. In the field the barrier will always only have a limited depth compared to the
depth of the sand body, therefore it is important to understand the effect of barrier depth.

 How does the head profile in the 3D models at the critical progression steps (long growth
and failure) compare to the 2D head profile modelled in Deltares (2018)?
Practically speaking it is desirable to be able to model the critical steps in 2D especially
for large scale models such as the Delta Flume or field situations.

5.5 Modelling medium-scale tests with tentative strength criteria
This Section demonstrates how the strength criterion can be used in 2D finite element models
by selecting a tentative strength criterion based on the modelled critical gradients for long
growth and showing how this would ‘predict’ the experiments. Currently the critical horizontal
gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip is considered a suitable strength criterion.

Whereas for the 3D USACE model, the value of this strength critical gradient was derived
from the cylinder experiments, in this Section we use the criterion that is computed based on
the 2D models of the medium-scale experiments in Section 5.1. The reason for this is the
conversion of a 3D reality to a 2D model. When the 3D experiments were modelled in the 2D
models to compute the gradients upstream of the pipe tip, the model under-estimates the
gradients upstream of the pipe tip. The same underestimation will be made now when we
‘predict’ the head upstream in the experiments using the criterion at the pipe tip.

We will use one criterion for a well densified GZB 2, and one for a well densified GZB 1.
There is a limited number of experiments per barrier material, and there were slight
differences in the relative density of those tests. As this is not a suitable basis for statistics,
we will use the lowest computed critical gradient for long growth. This is 0.76 for GZB 2 and
1.23 for GZB 1. There is only one test with GZB 1 at a lower relative density which gives a
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critical gradient of 0.64. These are considered tentative strength criteria, due to the limited
amount of data and due to uncertainty in the effect of 3D flow as discussed later in this
Section.

When these critical gradients were found in Section 5.1.5, the observed pipe length was input
to the models. When we wish to make a prediction, the pipe penetration length is uncertain.
The sensitivity analysis shows that modelling a longer pipe results in a higher predicted head
for a given criterion. Therefore, a conservative choice is a short pipe length in the models.
The shortest distance of pipe penetration into the barrier is 4 centimetres at the long growth
step, therefore this pipe length is used (Section 5.1.5).
Using the hydraulic conductivities that were fit to the experiments in Section 5.1, and
modelling a pipe penetration length of 4 centimetres we can model the expected critical head.
Note that this is not a pure prediction, as largely the same information was used to derive the
criterion in the first place. These computations do show that selecting the lower bounds for
the criterion and for the pipe penetration length leads to a modelled head drop that is less
than or equal to the observed head drop. This is shown in Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.13  Modelled and measured head drops for the long growth steps, models have pipe length of 4
centimetres

The exact fit for one test with GZB 2 at high RD, MSP 28, and one test with GZB 1 at high
RD, test MSP 25, is because in those tests the pipe did have an observed length of 4
centimetres at the long growth step, and the values of these tests for the critical gradient were
the lowest ones for the two barrier materials, so these were selected. For the other
experiments the critical head drop at long growth is under predicted by the models, showing
that for the available data the criterion and pipe length are on the conservative side. Note that
although the value of the criterion for long growth for the test with GZB 1 at low RD, test MSP
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27, is the selected value, in that test the pipe was already longer, so that with the current
model with a 4 centimetre long pipe the critical head drop is under predicted.

In the majority of the experiments, there was significant strength after the long growth step.
Figure 5.14 shows the modelled head drop, with the criterion for long growth, versus the
failure head drop, demonstrating this residual strength. The only test where this is not present
is in test MSP 25.

Figure 5.14  Modelled head drop for the long growth steps and measured failure head drop, models have pipe
length of 4 centimetres

The pipe length 4 centimetres and criteria used above can also be used to predict the Delta
Flume or the pilot location. Note that the difference between 2D and 3D gradients upstream of
the pipe tip can also be affected by scale and hydraulic conductivity contrast. Therefore, it is
recommended to investigate the magnitude of those affects. Furthermore, the selected
criteria are based on limited data, and there is little insight into the uncertainty regarding the
criterion. Therefore, these values may not be conservative for a field situation. Modelling of
the Delta flume experiments and further medium-scale experiments, as well as analysis of the
effect of relative density in the additional cylinder experiments can provide more insight into
appropriate modelling criteria. It is also important to bear in mind the relatively large
uncertainty regarding the hydraulic conductivity in the field situation, which could outweigh the
uncertainty in the modelling.

5.6 Scale effects with tentative strength criteria
The strength criterion, the local gradient upstream of the pipe tip, is independent of scale,
according to the hypothesis. The local gradient in a given situation will be affected by the
groundwater flow field, and therefore the critical head drop, or the average critical gradient
will be scale dependent.
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In order to obtain an insight into the scale effect on the critical head drop in the situation with
a barrier, and to compare this to the situation without a barrier, this Section presents
computations for a simple case. In order to compare these to the situation without a barrier,
the critical head drop is also computed using the Sellmeijer (2011) calculation rule.

5.6.1 Geometry and mesh
We consider a situation with a fixed ratio between the seepage length and the depth of the
aquifer, a ratio of 4 is used, i.e. for a 40 m deep aquifer the seepage length is 160 m. The
river has a width of two times the aquifer depth, due to the symmetrical flow field from the
river to the sides, only half this length is modelled. The barrier has fixed dimensions, 1 m
deep and 0.3 m thick and is placed at the top of the aquifer below the cover layer. The
embankment and cover layer are not modelled explicitly, the hydraulic conductivity of these is
assumed to be negligible compared to the conductivity of the aquifer.
Additionally, only for the 40 m deep aquifer, a simulation is done with a seepage length that
equals the aquifer depth. This highly unfavourable situation could occur on small
embankment stretches where the river incises into the aquifer at the outside toe of the
embankment.
An overview of the geometries and meshes is given in Table 5.14. The models are shown in
Figure 5.15 through Figure 5.19, clearly the relative size of the barrier to the model extents
increases with decreasing scale. This is also the case for the influence of the barrier on the
overall head distribution.

Table 5.14 Overview of model dimensions and meshes used. Barrier dimensions are constant in all models, depth
1 m and thickness 0.30 m

Model name Seepage
length, m

Aquifer
depth,
m

Ratio seepage
length/aquifer
depth

River
length,
m

Outflow
length,
m

Mesh
size
top of
barrier,
m

Mesh
size
sides
of
barrier,
m

General
mesh
size, m

Field 160 40 4 40 40 0.01 0.02 1
Field smaller 80 20 4 20 20 0.01 0.02 1
Intermediate 40 10 4 10 10 0.01 0.02 1
Small 8 2 4 2 2 0.01 0.02 1
Field short 40 40 1 40 40 0.01 0.02 1
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Figure 5.15  Field-scale model, name ‘Field’ with seepage length of 160 m and aquifer depth 40 m, barrier(green) is
at location x = 0 and y = 0, the barrier is too small to distinguish clearly from the background sand
(yellow) at this scale. Grid spacing 20 m in x direction and 5 m in y direction

Figure 5.16  Field-scale model, name ‘Field short ’ with seepage length of 40 m and aquifer depth 40 m,
barrier(green) is at location x = 0 and y = 0, the barrier is too small to distinguish clearly from the
background sand (yellow) at this scale. Grid spacing 20 m in x direction and 5 m in y direction

Figure 5.17  Field-scale model, name ‘Field smaller ’ with seepage length of 8 m and aquifer depth 20 m, the
barrier(green) is at location x = 0 and y = 0, background sand is yellow. Grid spacing 20 m in x direction
and 5 m in y direction

Figure 5.18  Intermediate scale model, name ‘Intermediate’ with seepage length of 40 m and aquifer depth 10 m,
the barrier(green) is at location x = 0 and y = 0, background sand is yellow. Grid spacing 10 m in x
direction and 2 m in y direction
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Figure 5.19  Small-scale model, name ‘Small’ with seepage length of 80 m and aquifer depth 2 m, the barrier(green)
is at location x = 0 and y = 0, background sand is yellow. Grid spacing 0.1 m in x direction and 0.2 m in
y direction

5.6.2 Boundary conditions
The river boundary is constant head. The cover layer between the river and the pipe in the
barrier is closed, i.e. assuming negligible permeability. The pipe and surface of the aquifer
downstream of the barrier have a constant head of zero. The pipe boundary is modelled 0.04
m into the barrier, i.e. between -0.04 and the downstream end of the model.
The other boundaries of the model are closed. In order to best show the location of the
boundary condition in the barrier, the boundary conditions for the small model are shown in
Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21.

Figure 5.20  Boundary conditions in small-scale model, name ‘Small’ with seepage length of 80 m and aquifer depth
2 m, barrier(green) is at location x = 0 and y = 0. River boundary constant head (green) and pipe
boundary constant head =0 (yellow), other external boundaries are closed (black). . The pipe boundary
is 4 cm into the barrier, i.e. to x location -0.04 m. Grid spacing 0.1 m in x direction and 0.2 m in y
direction

Figure 5.21  Close up of boundary condition of the pipe in small-scale model. The pipe boundary is 4 cm into the
barrier, i.e. to x location -0.04 m. Grid spacing 0.1 m in x direction and 0.2 m in y direction
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5.6.3 Soil properties
The hydraulic conductivity contrast is important for the effectiveness of the barrier, the higher
the contrast the higher the strength as shown in Figure 4.5. As shown in Deltares (2017c) the
particle size distributions of Baskarp B15 and Metselzand are in the lower and upper range of
what can be expected in the field at the pilot location of Gameren. The distribution of Baskarp
B25 falls somewhere between these (Deltares 2018a) and is therefore used here as a
representative material. Based on the hydraulic conductivity of Baskarp B25 a hydraulic
conductivity contrast of 5 (hydraulic conductivity barrier/hydraulic conductivity background
sand) is used, in the computations.
In order to demonstrate the effect of a finer grain size, such as Baskarp B15, computations
are done with a contrast of 15 based on Baskarp B15 for the two models with a 40 m deep
aquifer computations. The effect of the barrier on the total hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer
is considered to be negligible for computations with the Sellmeijer rule.

The relative density of the barrier has an important effect on the local critical gradient. In order
to demonstrate the importance of densification of the barrier critical heads are computed for a
situation with a dense barrier, using the criterion, the local critical gradient of 1.23 for a well
densified barrier, and the criterion of 0.64 for a looser barrier material. We do not modify the
hydraulic conductivity contrast for these simulations, this might be expected to increase, so
that results with a lower relative density become less unfavourable, so with the current model
the most unfavourable effect of relative density is shown.

With a modelled pipe length of four centimetres into the barrier, these criteria are shown to
predict or underestimate critical head drops in the tests in Section 5.5, so they appear to be
relatively conservative. It is important to note that there is only a very limited number of tests.
Thus, although the criterion appears to be conservative for those tests, the uncertainty in the
criterion could not be determined.

An overview of the soil parameters is provided in Table 5.15.

Table 5.15  Soil parameters for simulations, n.a. indicates this value is not applicable for the computations
Soil name Hydraulic

conductivity,
m/s

D70,
mm*

Strength criterion **
(critical gradient over 10 cm with a 4 cm
pipe in the barrier)

Baskarp B15 1.0e-4 0.171 n.a.
Baskarp B25 3.0e-4 0.272 n.a.
GZB 1 densified 1.5e-3 n.a. 1.23
GZB 1 less dense 1.5e-3 n.a. 0.64
*D70 is only required for the Sellmeijer computation of the reference case without a barrier
**Strength criterion is only required to compute barrier strength in the finite element models, once the barrier fails the pipe
will progress through the background sand

5.6.4 Results
In the results the effect of scale is first presented and subsequently the effect of the seepage
length and of the hydraulic conductivity contrast are shown for field-scale situations with a 40
m deep aquifer.

5.6.4.1 Effect of scale
The computed critical head drop, and critical average gradient as a function of scale are
shown in Figure 5.22. This shows that with increasing scale, the average gradient decreases
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both with a barrier and in the Sellmeijer rule. Therefore Figure 5.23 shows the ratio of the
situation with the barrier to the situation without a barrier as calculated by the Sellmeijer rule.
Even on the field-scale with a seepage length of 160 m, the computed critical head drop with
a densified barrier is a factor 2 higher than the situation without a barrier. Therefore,
significant strength remains.

Figure 5.22  Computed critical head drop (left) and critical average gradient (right) using the criterion for long
growth, i.e. the local gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip with a 4 cm pipe in the barrier. Ratio
seepage length/aquifer depth = 4 for all scales
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Figure 5.23  Computed ratio of the critical head drop to the critical head drop according to the Sellmeijer rule. Ratio
seepage length/aquifer depth = 4 for all scales

5.6.4.2 Effect of seepage length and background sand
As the seepage length may vary in the field, a computation with a highly unfavourable
geometry, aquifer depth and seepage length both 40 m was performed. This was simulated
both for a contrast of 5, Baskarp B25 and a contrast of 15 Baskarp B15. Computed critical
head drops are shown in Figure 5.24, and average gradients are shown in Figure 5.25.
The critical head drop is higher with B15 than with B25 for both the situation without and with
a barrier, and the effect is strongest for the longer seepage lengths. This is to be expected,
due to the lower hydraulic conductivity of B15. In the Sellmeijer rule, however, this effect is
partially offset by the smaller D70 which is unfavourable. With a barrier the D70 of the
background sand no longer plays an explicit role in the strength computation, only the
hydraulic conductivity matters.
The average critical gradient falls with increasing seepage length, due to the change in the
ratio of seepage length over aquifer depth which increases.
The ratio of the situation with and without a barrier is shown in Figure 5.26. The effect of the
barrier is significantly higher with a higher conductivity contrast, as was also shown in the
experiments. A well densified barrier leads to a strength gain in the order of 2 to 3 with a
contrast of 5, and a strength gain in the order of 4.1 to 5.0 with a contrast of 15 for the
computed situations. It is interesting to note that the benefit of the barrier is higher for the
unfavourable situation of a short seepage length in combination with a deep aquifer.
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Figure 5.24  Computed critical head drop for a contrast of 5, based on Baskarp B 25 (left) and for a contrast of 15,
based on Baskarp B 15 (right) using the criterion for long growth, i.e. the local gradient over 10 cm
upstream of the pipe tip with a 4 cm pipe in the barrier. Aquifer depth is 40 m for all models

Figure 5.25  Computed critical average gradient for a contrast of 5, based on Baskarp B 25 (left) and for a contrast
of 15, based on Baskarp B 15 (right) using the criterion for long growth, i.e. the local gradient over 10
cm upstream of the pipe tip with a 4 cm pipe in the barrier. Aquifer depth is 40 m for all models
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Figure 5.26  Computed ratio of the critical head drop to the critical head drop according to the Sellmeijer rule.,
based on Baskarp B 25 (left) and for a contrast of 15, based on Baskarp B 15 (right)

5.6.5 Discussion and Conclusions
 The current strength criterion based on 2D models of the medium-scale experiments

is the local gradient inside the barrier over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip for a 4 cm
long pipe in the barrier. This criterion was used to compute the effect of scale on the
critical head drop in 2D finite element models.

 The computations show that the barrier provides significant additional strength at all
scales. The ratio of the critical head drop with a barrier to critical head drop according
to the Sellmeijer rule is higher for smaller scales. Nonetheless, even on the field-scale
(aquifer depth 40 m and seepage lengths of 40 to 160 m) computed ratios are in the
order of 2.5 to 5 with a densified barrier. In the current simulations the barrier
thickness was constant in all models, further analysis could indicate to what extent an
increase in barrier thickness on the larger scales would increase these ratios.

 Field-scale simulations show a higher head drop with a longer seepage length, as
expected. However, the additional strength provided by a barrier as compared to the
Sellmeijer rule is higher in the unfavourable situation with a shorter seepage length.

 With a finer background sand, the critical head drop according to the Sellmeijer rule is
slightly higher when comparing background sands Baskarp B 15 and B 25 on the
field-scale. The favourable effect of a lower hydraulic conductivity is partly offset by a
smaller D70 in the Sellmeijer rule. The additional strength provided by a barrier is
significantly higher with the finer background sand; the barrier provides a critical head
drop that is a factor 5 higher than the Sellmeijer rule for the simulation with Baskarp B
15, as opposed to a factor 3 for Baskarp B25 in the unfavourable situation of a 40 m
deep aquifer with 40 m seepage length. This is due to the higher hydraulic
conductivity contrast, and because the D70 of the background sand does not affect the
computed barrier strength.
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 Densification is important; the computed critical head drop is almost two times higher
for the denser barrier than for the looser barrier. However, the strength criterion for
lower relative density was based on only one medium-scale test so far. Additional
insight into the effect of relative density for the barrier materials can be obtained from
analysis of the second series of experiments performed by USACE-ERDC.
Furthermore, a looser barrier will lead to a higher hydraulic conductivity contrast, that
effect is not included in the current simulations, which therefore give a conservative
estimate of the effect of relative density.

In the current models a 3D flow situation is modelled in 2D. The criterion is derived based on
2D modelling of the 3D experiments on the medium-scale. Therefore, at the scale of the
experiments the criterion can be considered to be calibrated to compensate for the 3D effect.
It is recommended to investigate whether the 3D effects are comparable at different scales.

Simulations were done for a simplified case, with an open outflow downstream of the barrier.
Simulations of a field situation should consider the presence and hydraulic conductivity of a
blanket layer, and the effect of the polder water level.
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6 Conceptual Model

To get a better understanding of the measurement results and to be able to predict what
happens for different geometries, it is useful to have a conceptual model of pipe formation in
a sand layer with a coarse sand barrier. This model can be used for understanding the
processes. A first conceptual model was formulated based on analysis of the small-scale
experiments (Deltares 2018c). This model is developed further in this Chapter, making use of
insights from the medium-scale experiments.

6.1 Pipe development in the background sand
Upon creating a head difference in the intact sand sample with a barrier, the flow will
concentrate radially towards the exit hole, resulting in local fluidization of the background
sand near the exit (Figure 6.1). An erosion lens is formed, with pipes forming in all directions.
The eroded sand is deposited around the exit and the exit hole becomes filled with fluidised
sand in constant motion.

Upon further increasing the head difference, one or more pipes start to develop upstream
towards the barrier. When a pipe reaches the barrier, typically, the flow towards the pipe in
the barrier is insufficient to cause pipe formation in the barrier. Flow converges from the sides
of the model towards the pipe. The combination of high flow rates and lower erosion
resistance in the background sand next to the pipe causes pipe formation parallel to the
barrier (Figure 6.2).

Figure 6.1 High flow velocities near the exit

Figure 6.2 High hydraulic gradient transverse to the barrier
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The pipe will then lengthen in transverse direction (parallel to the barrier) until the side of the
box is reached. The transverse development of the pipe causes the flow to be redistributed
(Figure 6.3), reducing the load on the barrier.

Figure 6.3 Transition from a 3D to a 2D flow configuration

The above process occurs in the typical situation that the barrier has a significantly higher
resistance against piping, determined by the primary erosion criterion, than the background
sand does, which is usually true. When this strength contrast is smaller, and the permeability
contrast is low, the convergence of flow inside the barrier to the pipe tip (Figure 6.3 left side)
would cause the pipe to progress directly into the barrier.
Therefore, the selection of the barrier material is crucial to the design of an effective CSB.

6.2 Refinement
The flow through the pipe causes a shear stress on the grains at the pipe walls and bottom,
causing the pipe to deepen and widen until the particles are in limit-state equilibrium with the
water passing them. As the pipe deepens, the head drop in the pipe decreases: it becomes
nearly zero. The flow regime in the pipe will become turbulent with increasing flow rate in the
pipe. Although the head drop is insufficient to cause pipe formation in the barrier, the slope of
the barrier along the pipe cannot be maintained and the flow from the barrier to the pipe will
cause a slope angle less than the angle of a natural slope, causing crumbling of the barrier
(Figure 6.4). The barrier particles can be deposited on the pipe bottom or can be conveyed
with the flow towards the exit. The depth of the pipe and the relative density and friction angle
of the barrier material, as well as the force exerted by the seepage water will determine the
degree of crumbling.

Figure 6.4 Crumbling of the barrier
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The depth of the pipe in the background sand will be affected by the amount of water
converging to the pipe, and therefore by scale. Water is conveyed through the barrier towards
the pipe, where it converges to the centre of the model, resulting in the largest depth at the
location where all water is collected to exit through the central pipe (Figure 6.5). Therefore,
there is most crumbling around this location inside the barrier as a stable slope is established.
The grains from the barrier are deposited in the pipe in front of the barrier reducing its depth
locally. Thus, the deepest point of the pipe in the background sand moves further away from
the barrier as the overall head drop is increased. Crumbling of barrier grains that remain close
to the barrier, in combination with erosion in the arms of the pipe causes the pipe to form a
delta shape as the head drop is increased (Figure 6.5). The shape of the pipe also
contributes to deepest point moving away from the barrier: in the deltaic shape the water
converges towards the middle further away from the barrier. The increase in flow in the pipe
at a higher head drop would increase flow velocities, however, the increasing area of the pipe
offsets this effect, resulting in a stable situation.

Figure 6.5 Left: when the pipe has progressed parallel to the barrier flow converges to the centre and the pipe in
the background sand is deepest there. Right: as the barrier crumbles into the pipe in the background
sand the pipe depth at the barrier decreases and the deepest point in the pipe in the background sand
moves further away from the barrier

6.3 Piping into the barrier
Due to the contrast in hydraulic conductivity between the barrier and the background sand
downstream, the flow is concentrated towards the exit point of the barrier (Figure 6.7). At
some point a group of particles from the barrier is mobilised, forming a pipe in the barrier.
This might be described at the particle level, using a mechanics-based approach that
describes the arching effects through particle-particle interactions. In order to mobilise
particles, the hydraulic forces need to exceed the contact forces among the particles. With
increasing grading or increasing relative density there are more particle contacts per grain,
which will increase the resistance against erosion as shown in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6 The number of particle contacts increases with grading

Rather than using a particle-scale model, which is difficult to upscale to larger models, the
current feasibility study is aimed at finding the critical local hydraulic gradient inside the
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barrier as a predictor for pipe progression. In the first phase of the feasibility study, the small-
scale experiments were used in order to derive a damage criterion at which the pipe enters
the barrier. The gradient computed between 1 cm upstream of the pipe tip and 4.5 cm
upstream of the pipe tip was selected. The maximum distance over which the criterion could
be computed was limited by the barrier thickness.

In the medium-scale experiments gradients could be determined over longer distances due to
the barrier thickness of 30 cm. The pipe in the background sand in front of the barrier was
deeper, and crumbling was more extensive than in the small-scale experiments, making the
damage point difficult to register. The computed local gradient upstream of the pipe tip over a
longer distance, 10 cm, was selected as this would be affected less by uncertainty regarding
degree of crumbling and location of the barrier interface than gradients over shorter
distances.

The flow pattern in the barrier and the sand surrounding the barrier dictates the average head
across the sample at which the barrier is damaged by pipe formation: this is determined
mainly by the contrast in permeability of the barrier and the surrounding sand. A high
permeability contrast will result in a large head loss in the upstream sand, and relatively low
head loss in the barrier. However, the flow will concentrate towards the pipe, increasing the
local gradient (Figure 6.7). A low permeability contrast will result in a lower head loss in the
upstream sand causing an increased head loss in the barrier, but the flow will be conveyed
through the downstream sand as well, reducing the head loss near the pipe tip. A barrier that
consists of coarse material (to prevent erosion) but has a low permeability (to avoid
contraction of the flow lines to the pile), seems to be ideal for achieving a high strength at
damage. This can be achieved with a well graded barrier. On the other hand, a more
permeable barrier results in lower gradients inside the barrier, which will partly offset the
effect of flow contraction.

Figure 6.7 Flow patterns for high (left) and low (right) permeability contrasts of barrier and background sand

When the local hydraulic gradient in the barrier upstream of the pipe reaches a threshold
value, the resistance of the barrier is overcome, and the pipe can grow into the barrier. The
resistance value can be affected by arching, and a further requirement is that the pipe in the
background sand has reached the depth of a few barrier grains, so that the mobilised grains
can be transported through the pipe. The number of pipes that forms after damage is affected
by the hydraulic conductivity contrast. When there is a higher contrast, there is more
concentration of flow at the interface of the barrier which can result in multiple pipes forming
along the width of the sample. This is expected, since for a high permeability contrast, there is
a larger decrease in convergence of flow lines, and thus in local gradient after damage, than
for a low permeability contrast. Therefore, it is easier to form new pipes, than to have an
existing pipe progress.
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6.4 Pipe progression through the barrier
Once a pipe has formed in the barrier, the flow pattern changes:
• From 2D distributed flow along the barrier to a 3D concentrated flow near the pipe tip.
• For large permeability contrasts, the flow can exit through a larger area, reducing the

concentration of flow, whereas for small permeability contrasts the progression of the
pipe will not change the flow pattern that much (Figure 6.8). This means that the
difference between the critical head drop for damage and for failure is larger with a low
contrast, as concentration of flow at the barrier interface becomes less important. As the
head drop across the upstream background sand is higher with a higher contrast, a
higher contrast would be favourable for achieving a high strength for progression. On
the other hand, a higher uniformity coefficient does result in more resistance to erosion
(increase of local critical gradient for primary erosion), which unfortunately usually
causes a relatively low permeability. This suggests that the ideal barrier material should
give both a high Cu and a high permeability: fines should not be included in the barrier
material.

Figure 6.8 Change of flow pattern due to pipe progression for high (left) and low (right) permeability contrasts

The pipe lengthens in steps through the barrier as the head is increased. In a significant
progression step, a group of grains is eroded, and the pipe length increases by several
centimetres, or the pipe branches inside the barrier. Lengthening of the pipe increases the
outflow area, reducing the local gradients at the pipe tip so that a further head increase is
required for further lengthening. Since the total flow is determined by the fine sand upstream,
erosion of the barrier itself will hardly influence the total flow through the barrier. In the
medium-scale tests, there were one or more smaller growth steps after damage, in which the
pipe did not yet progress past half way through the barrier. Subsequently in most tests there
was a long growth step where the pipe did progress past half way through the barrier but
stopped short of the upstream barrier interface.

When the pipe had progressed to nearby the upstream interface of the barrier after the long
growth step, the pipe typically first progressed parallel to the interface rather than progressing
upstream to failure. This can be explained by the flow pattern at the pipe tip as shown in
(Figure 6.9). Flow in the barrier is affected by the presence of the pipe, and flow converges
from the sides to the pipe. For a high hydraulic conductivity contrast, the flow in the
background sand is not significantly affected by the pipe in the barrier, and there is little
convergence of flow from upstream to the pipe tip. The relatively stronger loading from the
sides could cause the pipe to first progress to the sides. Hereby the pipe does not progress
along the entire width of the model, as it did in the fine sand downstream of the barrier. After
the pipe has progressed some length parallel to the barrier interface, the relative contribution
of inflow from the sides reduces, and further head increases can cause the pipe to progress
through the upstream interface. For a lower hydraulic conductivity contrast, the pipe in the
barrier will have more effect on flow in the background sand upstream. There will be more
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convergence of flow in the background sand towards the pipe, causing a relatively higher
gradient directly upstream of the pipe tip and the transverse development may not take place.

Figure 6.9 Left: with a high hydraulic conductivity contrast there is little convergence of flow in the background
sand towards the pipe, flow in the barrier converges to the pipe from the sides. Right: with a low
hydraulic conductivity contrast there is convergence of the flow in the background sand to the pipe in
the barrier causing a relatively higher gradient directly upstream of the pipe tip

The transverse pipe progression at the upstream barrier interface was also not observed with
a shallow barrier. In the experiment with the shallow barrier there was also no long growth
step, instead the pipe progressed from ca. 6 cm into the barrier directly upstream. This
difference is due to the draining effect of the barrier (Figure 6.10). In the tests with a full depth
barrier, pore water pressures upstream of the barrier are lower because water flows into the
barrier over the entire depth of the model. In models with a shallower barrier, there is more
resistance to flow below the barrier. The water is converging towards the shallower barrier,
resulting in higher pore water pressures upstream of the barrier. This higher gradient can be
sufficient to cause the pipe to progress upstream. It is true that with a shallow barrier, less
water enters the barrier and converges to the pipe tip, this may give a higher strength at
damage, but for progression the higher gradient upstream of the barrier offset this effect.

Figure 6.10  Left: with a shallow barrier water in the background sand flows below the barrier, the higher resistance
causes a higher hydraulic head upstream of the barrier. Right: with a deep barrier all flow enters the
barrier and resulting in lower heads upstream of the barrier

When the pipe has reached the upstream end of the barrier, the permeability contrast, the
shape of the pipe (transverse development or not) and the potential filter cake affect the
further pipe progression. Both a large permeability contrast and a filter cake will result in a
limited inflow of water at the pipe tip, causing additional resistance for pipe progression
(Figure 6.11). The filter cake may also cause additional resistance from a mechanical
perspective, due to the zone with mixture of fine and coarse particles, with a high relative
density and a large number of grain to grain contacts. On the other hand, such a filter cake
will also cause locally high gradients. There was no indication of the presence of a filter cake
in the medium-scale experiments. The transverse development distributes the flow, further
decreasing the local gradients upstream of the pipe.
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Since the transverse development is more likely for a high permeability contrast, this is a
desired situation for the field.

Figure 6.11 limited inflow due to high permeability contrast (and filter cake)

6.5 Effect of particle size, grading, relative density, permeability contrast, barrier
dimensions and scale on critical head
The conceptual model described above gives insight into the pipe development in different
situations with a barrier. The experiments illustrate that a higher uniformity coefficient and
higher relative density will provide a larger resistance to pipe formation.

With respect to the damage criterion, it is not clear beforehand whether a low or high
permeability contrast will be more advantageous for the selection of a coarse sand barrier:
• A low permeability contrast will lead to a smaller head loss in the upstream sand, but will

result in limited concentration of flow near the pipe tip, just before growing into the
barrier.

• A high permeability contrast will lead to more head loss in the upstream sand, but will
result in more concentration of flow near the pipe tip, just before growing into the barrier.

In a field situation a high contrast may be expected to be favourable due to the large
resistance in the long area upstream of the barrier. The experiments also show that a higher
contrast leads to a higher strength.

For the progression of the pipe a large permeability contrast is expected to provide more
strength due to the combined effects of large head loss in the upstream sand and the
reduction of local gradient upon approach of the end of the barrier (both resulting from the
contrast itself and the transverse development of the pipe near the end of the barrier). The
formation of a filter cake is also advantageous due to the head loss in the filter cake and
consequent reduction of local gradient upstream of the pipe when it is approaching the
barrier, as well as possibly a higher resistance against erosion in the filter cake.

The relative density of the barrier affects both the barrier strength and the hydraulic
conductivity contrast. A lower relative density barrier reduces the strength, but the hydraulic
conductivity contrast will increase which is favourable for progression. Thus, the net effect will
depend on the relative significance of these two counteracting effects.

With respect to barrier dimensions, a larger depth will induce more flow towards the barrier,
thereby increasing the local gradient inside the barrier. According to the conceptual model, a
smaller depth is therefore more advantageous to prevent damage, although this could not be
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confirmed up to now by the limited number of experimental results on a shallow barrier.
However, the residual strength of the barrier after damage or long growth would be less for a
shallower barrier, due to the higher pore water pressures in the background sand upstream.
In practice the barrier will always be relatively shallow relative to the aquifer depth, which is
advantageous for the seepage load. Vertical fluidisation of the downstream background sand
has not been observed in any of the tests. In the current experiments a very small relative
depth, as can be expected in most field situations, has not yet been tested.

Based on the concepts described above, the scale has a large influence on the damage
head, progression head, and critical head. A deep aquifer supplies more water to the barrier
than a sand sample in a laboratory set-up. The larger the depth and hydraulic conductivity of
the sand layers below the barrier, the smaller the damage and critical head will be. It is noted
here that the scale effects are not the same as those found in the Sellmeijer rule, since these
depend on the secondary erosion and pipe flow, whereas breaching of the barrier relies on
the erosion at the pipe tip.
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7 Conclusions and recommendations

This report presents the analysis of the medium-scale laboratory experiments and the
corresponding numerical modelling. The cylinder experiments and modelling done in
collaboration with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Engineer Research and Development
Center (USACE-ERDC) have been described in separate reports; relevant aspects were
summarized in this report.

The objective of this investigation is to define a strength criterion for a coarse sand barrier.
The hypothesis is that progression of the pipe in the barrier is controlled by primary erosion at
the pipe tip (as opposed to secondary erosion causing deepening and widening of the
existing pipe), and that primary erosion occurs once a critical gradient is exceeded at the pipe
tip (Robbins et al. 2018, van Beek et al. 2018), and that such a criterion can be determined by
using 2D numerical modelling of the experiments. When such a strength criterion, the critical
gradient, has been defined for a barrier material, at a given relative density, it is assumed that
2D numerical groundwater flow models can be used to predict the critical head drop for both
experimental situations and for the field.
Therefore, experiments are conducted and simulated in order to determine the local critical
gradient inside the barrier at the point that the pipe progresses.

The analysis has deepened the understanding of the piping process in the presence of the
coarse sand barrier at larger scale and allowed for the definition of a preliminary strength
criterion that can be used to model a coarse sand barrier in 2D finite element models at all
scales. This Chapter summarises the findings concerning the piping process, details the
derivation of the current strength criterion, and based on the new insights, provides
recommendations for additional experimental investigation.

7.1 Overview of findings in phase 2b

• At small-scale, and at medium-scale, the coarse sand barrier appears to be a promising
method for piping prevention. The average critical gradient for the set-up in the medium-
scale tests ranges from 0.5 to >3.8 at failure (N.B. there was no failure in one test). It
must be realised that scale effects and configuration differences will cause a different
average critical gradient in field situations.

• The pipe migrates horizontally through the barrier, no vertical failure mechanism was
observed. However, it should be realised that the vertical groundwater flow can also
play an important role, and this is to be investigated.

• There is a large difference between the damage head at which a pipe enters the barrier
and the failure head at which a pipe progresses upstream through the barrier, which
confirms the current focus on progression through the barrier. The pipe progresses
through the barrier in discrete steps. Steps that are identified are:
– Damage.
– Short growth: where the pipe does not pass beyond half way through the barrier.
– Medium growth: after short growth but the pipe still does not pass beyond half way

through the barrier.
– Long growth: where the pipe passes beyond half way through the barrier and

comes to a stop.
– Failure.
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The reason for this large difference between the damage head and the failure head is
that the total groundwater flow is determined by the head drop over the upstream fine
sand. Since the head loss over the barrier is low, the groundwater flow remains more or
less constant when there is erosion inside the barrier. Such erosion will lead to a
broader outflow area and thus lower gradients in the outflow area, preventing further
erosion in the barrier. Further erosion is only possible after a further increase of the
hydraulic head.

• The long growth step was selected as an appropriate step for defining the barrier
strength (the critical gradient). This occurs at a higher head drop than at damage, but
there is still residual strength, i.e. an additional increase in head drop is required for
failure. The local gradient upstream of the pipe at the long growth step is referred to as
‘the strength criterion for long growth’:
– In the only test with a shallow barrier there is no long growth step, the pipe

progresses upstream from a point that is not yet past half way through the barrier.
For modelling of the strength criterion for this test, the head drop for medium
growth II is used, as this implies that there is still residual strength left.

• Head measurements inside the barrier and upstream of the barrier can be used to
identify the moment when a pipe reaches the barrier, and, typically, the long growth
step:
– Damage of the barrier and short growth steps did not cause a significant effect on

the head readings. The latter two steps were also difficult to register visually due to
crumbling. Crumbling was more extensive due to the greater depth of the pipe in
the downstream sand: the increased pipe depth is not likely to be a cause of
failure.

– The long growth step can also typically be observed in the head measurements
inside the barrier and upstream of the barrier. This would make this a suitable
criterion, as it can be observed in the measurements and there is also residual
strength left. However, although long growth occurs in the majority of the current
experiments, these are all experiments with a deep barrier. In the only experiment
with a shallow barrier long growth does not occur, as the pipe progresses
upstream after the second medium growth step. As there will be a shallow barrier
in the field, there might not be a step where the head measurements indicate pipe
progression in the barrier, and where the pipe still stops inside the barrier. The
Delta Flume experiments, with a shallow barrier will provide further insight into this.

• Barrier depth, hydraulic conductivity contrast, and strength contrast can have different
effects on the progression steps that occur in the medium-scale experiments and on the
head drop at which they occur. Due to the limited number of experiments in the current
test series, additional investigation of this is recommended.

• Based on 2D numerical modelling of the medium-scale experiments in DgFlow the
computed local critical gradient at the long growth step was found. A preliminary
strength criterion that can be used in 2D finite element models was defined. This
criterion is the modelled critical gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip, when the
pipe is modelled 4 cm into the barrier.

• DgFlow simulations in 2D with the current preliminary strength criterion were used to
model experiments and address scale effects. These models show that the barrier
provides significant additional strength at all scales. The ratio of the critical head drop
with a barrier to critical head drop without a barrier according to the Sellmeijer rule is
higher for smaller scales. Nonetheless, even on field-scale (aquifer depth 40 m and
seepage lengths of 40 to 160 m) computed ratios are in the order of 2.5 to 5 with a well
densified barrier. These simulations show that densification is important. Furthermore,
they show that the barrier provides the largest strength gain for situations with a high
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hydraulic conductivity contrast, which confirms the effect of permeability contrasts
observed in the medium-scale experiments.

• Experiments in a horizontal cylinder set-up performed at USACE-ERDC were performed
that allow for a direct measurement of the critical gradient upstream of the pipe tip for
pipe progression (Deltares 2018b). The critical progression gradients measured in this
manner show a reasonable correspondence with the modelled critical gradients at long
growth that were found based on numerical modelling of the medium-scale experiments
in 2D models.

• The implementation of the Sellmeijer model in DgFlow was used in order to simulate the
small-scale and medium-scale experiments in 2D models. This model, which only
includes secondary erosion, and not the primary erosion criterion as derived in the
current study, was not found to give realistic results, and was therefore not investigated
further.

• A preliminary 3D numerical model which includes both a primary and a secondary
(Sellmeijer) erosion criterion was developed by USACE-ERDC. This 3D model has been
applied to model the small-scale and medium-scale experiments, using the critical
gradients that were determined based on the USACE-ERDC experiments in the
(Deltares 2018c). Qualitatively this captures important aspects of pipe behaviour, and is
considered a promising tool for further development and analysis.

7.2 Determination of the strength criterion
The local gradient inside the barrier at the point of damage was considered as the suitable
strength criterion in the small-scale tests. In those tests, the progression of the pipe through
the barrier could not be analysed well, due to the limited barrier thickness in the flow direction.
In the medium-scale experiments the barrier had the same thickness that it is expected to
have in the field, 0.30 m, and the progression of the pipe through the barrier was analysed.

Numerical modelling of the different growth steps in the medium-scale experiments was done
using 2D DgFlow models to establish the permeability and to analyse the strength criterion at
different growth steps. A 2D model effectively corresponds to a pipe that is as wide as the
model is wide in 3D. Therefore, this would give a lower head on the upstream side of the
barrier for a given pipe length and contrast than a 3D model with a single pipe would. That
might lead to a too low hydraulic conductivity being fit in the barrier in the 2D models. The fact
that modelled barrier conductivities are higher than expected conductivities, based on
permeability tests and correlations with porosity from these tests, suggests that indeed there
was a relatively 2D flow field at the critical growth steps.

The modelled gradients over different distances inside the barrier did not give a clear
indication over which distance a critical gradient has to be determined. There was not one
distance that consistently gave a smaller variation among gradients for the same barrier.
Contrary to the hypothesis, the modelled gradients for damage and short growth were less
than for long growth. The hypothesis is that there is a specific critical gradient above which
the pipe will progress, and this would then be expected to be the same for all growth steps.
Possibly the lower gradients at which the pipe progresses for damage and short growth are
affected by crumbling and the subjectivity of determining those steps.

Therefore, the gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip at the long growth step is
currently selected as the preliminary strength criterion based on the medium-scale tests. This
step is selected as there is a clear pipe progression, which is typically also observable in the
head measurements, and the pipe still stops, i.e. there is still residual strength. For the test
where there is no long growth, medium growth is used, so that there is still residual strength.
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The distance of 10 cm is selected to compute the gradient. This modelled gradient is less
sensitive to uncertainty due to crumbling and the exact location of the pipe tip than gradients
over shorter distances, whereas gradients over longer distances would be affected by
geometry and hydraulic conductivity contrast to a greater extent.

In addition to determining the critical gradients from the medium-scale experiments in 2D
models, horizontal cylinder experiments were performed in the USACE-ERDC laboratories in
which the head was measured at intervals of 2 cm directly upstream of the pipe tip (Deltares
2018b). This allows to determine the head profile upstream of the pipe tip at the point that the
pipe progresses. From this profile the gradient over 10 cm upstream over the pipe tip can be
computed, and this is therefore considered to be a more reliable indicator of the critical
gradient for pipe progression for the 3D USACE model.
These values show a reasonable correspondence to the gradients computed from the 2D
models of the medium-scale tests. As the head measurements are directly measured
upstream of the pipe tip in the cylinder experiments, whereas they are often at the side of the
pipe for the medium-scale tests, and as a 2D model for a 3D flow field would underestimate
gradients at the pipe tip (Robbins & Griffiths, 2018), the critical gradients measured in the
cylinder test would be expected to be higher than those modelled for the medium-scale test.
The higher relative density of the barrier material in the medium-scale tests offsets this effect
to some extent. Considering this, the critical gradients measured over 10 cm in the tests with
the horizontal cylinders are comparable to those that are obtained from the modelling of the
GZB tests for both GZB 1 and GZB 2.

For the 2D DgFlow models, the criterion derived from 2D modelling of the medium-scale tests
is considered more to be appropriate than the criterion from the cylinder experiments. The
conversion from 2D to 3D is expected to introduce a similar deviation in the model that is
used to derive the criterion and in the predictive models where the criterion is used, i.e. it is
expected that this derivation provides a calibration from the 2D to 3D situation.
However, it is recommended to further investigate the 3D effects at different scales to verify
this.

In order to model the strength of the barrier in 2D DgFlow models where the pipe is modelled
as a constant head boundary condition, the preliminary strength criteria are shown in Table
7.1. These are the critical gradients over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip, where the pipe is
modelled 4 cm into the barrier. This preliminary criterion is based on modelling a very limited
number of experiments. The criterion models long growth and often residual strength is
present after this growth step. However, that was not the case in all experiments, and
therefore the effect of barrier depth on the residual strength after long growth is a subject of
further analysis. Even for long growth however, the criterion is on the conservative side for
the current set of experiments. We used the lowest measured critical gradient for long growth
per barrier material, in combination with the shortest distance of pipe penetration into the
barrier at long growth. In other experiments there was often a longer pipe penetration in the
barrier at long growth. A longer pipe penetration in the model leads to a higher critical head
drop. Therefore the 4 centimetres is considered to be conservative. This selected
combination is shown to be on the conservative side when modelling the medium-scale
experiments.
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Table 7.1 Preliminary strength criteria for 2D finite element computations

Material Critical gradient over 10 cm
upstream of pipe tip

Pipe length inside the barrier, m

GZB 1 high RD 1.23 0.04
GZB 2 high RD 0.76 0.04
GZB 1 lower RD 0.64 0.04

This scale independent preliminary strength criterion is also used to model the strength of a
barrier in a range of scales in order to demonstrate that the critical head drop will still be
affected by scale, due to the effect of scale on the groundwater head. The benefit of the
barrier remains significant in these models even at field-scale.
Effects of 3D flow at different scales remain a subject of further analysis. These criteria are
considered to be scale independent and can be used for a first analysis of the critical head
drop in both experimental and field-scales.

The preliminary USACE-ERDC finite element model for piping in 3D with a primary and a
secondary erosion criterion has shown promising results, being able to capture key aspects of
pipe progression. The progression of the pipe parallel to the barrier in the background sand is
well captured. The modelled progression of the pipe parallel to the upstream interface is
found to be very sensitive to the mesh size.

7.3 Recommendations
In some of the medium-scale experiments differences in the pipe formation process were
observed related to the progression phase. Although these can be explained theoretically by
taking account of barrier depth, local strength criterion and hydraulic conductivity contrast, it
would be recommended to confirm these processes in additional experiments:
• The progression of the pipe through the barrier, specifically the occurrence of the long

growth step is affected by barrier depth. In the only experiment with a shallow barrier
long growth did not occur, and a medium growth step (in which the pipe did not progress
as far in the barrier) was therefore used for derivation of the strength criterion.
Numerical modelling can possibly account for this difference; heads upstream of a
shallow barrier are higher than upstream of a deeper barrier due to the draining effect of
the barrier. However, it is recommended to perform additional medium-scale
experiments with a shallow barrier in order investigate whether there is indeed no long
growth step for a shallow barrier.

• Transverse development of the pipe was not observed in the experiment with
Metselzand as background material. Transverse development is important for
generating additional strength. This deviation in process can be explained theoretically
by the relatively high resistance to erosion of the Metselzand compared to other
background materials, but an experimental confirmation of this behaviour is needed.

• In the current analysis the margin of uncertainty on the results has not been analysed.
This will be important in order to design a coarse sand barrier for field application. In
order to assess experimental uncertainty, additional laboratory experiments, including
duplicate tests are recommended.

The critical progression gradient over 10 cm has been selected as a preliminary strength
criterion based on practical considerations, as there was no strong evidence that gradients
over another distance were more suitable. Analysis of additional experiments (both already
conducted cylinder experiments by USACE-ERDC and additional medium-scale experiments)
will provide additional insight into which distance is appropriate for a strength criterion.
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Furthermore, it is recommended to analyse the role of 3D effects on the 2D modelling of the
experiments, and address whether the effects are comparable at different scales.

The 2D numerical models that were used to model the 3D medium-scale experiments are
expected to underestimate critical gradients at the pipe tip inside the barrier. As an
underestimation will also occur when modelling the 3D field situation in a 2D model, the
preliminary strength criterion derived based on the 2D models is considered appropriate
strength criterion for predictions of the field-scale in 2D models.
The measured head profiles in cylinder experiments at USACE-ERDC would be expected to
provide a better characterisation of the critical progression gradients in a full 3D model.
Currently results from the first round of cylinder experiments have been analysed. A second
round of experiments on coarse sand barrier soils has already been performed by USACE.
This includes experiments at different relative densities of the barrier materials and
background sand. Therefore, it is recommended to analyse these results in collaboration with
USACE in order to better characterise the critical progression gradient and the effect of
relative density, and the effect of the vertical gradient.

The preliminary USACE-ERDC model for piping in 3D with a primary and secondary erosion
criterion has shown promising results, being able to capture key aspects of pipe progression.
The model results are sensitive to the primary erosion criterion that is used. Following the
analysis of the additional cylinder experiments, this model could be used to further analyse
the medium-scale experiments. In addition, after the effect of relative density on the strength
criterion has been analysed further for the barrier materials, numerical simulations can be
performed in order to analyse to which extent the effect of relative density on hydraulic
conductivity and on the strength criterion offset each other. Such analysis would be
appropriate to confirm the current expectation that a higher barrier density is favourable in
field situations.

The current analysis of the 3D experiments using a 2D model may underestimate critical
gradients at het pipe tip. However, practically speaking it is highly desirable that a 2D model
can be used in order to model the strength of a coarse sand barrier. A comparison of 2D
DgFlow models and 3D USACE models is required to see whether the final analysis can be
conducted in 2D.

In order to optimise a design for the field situation in Gameren, a numerical analysis could
investigate the effects of the barrier location in the cross section, the barrier thickness, the
barrier depth, and the leakage length in the polder for a model of the field situation.
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1 Model 

This factsheet summarises the input and results of the numerical simulation of the experiment 
MS_GZB2_B15_22.  
All distances are computed relative to the centre of the outlet hole at the top of the setup. 
Horizontally the upstream direction is negative; vertically, the downward direction is negative.  
As experiments did not indicate the formation of a filter cake, this zone of the barrier has the 
same hydraulic conductivity as the barrier in the computation. 
 
Table 1.1  Model dimensions 
Dimension Length, mm 
Model width 881 
Model depth 403 
Model length 1753 
Barrier width 300 
Barrier depth 403 

 
Table 1.2  Boundary conditions 

step Pipe maximum 
length in 
barrier, 
 
 cm* 

Pipe tip x 
coordinate 
in model,  
 
m 

Capillary 
used as zero 
head 
reference **  

Upstream head in 
experiment just 
beyond filter***, 
 
m 

Head drop in model, 
corrected for head loss 
in pipe and sand boil, 
 
m 

Damage 1 -0.515 h15 4.03 0.524 
Short growth 2 -0.525 h15 3.87 1.386 
Long growth 12 -0.625 h13 3.54 2.022 

*The pipe length used in the model is based on the maximum length that the pipe is observed to progress inside the barrier 
prior to the step that is modelled (the pipe length at the critical condition for that step, the uncertainty on this value is 
estimated to be in the order of 1 cm for the damage step and 2 cm for the short and long growth steps.  
** In order to exclude head loss in the pipe and outlet hole, which are not present in the model, the downstream head in the 
model is referenced to zero at the lowest head value that is measured inside the pipe in the barrier during the experiment.  
*** The measured heads in the bottom of the model were extrapolated to compute the upstream head in the experiment at 
the inflow just beyond the filter as computed in the Factual Report for the medium scale experiments. During this experiment 
the upstream and downstream heads were initially high, and the downstream head was gradually reduced in order to 
increase the head difference over the setup.  
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Table 1.3  Measured and corrected heads at critical points, measurements used as zero reference in bold 

Location 
relative to 
outlet hole,  
 
 
 
 
m 

Capillary Damage 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
 
m 

Damage 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil,  
 
m 

Short 
growth 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
m 

Short 
growth 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil, 
m 

Long 
growth 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
m 

Long 
growth 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil, 
m 

-1.357 H1 4.01 0.50 3.81 1.33 3.46 1.94 
-0.825 H2 3.60 0.09 2.70 0.22 1.82 0.30 
-0.55 H3 3.55 0.04 2.58 0.09 1.63 0.11 
-0.357 H4 3.50 -0.01 2.58 0.09 1.71 0.19 
-0.107 H5 3.52 0.02 2.52 0.04 1.56 0.04 
-1.085 H6 3.78 0.28 3.23 0.74 2.60 1.08 
-0.825 H7 3.57 0.07 2.66 0.17 1.75 0.23 
-0.785 H8 3.56 0.05 2.60 0.12 1.67 0.15 
-0.785 H9 3.55 0.04 2.58 0.10 1.64 0.12 
-0.785 H10 3.57 0.06 2.62 0.13 1.69 0.17 
-0.645 H11 3.54 0.03 2.55 0.07 1.58 0.06 
-0.615 H12 3.55 0.04 2.55 0.07 1.55 0.03 

-0.585 H13 3.52 0.01 2.52 0.03 1.52 0.00 
-0.55 H14 3.52 0.01 2.50 0.01 1.53 0.01 
-0.515 H15 3.51 0.00 2.48 0.00 1.52 0.00 
-0.515 H16 3.52 0.02 2.50 0.02 1.53 0.01 
-0.515 H17 3.52 0.02 2.50 0.01 1.52 0.00 
-0.485 H18 3.52 0.01 2.50 0.01 1.53 0.01 

*H12 and H4 were considered unreliable in a number of tests and are not used for numerical simulation 
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Table 1.4  Hydraulic conductivities  
 Modelled hydraulic 

conductivity, 
 
 
m/s 

Modelled intrinsic 
permeability 

 
 

m2 

Hydraulic 
conductivity 

estimated column 
test* 
m/s 

Hydraulic 
conductivity 

estimated in Factual 
Report** 

m/s 
Hydraulic conductivity 
fine upstream 7.64E-05 7.79E-12 7.00E-05 9.00E-05 
Hydraulic conductivity 
filter cake 1.10E-03 1.12E-11   1.30E-04*** 
Hydraulic conductivity 
barrier 1.10E-03 1.12E-11 1.03E-03 4.00E-04 
Hydraulic conductivity 
fine downstream 8.40E-05 8.56E-12 7.00E-05   

* The relation between hydraulic conductivity and porosity is derived in column tests, the porosity that is estimated in the 
experiment is used to compute the hydraulic conductivity expected in the experiment.  
** The hydraulic conductivity in the Factual Report is estimated by considering 1D flow using measured fluxes and heads.  
*** This hydraulic conductivity is estimated for a zone consisting of approximately equal amounts of fine sand and filter cake 
 
Table 1.5  Ratio between hydraulic conductivity contrast in model and in column tests or estimated based on the 

experimental measurements 

 Ratio between hydraulic 
conductivity estimated in Factual 

report/modelled hydraulic 
conductivity in numerical simulation 

Ratio between hydraulic 
conductivity estimated in column 

test/modelled hydraulic conductivity 
in numerical simulation 

Hydraulic conductivity fine upstream 
1.2 0.9 

Hydraulic conductivity barrier 0.4 0.9 
Hydraulic conductivity fine downstream   0.8 

 
The hydraulic conductivity contrast between the barrier and the upstream and the downstream 
fine sands are: 

- Barrier/ upstream fine sand: 14.4 
- Barrier / downstream fine sand: 13.1 
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2 Model results 

2.1 Head distributions and flow field 

 
Figure 2.1 Images of the critical state for damage (top), short growth (middle), and long growth (bottom). Hydraulic 

head distribution in the model is indicated by the background colour the range is set between 0 and 1 m head 
for all three images. Vectors represent flow velocity, scaled by velocity using the same scaling factor in all 
three images. Contour lines are shown only between 0 and 0.1 m head, spaced 1 cm apart.  
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Figure 2.2 Images of the models at damage (top), short growth (middle), and long growth (bottom), detail of top 0.18 

m of the model. Colours indicate the materials: fine sand upstream (light blue), filter cake (red), barrier (dark 
blue), fine sand downstream (pink). Vectors represent flow velocity, scaled by velocity using the same scaling 
factor in all three images. Contour lines are shown only between 0 and 0.1 m head, spaced 1 cm apart.  
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2.2 Modelled and measured heads 

 
Figure 2.3 Step damage: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom of the 
model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 22 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the entire barrier including the filter cake zone has the same hydraulic 
conductivity.  
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Figure 2.4 Step short growth: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom of 
the model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 22 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the entire barrier including the filter cake zone has the same hydraulic 
conductivity.  

 
Figure 2.5 Step long growth: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom of 
the model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 22 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the entire barrier including the filter cake zone has the same hydraulic 
conductivity.  
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Figure 2.6 Hydraulic head modelled along the top of the model in the three numerical simulation steps 

(relative head refers to the normalisation of head to a head in the pipe of 0 m) 

 
Figure 2.7 Head modelled in the vertical dimension directly below the pipe tip for the three numerical 

simulation steps (relative head refers to the normalisation of head to a head in the pipe of 0 m) 
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2.3 Flux  
Table 2.1  Experimentally measured flux and flux computed from the numerical simulation model.  

  
Experimental flux, 

 litre/min 
Modelled influx, 

 m2/s* 
Modelled flux,  

litre/min 
ratio experimental 
flux/modelled flux 

Damage 1.33 2.50E-05 1.32 1.00 
Short growth 3.52 6.69E-05 3.54 0.99 
Long growth  5.18 1.02E-04 5.37 0.96 

* In the 2D model the flux is through an inflow line, therefore the dimension of flux in is in m2/s, multiplication by the width of 
the model in the experiment gives the flux in litre. 

2.4 Modelled gradients in the barrier  
 
Table 2.2 Gradients modelled inside of the barrier  

Growth step Horizontal gradient 
over 2 cm starting at 
pipe tip 

Horizontal gradient over 3.5 
cm starting 1 cm upstream 
of pipe tip 

Horizontal 
gradient 
over 10 cm 
starting at 
pipe tip 

Vertical gradient 
over 10 cm starting 
at pipe tip 

Damage 0.97 0.36 0.36 0.30 
Short growth 2.08 0.83 0.81 0.67 
Long growth 1.62 0.73 0.72 0.49 

 

3 Comments 

During this test the pipe progressed in the centre of the model below the transducers, without 
any lateral development of the pipe in the barrier for the three growth steps.  
 
In this numerical simulation it was particularly difficult to fit the measured hydraulic heads 
inside the barrier in the centre and on the downstream side. The hydraulic conductivity 
estimate based on flow and measured heads in the Factual Report was significantly below 
what would be expected based on the correlation between porosity and hydraulic conductivity 
as established in the column experiments. The hydraulic conductivity used in this numerical 
simulation is relatively close to the hydraulic conductivity that would be estimated based on the 
correlation.  
 
The pipe progressed near to the centre of the model, therefore the emphasis is to also fit the 
head measured in the centre of the model on the upstream side of the barrier. This is achieved 
relatively well in the steps of damage and short growth but not in the long growth step.  
 
The head inside the barrier is over estimated around the location of h11 in the damage and 
short growth steps but under estimated in the long growth step. Simulations were also done 
with a 1.25 times lower hydraulic conductivity of the barrier, and the same values for the other 
soils. There the head both at the upstream side of the barrier and also at h11 over estimated in 
the damage step and in the short growth step and slightly under estimated for the the long 
growth step. As the head along the top of the model is very sensitive to these variations in the 
conductivity (contrast) which are quite uncertain, and as it appears not to be possible to model 
all three steps with the same hydraulic conductivity set and the assumptions of isotropic 
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homogeneous permeabilty within the soil blocks, the current numerical simulation is 
maintained.  
 
During the test it was also observed that a thin layer of finer grains seemed to wash over a 
small distance of the barrier at the upstream interface, not beyond the line of measurements 
h8-h10. That may have led to a different hydraulic conductivity in the top layer of the model and 
at greater depth, which cannot be captured well with the current assumptions. It was also 
observed that a small pipe formed at the inlet filter, this may indicate a gap between the 
sample and the cover of the setup, which might also have contributed to the difficulty to fitting 
the hydraulic conductivities. These phenomena are believed to be due to a poor contact 
between the sample and the cover which was prevented in subsequent tests by reinforcing the 
cover.  
 
Ulrich Förster 
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1 Model 

This factsheet summarises the input and results of the numerical simulation of the experiment 
MS_GZB1_B15_23.  
All distances are computed relative to the centre of the outlet hole at the top of the setup. 
Horizontally the upstream direction is negative; vertically, the downward direction is negative.  
As experiments did not indicate the formation of a filter cake, this zone of the barrier has the 
same hydraulic conductivity as the barrier in the computation. 
 
Table 1.1  Model dimensions 
Dimension Length, mm 
Model width 881 
Model depth 403 
Model length 1753 
Barrier width 300 
Barrier depth 403 

 
Table 1.2  Boundary conditions 

step Pipe maximum 
length in 
barrier, 
 
 cm* 

Pipe tip x 
coordinate 
in model,  
 
m 

Capillary 
used as zero 
head 
reference **  

Upstream head in 
experiment just 
beyond filter***, 
 
m 

Head drop in model, 
corrected for head loss 
in pipe and sand boil, 
 
m 

Damage 1 -0.515 h15 2.98 2.93 
Short growth 2 -0.525 h15 3.44 3.74 
Long growth 6 -0.565 h15 3.61 3.52 

*The pipe length used in the model is based on the maximum length that the pipe is observed to progress inside the barrier 
prior to the step that is modelled (the pipe length at the critical condition for that step, the uncertainty on this value is 
estimated to be in the order of 1 cm for the damage step and 2 cm for the short and long growth steps.  
** In order to exclude head loss in the pipe and outlet hole, which are not present in the model, the downstream head in the 
model is referenced to zero at the lowest head value that is measured inside the pipe in the barrier during the experiment.  
*** The measured heads in the bottom of the model were extrapolated to compute the upstream head in the experiment at 
the inflow just beyond the filter as computed in the Factual Report for the medium scale experiments.   
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Table 1.3  Measured and corrected heads at critical points, measurements used as zero reference in bold 

Location 
relative to 
outlet hole,  
 
 
 
 
m 

Capillary Damage 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
 
m 

Damage 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil,  
 
m 

Short 
growth 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
m 

Short 
growth 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil, 
m 

Long 
growth 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
m 

Long 
growth 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil, 
m 

-1.357 H1 2.86 2.80 3.30 3.23 3.46 3.38 
-0.825 H2 0.46 0.40 0.53 0.46 0.55 0.47 
-0.55 H3 0.23 0.18 0.26 0.19 0.27 0.20 
-0.357 H4 0.18 0.13 0.20 0.13 0.21 0.13 
-0.107 H5 0.13 0.08 0.15 0.08 0.16 0.09 
-1.085 H6 1.58 1.53 1.83 1.76 1.91 1.84 
-0.825 H7 0.32 0.27 0.37 0.30 0.39 0.31 
-0.785 H8 0.25 0.19 0.28 0.21 0.30 0.22 
-0.785 H9 0.25 0.20 0.29 0.22 0.30 0.22 
-0.785 H10 0.26 0.20 0.29 0.22 0.30 0.23 
-0.645 H11 0.16 0.11 0.19 0.12 0.20 0.12 
-0.615 H12 0.21 0.16 0.24 0.17 0.25 0.17 

-0.585 H13 0.10 0.05 0.13 0.06 0.13 0.06 
-0.55 H14 0.07 0.02 0.09 0.02 0.09 0.02 
-0.515 H15 0.05 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.08 0.00 
-0.515 H16 0.11 0.06 0.13 0.06 0.13 0.06 
-0.515 H17 0.11 0.06 0.13 0.06 0.13 0.06 
-0.485 H18 0.11 0.06 0.13 0.06 0.13 0.06 

*H12 and H4 were considered unreliable in a number of tests and are not used for numerical simulation 
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Table 1.4  Hydraulic conductivities  
 Modelled hydraulic 

conductivity, 
 
 
m/s 

Modelled intrinsic 
permeability 

 
 

m2 

Hydraulic 
conductivity 

estimated column 
test* 
m/s 

Hydraulic 
conductivity 

estimated in Factual 
Report** 

m/s 
Hydraulic conductivity 
fine upstream 7.35E-05 7.49E-12 7.00E-05 7.00E-05 
Hydraulic conductivity 
filter cake 1.32E-03 1.35E-10  1.70E-05*** 
Hydraulic conductivity 
barrier 1.32E-03 1.35E-10 1.10E-03 no estimate 
Hydraulic conductivity 
fine downstream 8.00E-05 8.15E-12 8.00E-05  

* The relation between hydraulic conductivity and porosity is derived in column tests, the porosity that is estimated in the 
experiment is used to compute the hydraulic conductivity expected in the experiment.  
** The hydraulic conductivity in the Factual Report is estimated by considering 1D flow using measured fluxes and heads.  
*** This hydraulic conductivity is estimated for a zone consisting of approximately equal amounts of fine sand and filter cake 
 
Table 1.5  Ratio between hydraulic conductivity contrast in model and in column tests or estimated based on the 

experimental measurements 

 Ratio between hydraulic 
conductivity estimated in Factual 

report/modelled hydraulic 
conductivity in numerical simulation 

Ratio between hydraulic 
conductivity estimated in column 

test/modelled hydraulic conductivity 
in numerical simulation 

Hydraulic conductivity fine upstream 1.0 1.0 

Hydraulic conductivity barrier  0.8 

Hydraulic conductivity fine downstream  1.0 

 
The hydraulic conductivity contrast between the barrier and the upstream and the downstream 
fine sands are: 

- Barrier/ upstream fine sand: 18.0 
- Barrier / downstream fine sand: 16.5 
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2 Model results 

2.1 Head distributions and flow field 

 
Figure 2.1 Images of the critical state for damage (top), short growth (middle), and long growth (bottom). Hydraulic 

head distribution in the model is indicated by the background colour the range is set between 0 and 1 m head 
for all three images. Vectors represent flow velocity, scaled by velocity using the same scaling factor in all 
three images (factor 23.3 i.e. 70/3). Contour lines are shown only between 0 and 0.1 m head, spaced 1 cm 
apart.  
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Figure 2.2 Images of the models at damage (top), short growth (middle), and long growth (bottom), detail of top 0.18 

m of the model. Colours indicate the materials: fine sand upstream (light blue), filter cake (red), barrier (dark 
blue), fine sand downstream (pink). Vectors represent flow velocity, scaled by velocity using the same scaling 
factor in all three images (factor 23.3 i.e. 70/3). Contour lines are shown only between 0 and 0.1 m head, 
spaced 1 cm apart.  
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2.2 Modelled and measured heads 

 
Figure 2.3 Step damage: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom of the 
model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 22 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the location of the filter cake in the model is indicated with a dashed line.  
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Figure 2.4 Step short growth: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom of 
the model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 22 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the location of the filter cake in the model is indicated with a dashed line.  

 
Figure 2.5 Step long growth: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom of 
the model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 22 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the location of the filter cake in the model is indicated with a dashed line.  
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Figure 2.6 Hydraulic head modelled along the top of the model in the three numerical simulation steps 

(relative head refers to the normalisation of head to a head in the pipe of 0 m) 

 
Figure 2.7 Head modelled in the vertical dimension directly below the pipe tip for the three numerical 

simulation steps (relative head refers to the normalisation of head to a head in the pipe of 0 m) 
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2.3 Flux  
Table 2.1  Experimentally measured flux and flux computed from the numerical simulation model.  

  
Experimental flux, 

 litre/min 
Modelled influx, 

 m2/s* 
Modelled flux,  

litre/min 
ratio experimental 
flux/modelled flux 

Damage 7.24 1.34E-04 7.11 1.02 
Short growth 8.41 1.57E-04 8.27 1.02 
Long growth  8.57 1.67E-04 8.83 0.97 

* In the 2D model the flux is through an inflow line, therefore the dimension of flux in is in m2/s, multiplication by the width of 
the model in the experiment gives the flux in litre. 

2.4 Modelled gradients in the barrier  
 
Table 2.2 Gradients modelled inside of the barrier  

Growth step Horizontal gradient 
over 2 cm starting at 
pipe tip 

Horizontal gradient over 3.5 
cm starting 1 cm upstream 
of pipe tip 

Horizontal 
gradient 
over 10 cm 
starting at 
pipe tip 

Vertical gradient 
over 10 cm starting 
at pipe tip 

Damage 4.54 1.65 1.65 1.42 
Short growth 4.19 1.66 1.63 1.36 
Long growth 2.94 1.28 1.25 0.93 

 

3 Comments 

In this test the flow rates modelled at the exit of the barrier to the pipe were higher than in 
numerical simulations with GZB2 or with GZB1 and B25 as background sand, therefore the 
scale of the velocity vectors was also reduced in the figures in the current numerical simulation 
factsheet.  
 
During damage there was crumbling and several small pipes forming at the interface between 
the barrier and the fine sand downstream. This may have resulted in a relatively 2D flow 
situation both at the critical points for damage and at for short growth. During short growth 
there was progression of pipes both in the eastern and the western side of the model, not 
below the centre line of transducers. Possibly therefore the flow field was still relatively 2D at 
the critical step for long growth. During the long growth there was progression in the western 
side of the model. In this test there was no failure, as the applied head drop could not be 
increased further.  
 
The fit shows an overestimation of the short growth, and an underestimation of the long 
growth. At long growth, the pipe appeared to progress from a location on the side of the model 
where no pipe had been observed in the short growth step. Therefore the head drop over the 
barrier at this point would rather resemble that between the upstream heads and the heads on 
the side of the model. The underestimation of the upstream head results in a gradient over the 
barrier of 0.65, which is indeed closer to the gradients on the side of the sample during the test 
of 0.61 than to the gradient in the centre of the test of 0.81. As the gradient on the sides is 
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considered characteristic of this step in Chapter 4 of the main report, the model for this step is 
considered acceptable. For short growth on the other hand, the gradient for progression was 
also considered appropriate from the sides of the sample in the experiment, rather than from 
the centre. In the model there is an over estimation of the head even in the centre, thus an 
even larger over estimation for the sides. Therefore the model for this step is not considered 
appropriate to characterise a progression gradient.  
 
  
Copy for 
Ulrich Förster 
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1 Model 

This factsheet summarises the input and results of the numerical simulation of the experiment 
MS_GZB2_B25_24 with GZB2 and Baskarp 25.  
All distances are computed relative to the centre of the outlet hole at the top of the setup. 
Horizontally the upstream direction is negative; vertically, the downward direction is negative.  
As experiments did not indicate the formation of a filter cake, this zone of the barrier has the 
same hydraulic conductivity as the barrier in the computation. 
 
Table 1.1  Model dimensions 
Dimension Length, mm 
Model width 881 
Model depth 403 
Model length 1753 
Barrier width 300 
Barrier depth 403 

 
Table 1.2  Boundary conditions 

step Pipe maximum 
length in 
barrier, 
 
 cm* 

Pipe tip x 
coordinate 
in model,  
 
m 

Capillary 
used as zero 
head 
reference **  

Upstream head in 
experiment just 
beyond filter***, 
 
m 

Head drop in model, 
corrected for head loss 
in pipe and sand boil, 
 
m 

Damage 1 -0.515 h15 0.66 0.592 
Short growth 8 -0.585 h15 0.76 0.697 
Long growth 12 -0.625 h13 1.13 1.069 

*The pipe length used in the model is based on the maximum length that the pipe is observed to progress inside the barrier 
prior to the step that is modelled (the pipe length at the critical condition for that step, the uncertainty on this value is 
estimated to be in the order of 1 cm for the damage step and 2 cm for the short and long growth steps.  
** In order to exclude head loss in the pipe and outlet hole, which are not present in the model, the downstream head in the 
model is referenced to zero at the lowest head value that is measured inside the pipe in the barrier during the experiment.  
*** The measured heads in the bottom of the model were extrapolated to compute the upstream head in the experiment at 
the inflow just beyond the filter as computed in the Factual Report for the medium scale experiments.   
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Table 1.3  Measured and corrected heads at critical points, measurements used as zero reference in bold 

Location 
relative to 
outlet hole,  
 
 
 
 
m 

Capillary Damage 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
 
m 

Damage 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil,  
 
m 

Short 
growth 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
m 

Short 
growth 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil, 
m 

Long 
growth 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
m 

Long 
growth 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil, 
m 

-1.357 H1 0.63 0.57 0.73 0.67 1.09 1.03 
-0.825 H2 0.18 0.12 0.20 0.14 0.25 0.19 
-0.55 H3 0.13 0.06 0.13 0.07 0.15 0.09 
-0.357 H4 0.09 0.03 0.10 0.03 0.11 0.04 
-0.107 H5 0.07 0.00 0.07 0.01 0.08 0.02 
-1.085 H6 0.39 0.32 0.44 0.38 0.63 0.57 
-0.825 H7 0.17 0.10 0.18 0.11 0.21 0.14 
-0.785 H8 0.15 0.08 0.15 0.09 0.17 0.11 
-0.785 H9 0.15 0.08 0.15 0.09 0.18 0.12 
-0.785 H10 0.15 0.08 0.16 0.09 0.18 0.11 
-0.645 H11 0.12 0.05 0.12 0.05 0.09 0.02 
-0.615 H12 0.12 0.05 0.11 0.05 0.08 0.01 

-0.585 H13 0.10 0.04 0.09 0.02 0.06 0.00 
-0.55 H14 0.09 0.03 0.08 0.02 0.08 0.01 
-0.515 H15 0.07 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.07 0.00 
-0.515 H16 0.08 0.01 0.08 0.02 0.08 0.02 
-0.515 H17 0.08 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.08 0.02 
-0.485 H18 0.06 -0.01 0.06 0.00 0.07 0.00 

*H12 and H4 were considered unreliable in a number of tests and are not used for numerical simulation 
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Table 1.4  Hydraulic conductivities  
 Modelled hydraulic 

conductivity, 
 
 
m/s 

Modelled intrinsic 
permeability 

 
 

m2 

Hydraulic 
conductivity 

estimated column 
test* 
m/s 

Hydraulic 
conductivity 

estimated in Factual 
Report** 

m/s 
Hydraulic conductivity 
fine upstream 1.65E-04 1.68E-11 1.00E-04 1.60E-04 
Hydraulic conductivity 
filter cake 8.03E-04 8.19E-11 

 
2.50E-04*** 

Hydraulic conductivity 
barrier 8.03E-04 8.19E-11 5.70E-04 6.50E-04 
Hydraulic conductivity 
fine downstream 3.31E-04 3.37E-11 1.50E-04 

 * The relation between hydraulic conductivity and porosity is derived in column tests, the porosity that is estimated in the 
experiment is used to compute the hydraulic conductivity expected in the experiment.  
** The hydraulic conductivity in the Factual Report is estimated by considering 1D flow using measured fluxes and heads.  
*** This hydraulic conductivity is estimated for a zone consisting of approximately equal amounts of fine sand and filter cake 
 
Table 1.5  Ratio between hydraulic conductivity contrast in model and in column tests or estimated based on the 

experimental measurements 

 Ratio between hydraulic 
conductivity estimated in Factual 

report/modelled hydraulic 
conductivity in numerical simulation 

Ratio between hydraulic 
conductivity estimated in column 

test/modelled hydraulic conductivity 
in numerical simulation 

Hydraulic conductivity fine upstream 
1.0 0.6 

Hydraulic conductivity barrier 0.8 0.7 
Hydraulic conductivity fine downstream   0.5 

 
The hydraulic conductivity contrast between the barrier and the upstream and the downstream 
fine sands are: 

- Barrier/ upstream fine sand: 4.9 
- Barrier / downstream fine sand: 2.4 
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2 Model results 

2.1 Head distributions and flow field 

 
Figure 2.1 Images of the critical state for damage (top), short growth (middle), and long growth (bottom). Hydraulic 

head distribution in the model is indicated by the background colour the range is set between 0 and 1 m head 
for all three images. Vectors represent flow velocity, scaled by velocity using the same scaling factor in all 
three images (factor 70). Contour lines are shown only between 0 and 0.1 m head, spaced 1 cm apart.  
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Figure 2.2 Images of the models at damage (top), short growth (middle), and long growth (bottom , detail of top 0.18 

m of the model. Colours indicate the materials: fine sand upstream (light blue), filter cake (red), barrier (dark 
blue), fine sand downstream (pink). Vectors represent flow velocity, scaled by velocity using the same scaling 
factor in all three images (factor 70). Contour lines are shown only between 0 and 0.1 m head, spaced 1 cm 
apart.  
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2.2 Modelled and measured heads 

 
Figure 2.3 Step damage: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom of the 
model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 22 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the location of the filter cake in the model is indicated with a dashed line.  
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Figure 2.4 Step short growth: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom of 
the model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 22 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the location of the filter cake in the model is indicated with a dashed line.  
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Figure 2.5 Step long growth: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom of 
the model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 22 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the location of the filter cake in the model is indicated with a dashed line.  
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Figure 2.6 Hydraulic head modelled along the top of the model in the three numerical simulation steps 

(relative head refers to the normalisation of head to a head in the pipe of 0 m) 

 
Figure 2.7 Head modelled in the vertical dimension directly below the pipe tip for the three numerical 

simulation steps (relative head refers to the normalisation of head to a head in the pipe of 0 m) 
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2.3 Flux  
Table 2.1  Experimentally measured flux and flux computed from the numerical simulation model.  

  
Experimental flux, 

 litre/min 
Modelled influx, 

 m2/s* 
Modelled flux,  

litre/min 
ratio experimental 
flux/modelled flux 

Damage 2.97 5.57E-05 2.94 1.01 
Short growth 3.49 6.85E-05 3.62 0.96 
Long growth  5.44 1.07E-04 5.66 0.96 

* In the 2D model the flux is through an inflow line, therefore the dimension of flux in is in m2/s, multiplication by the width of 
the model in the experiment gives the flux in litre. 

2.4 Modelled gradients in the barrier  
 
Table 2.2 Gradients modelled inside of the barrier  

Growth step Horizontal gradient 
over 2 cm starting at 
pipe tip 

Horizontal gradient over 3.5 
cm starting 1 cm upstream 
of pipe tip 

Horizontal 
gradient 
over 10 cm 
starting at 
pipe tip 

Vertical gradient 
over 10 cm starting 
at pipe tip 

Damage 1.50 0.62 0.62 0.45 
Short growth 1.36 0.62 0.61 0.40 
Long growth 1.97 0.91 0.90 0.57 

 

3 Comments 

For the damage step, heads are over estimated by the model. Possibly the crumbling had 
affected a larger zone of the barrier than was modelled. The measured heads in the centre and 
upstream side of the barrier are modelled quite well for the short and medium growth step. The 
pipe progressed close to the centre of the model in this test.  
 
Fluxes are somewhat over estimated by the model at short and long growth, however, this 
could be due to the 2D flow in the model. At damage, there is a slight under estimation, which 
might be due to more crumbling of the barrier than modelled.  
 
In the current model, hydraulic conductivities are significantly higher than hydraulic 
conductivities that would be expected based on correlations with porosity. However, increasing 
all conductivities by a factor to obtain values close to what would be estimated based on 
porosity would imply that the flow gets significantly over estimated. The largest deviation is the  
hydraulic conductivity of the fine sand downstream. As this does not have a significant effect 
on the flux, this can be altered in order to investigate the effect on the head profile. Thus an 
additional computation is done in which only the downstream hydraulic conductivity is altered 
to match what would be expected based on the relative density of the downstream fine sand in 
the test. The comparison between this model, and the model that is used is shown in Table 
3.1.  
With the modified model there is an overestimation of the head in the bottom of the barrier in all 
steps (with the original model there is one overestimate, one good fit and an underestimation). 
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Similarly the head in the upstream end of the setup is consistently overestimated, whereas this 
was one overestimate, one good fit and an underestimation with the original model.  
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Table 3.1  
Model where downstream hydraulic 
conductivity is 1.5E-04 m/s based on relative 
density 

Model with hydraulic conductivities used 

Damage 

 
 

Short growth 

  
Long growth 
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1 Model 

This factsheet summarises the input and results of the numerical simulation of the experiment 
MS_GZB1_B25_25. This test is done with a barrier that does not have the full depth of the 
model. The fine sand below the barrier is therefore also modelled as a zone with a different 
hydraulic conductivity. The zones of different hydraulic conductivity are shown in Figure 1.1. 
As experiments did not indicate the formation of a filter cake, this zone of the barrier has the 
same hydraulic conductivity as the barrier in the computation. 
 

 
Figure 1.1 Model of experiment MS_GZB1_B25_25 where the barrier is only 12.5 cm deep. Materials are fine 

upstream (yellow), fine downstream (dark blue), filter cake (pink), barrier (green) and fine sand below the 
barrier (cyan).  

 
During this experiment, there was no long growth step where the pipe grew more than half way 
through the barrier and stopped. When the pipe grew, it immediately passed through the 
upstream interface between the barrier and the fine sand upstream. Therefore the second 
medium growth step is modelled instead of long growth.  
All distances are computed relative to the centre of the outlet hole at the top of the setup. 
Horizontally the upstream direction is negative; vertically, the downward direction is negative.  
 
Table 1.1  Model dimensions 
Dimension Length, mm 
Model width 881 
Model depth 403 
Model length 1753 
Barrier width 300 
Barrier depth 130 
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Table 1.2  Boundary conditions 

step Pipe maximum 
length in 
barrier, 
 
 cm* 

Pipe tip x 
coordinate 
in model,  
 
m 

Capillary 
used as zero 
head 
reference **  

Upstream head in 
experiment just 
beyond filter***, 
 
m 

Head drop in model, 
corrected for head loss 
in pipe and sand boil, 
 
m 

Damage 1 -0.515 H15 0.90 0.84 
Short growth 4 -0.545 H15 1.26 1.20 
Medium 
growth 4 -0.564 H15 1.68 1.60 

*The pipe length used in the model is based on the maximum length that the pipe is observed to progress inside the barrier 
prior to the step that is modelled (the pipe length at the critical condition for that step, the uncertainty on this value is 
estimated to be in the order of 1 cm for the damage step and 2 cm for the short growth and medium growth steps.  
** In order to exclude head loss in the pipe and outlet hole, which are not present in the model, the downstream head in the 
model is referenced to zero at the lowest head value that is measured inside the pipe in the barrier during the experiment.  
*** The measured heads in the bottom of the model were extrapolated to compute the upstream head in the experiment at 
the inflow just beyond the filter as computed in the Factual Report for the medium scale experiments.   
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Table 1.3  Measured and corrected heads at critical points, measurements used as zero reference in bold 

Location 
relative to 
outlet hole,  
 
 
 
 
m 

Capillary Damage 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
 
m 

Damage 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil,  
 
m 

Short 
growth 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
m 

Short 
growth 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil, 
m 

Medium 
growth 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
m 

Medium 
growth 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil, 
m 

-1.357 H1 0.87 0.81 1.22 1.16 1.63 1.54 
-0.825 H2 0.33 0.27 0.44 0.38 0.57 0.49 
-0.55 H3 0.17 0.11 0.21 0.14 0.25 0.17 
-0.357 H4 0.11 0.05 0.13 0.06 0.16 0.07 
-0.107 H5 0.10 0.04 0.11 0.05 0.14 0.05 
-1.085 H6 0.54 0.48 0.75 0.68 0.99 0.91 
-0.825 H7 0.21 0.15 0.26 0.20 0.33 0.25 
-0.785 H8 0.17 0.11 0.21 0.15 0.26 0.18 
-0.785 H9 0.18 0.12 0.23 0.16 0.28 0.20 
-0.785 H10 0.17 0.11 0.22 0.15 0.27 0.19 
-0.645 H11 0.12 0.06 0.15 0.09 0.19 0.10 
-0.615 H12 0.15 0.09 0.17 0.11 0.20 0.11 

-0.585 H13 0.09 0.02 0.10 0.03 0.12 0.04 
-0.55 H14 0.09 0.03 0.08 0.02 0.10 0.02 
-0.515 H15 0.06 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.08 0.00 
-0.515 H16 0.10 0.04 0.11 0.04 0.12 0.03 
-0.515 H17 0.09 0.03 0.10 0.04 0.12 0.03 
-0.485 H18 0.09 0.03 0.10 0.03 0.11 0.03 

*H12 and H4 were considered unreliable in a number of tests and are not used for numerical simulation 
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Table 1.4  Hydraulic conductivities  
 Modelled hydraulic 

conductivity, 
 
 
m/s 

Modelled intrinsic 
permeability 

 
 

m2 

Hydraulic 
conductivity 

estimated column 
test* 
m/s 

Hydraulic 
conductivity 

estimated in Factual 
Report** 

m/s 
Hydraulic conductivity 
fine upstream 1.77E-04 1.81E-11 9.00E-05 1.70E-04 
Hydraulic conductivity 
filter cake 1.46E-03 1.49E-10  1.60E-04*** 
Hydraulic conductivity 
barrier 1.46E-03 1.49E-10 7.40E-04 6.00E-04 
Hydraulic conductivity 
below barrier 1.77E-04 1.81E-11 1.40E-04 1.20E-03 
Hydraulic conductivity 
fine downstream 1.77E-04 1.81E-11 1.40E-04  

* The relation between hydraulic conductivity and porosity is derived in column tests, the porosity that is estimated in the 
experiment is used to compute the hydraulic conductivity expected in the experiment.  
** The hydraulic conductivity in the Factual Report is estimated by considering 1D flow using measured fluxes and heads.  
*** This hydraulic conductivity is estimated for a zone consisting of approximately equal amounts of fine sand and filter cake 
 
Table 1.5  Ratio between hydraulic conductivity contrast in model and in column tests or estimated based on the 

experimental measurements 

 Ratio between hydraulic 
conductivity estimated in Factual 

report/modelled hydraulic 
conductivity in numerical simulation 

Ratio between hydraulic 
conductivity estimated in column 

test/modelled hydraulic conductivity 
in numerical simulation 

Hydraulic conductivity fine upstream 1.0 0.5 

Hydraulic conductivity barrier 0.4 0.5 

Hydraulic conductivity below barrier  0.8 

Hydraulic conductivity fine downstream  0.8 

 
The hydraulic conductivity contrast between the barrier and the upstream and the downstream 
fine sands are: 

- Barrier/ upstream fine sand: 8.3 
- Barrier / downstream fine sand: 8.3 
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2 Model results 

2.1 Head distributions and flow field 

 
Figure 2.1 Images of the critical state for damage (top), short growth (middle), and medium growth (bottom). 

Hydraulic head distribution in the model is indicated by the background colour the range is set between 0 and 
1 m head for all three images. Vectors represent flow velocity, scaled by velocity using the same scaling 
factor in all three images (factor 70). Contour lines are shown only between 0 and 0.1 m head, spaced 1 cm 
apart.  
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Figure 2.2 Images of the models at damage (top), short growth (middle), and medium growth (bottom), detail of top 

0.18 m of the model. Colours indicate the materials: fine sand upstream (light blue), filter cake (red), barrier 
(dark blue), fine sand downstream (pink). Vectors represent flow velocity, scaled by velocity using the same 
scaling factor in all three images (factor 70). Contour lines are shown only between 0 and 0.1 m head, spaced 
1 cm apart.  
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2.2 Modelled and measured heads 

 
Figure 2.3 Step damage: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom of the 
model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 22 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the location of the filter cake in the model is indicated with a dashed line.  
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Figure 2.4 Step short growth: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom of 
the model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 22 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the location of the filter cake in the model is indicated with a dashed line.  

 
Figure 2.5 Step medium growth: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom 
of the model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 22 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the location of the filter cake in the model is indicated with a dashed line.  
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Figure 2.6 Hydraulic head modelled along the top of the model in the three numerical simulation steps 

(relative head refers to the normalisation of head to a head in the pipe of 0 m) 

 
Figure 2.7 Head modelled in the vertical dimension directly below the pipe tip for the three numerical 

simulation steps (relative head refers to the normalisation of head to a head in the pipe of 0 m) 
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2.3 Flux  
Table 2.1  Experimentally measured flux and flux computed from the numerical simulation model.  

  
Experimental flux, 

 litre/min 
Modelled influx, 

 m2/s* 
Modelled flux,  

litre/min 
ratio experimental 
flux/modelled flux 

Damage 4.15 7.78E-05 4.12 1.01 
Short growth 6.08 1.15E-04 6.05 1.00 
Medium growth  8.21 1.55E-04 8.19 1.01 

* In the 2D model the flux is through an inflow line, therefore the dimension of flux in is in m2/s, multiplication by the width of 
the model in the experiment gives the flux in litre. 

2.4 Modelled gradients in the barrier  
 
Table 2.2 Gradients modelled inside of the barrier  

Growth step Horizontal gradient 
over 2 cm starting at 
pipe tip 

Horizontal gradient over 3.5 
cm starting 1 cm upstream 
of pipe tip 

Horizontal 
gradient 
over 10 cm 
starting at 
pipe tip 

Vertical gradient 
over 10 cm starting 
at pipe tip 

Damage 2.06 0.80 0.81 0.59 
Short growth 2.05 0.92 0.92 0.57 
Medium growth 2.74 1.23 1.23 0.76 

 

3 Comments 

In this experiment many pipes formed along the downstream edge of the barrier. These pipes 
grew gradually up to a length of 6 cm, after which the pipes grew towards the upstream side of 
the barrier. Therefore, there was no long growth step in this test. At damage several pipes 
entered the barrier. The point that is considered short growth is when there was progression of 
a pipe on the west, and on the east side of the model simultaneously (refer to the figure below 
for orientations). There was a medium growth step, not modelled here, where pipes along the 
downstream interface between the barrier and the fine sand progressed a short distance, not 
coming beyond half way through the barrier. Due to progression of pipes at several locations 
along the width of the interface between the barrier and the fine sand, the flow field may have 
been relatively 2D until the final step. The medium growth step is modelled here instead of the 
long growth step. 
 
The fit for the damage step is less good than for the short growth step and medium growth. 
Further alteration of the hydraulic conductivity contrast might improve the modelling of the 
damage step, but at the expense of the other steps.  
 
The hydraulic conductivity of the barrier in the numerical simulation was significantly higher 
than estimated based on the experiments. With a lower conductivity of the barrier, the head on 
the upstream end of the barrier was over estimated with the current hydraulic conductivity of 
the fine sand. In order to retain the same head on the upstream side of the barrier with a lower 
hydraulic conductivity of the barrier the upstream fine hydraulic conductivity would also have to 
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be reduced, however this would result in lower fluxes in the models. Currently the computed 
flux is similar to the measured flux, further reduction therefore does not seem justified.  
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1 Model 

This factsheet summarises the input and results of the numerical simulation of the experiment 
MS_GZB1_B25_26.  
All distances are computed relative to the centre of the outlet hole at the top of the setup. 
Horizontally the upstream direction is negative; vertically, the downward direction is negative.  
As experiments did not indicate the formation of a filter cake, this zone of the barrier has the 
same hydraulic conductivity as the barrier in the computation. 
 
Table 1.1  Model dimensions 
Dimension Length, mm 
Model width 881 
Model depth 403 
Model length 1753 
Barrier width 300 
Barrier depth 403 

 
Table 1.2  Boundary conditions 

step Pipe maximum 
length in 
barrier, 
 
 cm* 

Pipe tip x 
coordinate 
in model,  
 
m 

Capillary 
used as zero 
head 
reference **  

Upstream head in 
experiment just 
beyond filter***, 
 
m 

Head drop in model, 
corrected for head loss 
in pipe and sand boil, 
 
m 

Damage 1 -0.515 h15 0.58 0.51 
Short growth 4 -0.545 h15 0.92 0.85 
Long growth 8 -0.585 h15 1.82 1.72 

*The pipe length used in the model is based on the maximum length that the pipe is observed to progress inside the barrier 
prior to the step that is modelled (the pipe length at the critical condition for that step, the uncertainty on this value is 
estimated to be in the order of 1 cm for the damage step and 2 cm for the short and long growth steps.  
** In order to exclude head loss in the pipe and outlet hole, which are not present in the model, the downstream head in the 
model is referenced to zero at the lowest head value that is measured inside the pipe in the barrier during the experiment.  
*** The measured heads in the bottom of the model were extrapolated to compute the upstream head in the experiment at 
the inflow just beyond the filter as computed in the Factual Report for the medium scale experiments.   
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Table 1.3  Measured and corrected heads at critical points, measurements used as zero reference in bold 

Location 
relative to 
outlet hole,  
 
 
 
 
m 

Capillary Damage 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
 
m 

Damage 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil,  
 
m 

Short 
growth 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
m 

Short 
growth 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil, 
m 

Long 
growth 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
m 

Long 
growth 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil, 
m 

-1.357 H1 0.56 0.49 0.89 0.82 1.75 1.64 
-0.825 H2 0.17 0.10 0.23 0.16 0.38 0.27 
-0.55 H3 0.12 0.06 0.16 0.09 0.24 0.14 
-0.357 H4 0.12 0.05 0.14 0.07 0.20 0.09 
-0.107 H5 0.08 0.01 0.10 0.03 0.14 0.04 
-1.085 H6 0.35 0.28 0.55 0.48 1.04 0.94 
-0.825 H7 0.15 0.09 0.22 0.15 0.36 0.25 
-0.785 H8 0.13 0.06 0.18 0.11 0.28 0.17 
-0.785 H9 0.14 0.07 0.18 0.11 0.28 0.17 
-0.785 H10 0.13 0.07 0.18 0.11 0.28 0.18 
-0.645 H11 0.11 0.04 0.14 0.07 0.21 0.11 
-0.615 H12 0.12 0.06 0.15 0.08 0.21 0.10 

-0.585 H13 0.09 0.02 0.11 0.04 0.16 0.05 
-0.55 H14 0.09 0.02 0.10 0.04 0.14 0.03 
-0.515 H15 0.07 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.10 0.00 
-0.515 H16 0.10 0.03 0.09 0.02 0.12 0.01 
-0.515 H17 0.08 0.02 0.09 0.02 0.11 0.01 
-0.485 H18 0.0689 0.00 0.08 0.01 0.11 0.01 

*H12 and H4 were considered unreliable in a number of tests and are not used for numerical simulation 
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Table 1.4  Hydraulic conductivities  
 Modelled hydraulic 

conductivity, 
 
 
m/s 

Modelled intrinsic 
permeability 

 
 

m2 

Hydraulic 
conductivity 

estimated column 
test* 
m/s 

Hydraulic 
conductivity 

estimated in Factual 
Report** 

m/s 
Hydraulic conductivity 
fine upstream 

1.66E-04 1.69E-11 1.01E-04 1.50E-04 

Hydraulic conductivity 
filter cake 

9.92E-04 1.01E-10  2.00E-04*** 

Hydraulic conductivity 
barrier 

9.92E-04 1.01E-10 9.81E-04 7.00E-04 

Hydraulic conductivity 
fine downstream 

3.24E-04 3.31E-11 1.46E-04   

* The relation between hydraulic conductivity and porosity is derived in column tests, the porosity that is estimated in the 
experiment is used to compute the hydraulic conductivity expected in the experiment.  
** The hydraulic conductivity in the Factual Report is estimated by considering 1D flow using measured fluxes and heads.  
*** This hydraulic conductivity is estimated for a zone consisting of approximately equal amounts of fine sand and filter cake 
 
Table 1.5  Ratio between hydraulic conductivity contrast in model and in column tests or estimated based on the 

experimental measurements 

 Ratio between hydraulic 
conductivity estimated in Factual 

report/modelled hydraulic 
conductivity in numerical simulation 

Ratio between hydraulic 
conductivity estimated in column 

test/modelled hydraulic conductivity 
in numerical simulation 

Hydraulic conductivity fine upstream 0.9 0.6 

Hydraulic conductivity barrier 0.7 1.0 

Hydraulic conductivity fine downstream  0.4 

 
The hydraulic conductivity contrast between the barrier and the upstream and the downstream 
fine sands are: 

- Barrier/ upstream fine sand: 6.0 
- Barrier / downstream fine sand: 3.1 
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2 Model results 

2.1 Head distributions and flow field 

 
Figure 2.1 Images of the critical state for damage (top), short growth (middle), and long growth (bottom). Hydraulic 

head distribution in the model is indicated by the background colour the range is set between 0 and 1 m head 
for all three images. Vectors represent flow velocity, scaled by velocity using the same scaling factor in all 
three images (factor 70). Contour lines are shown only between 0 and 0.1 m head, spaced 1 cm apart.  
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Figure 2.2 Images of the models at damage (top), short growth (middle), and long growth (bottom), detail of top 0.18 

m of the model. Colours indicate the materials: fine sand upstream (light blue), filter cake (red), barrier (dark 
blue), fine sand downstream (pink). Vectors represent flow velocity, scaled by velocity using the same scaling 
factor in all three images (factor 70). Contour lines are shown only between 0 and 0.1 m head, spaced 1 cm 
apart.  
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2.2 Modelled and measured heads 

 
Figure 2.3 Step damage: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom of the 
model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 20 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the location of the filter cake in the model is indicated with a dashed line.  
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Figure 2.4 Step short growth: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom of 
the model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 20 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the location of the filter cake in the model is indicated with a dashed line.  

 
Figure 2.5 Step long growth: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom of 
the model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 20 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the location of the filter cake in the model is indicated with a dashed line.  
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Figure 2.6 Hydraulic head modelled along the top of the model in the three numerical simulation steps 

(relative head refers to the normalisation of head to a head in the pipe of 0 m) 

 
Figure 2.7 Head modelled in the vertical dimension directly below the pipe tip for the three numerical 

simulation steps (relative head refers to the normalisation of head to a head in the pipe of 0 m) 
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2.3 Flux  
Table 2.1  Experimentally measured flux and flux computed from the numerical simulation model.  

  
Experimental flux, 

 litre/min 
Modelled influx, 

 m2/s* 
Modelled flux,  

litre/min 
ratio experimental 
flux/modelled flux 

Damage 2.45 4.94E-05 2.61 0.94 
Short growth 4.37 8.43E-05 4.46 0.98 
Long growth  9.31 1.73E-04 9.17 1.01 

* In the 2D model the flux is through an inflow line, therefore the dimension of flux in is in m2/s, multiplication by the width of 
the model in the experiment gives the flux in litre. 

2.4 Modelled gradients in the barrier  
 
Table 2.2 Gradients modelled inside of the barrier  

Growth step Horizontal gradient 
over 2 cm starting at 
pipe tip 

Horizontal gradient over 3.5 
cm starting 1 cm upstream 
of pipe tip 

Horizontal 
gradient 
over 10 cm 
starting at 
pipe tip 

Vertical gradient 
over 10 cm starting 
at pipe tip 

Damage 1.23 0.50 0.49 0.37 
Short growth 1.65 0.73 0.72 0.50 
Long growth 2.93 1.33 1.31 0.87 

 

3 Comments 

During the test there was crumbling at various points along the barrier width and at damage 
there was erosion at several points along the barrier width. This may have contributed to a flow 
situation that resembled a 2D flow pattern relatively well.  
 
During the short growth one pipe developed slightly east of the centre axis and one on the west 
side, during the long growth one pipe developed under the transducers west of the centre axis. 
No lateral growth was observed during these three growth steps.  
The head in the top upstream end of the barrier is over estimated for the damage step. 
However, the fits for the short and long growth are relatively well modelled therefore the current 
numerical simulation is considered adequate. 
  
As the hydraulic conductivity of the fine sand downstream in the current model is significantly 
higher than the value that would be expected based on the correlation with porosity, a check 
was made to see how this affected the fit. A computation was made using the fit hydraulic 
conductivity for the other layers and only changing the downstream hydraulic conductivity to 
match what would be expected based on the relative density of the downstream fine sand in 
the test. The comparison between this model, and the model that is used is shown in Table 
3.1. The fit of the head in the bottom of the barrier is significantly worse with the hydraulic 
conductivity corresponding to the relative density. For short growth there is also a worse fit for 
the head inside the barrier in the top of the barrier. The effect on the head in the top of the 
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barrier for long growth is less as the pipe tip is further away from the interface between the 
barrier and the fine sand. 
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Table 3.1  
Model where downstream hydraulic 
conductivity is 1.46E-04 m/s  

Model with hydraulic conductivities used 

Damage 

  
Short growth 

  
Long growth 
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1 Model 

This factsheet summarises the input and results of the numerical simulation of the experiment 
MS_GZB1_B25_27.  
All distances are computed relative to the centre of the outlet hole at the top of the setup. 
Horizontally the upstream direction is negative; vertically, the downward direction is negative.  
As experiments did not indicate the formation of a filter cake, this zone of the barrier has the 
same hydraulic conductivity as the barrier in the computation. 
After long growth, in which the pipe progressed ca. 17 cm into the barrier, a second ‘long 
growth’ step could be observed, which was named ‘long growth II’. This postdiction only 
concerns the first long growth step. 
 
Table 1.1  Model dimensions 
Dimension Length, mm 
Model width 881 
Model depth 403 
Model length 1753 
Barrier width 300 
Barrier depth 403 

 
Table 1.2  Boundary conditions 

step Pipe maximum 
length in 
barrier, 
 
 cm* 

Pipe tip x 
coordinate 
in model,  
 
m 

Capillary 
used as zero 
head 
reference **  

Upstream head in 
experiment just 
beyond filter***, 
 
m 

Head drop in model, 
corrected for head loss 
in pipe and sand boil, 
 
m 

Damage 1 -0.515 H15 0.40 0.36 
Short growth 8 -0.585 H15 0.70 0.65 
Long growth 14 -0.645 H15 0.89 0.83 

*The pipe length used in the model is based on the maximum length that the pipe is observed to progress inside the barrier 
prior to the step that is modelled (the pipe length at the critical condition for that step, the uncertainty on this value is 
estimated to be in the order of 1 cm for the damage step and 2 cm for the short and long growth steps.  
** In order to exclude head loss in the pipe and outlet hole, which are not present in the model, the downstream head in the 
model is referenced to zero at the lowest head value that is measured inside the pipe in the barrier during the experiment.  
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*** The measured heads in the bottom of the model were extrapolated to compute the upstream head in the experiment at 
the inflow just beyond the filter as computed in the Factual Report for the medium scale experiments.   
Table 1.3  Measured and corrected heads at critical points, measurements used as zero reference in bold 

Location 
relative to 
outlet hole,  
 
 
 
 
m 

Capillary Damage 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
 
m 

Damage 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil,  
 
m 

Short 
growth 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
m 

Short 
growth 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil, 
m 

Long 
growth 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
m 

Long 
growth 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil, 
m 

-1.357 H1 0.39 0.35 0.68 0.63 0.85 0.80 
-0.825 H2 0.14 0.09 0.20 0.15 0.22 0.17 
-0.55 H3 0.09 0.05 0.12 0.07 0.12 0.07 
-0.357 H4 0.05 0.01 0.07 0.02 0.08 0.02 
-0.107 H5 0.06 0.02 0.08 0.03 0.08 0.03 
-1.085 H6 0.25 0.21 0.42 0.37 0.52 0.46 
-0.825 H7 0.11 0.06 0.15 0.10 0.16 0.11 
-0.785 H8 0.10 0.05 0.13 0.08 0.14 0.08 
-0.785 H9 0.10 0.06 0.14 0.09 0.15 0.09 
-0.785 H10 0.10 0.06 0.14 0.09 0.14 0.08 
-0.645 H11 0.08 0.04 0.11 0.05 0.10 0.05 
-0.615 H12 0.10 0.06 0.12 0.06 0.11 0.05 
-0.585 H13 0.07 0.02 0.07 0.01 0.06 0.00 
-0.55 H14 0.07 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.07 0.01 
-0.515 H15 0.04 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.06 0.00 
-0.515 H16 0.07 0.03 0.09 0.03 0.09 0.03 
-0.515 H17 0.07 0.02 0.08 0.02 0.08 0.02 
-0.485 H18 0.06 0.01 0.07 0.02 0.08 0.02 

*H12 and H4 were considered unreliable in a number of tests and are not used for numerical simulation 
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Table 1.4  Hydraulic conductivities  
 Modelled hydraulic 

conductivity, 
 
 
m/s 

Modelled intrinsic 
permeability 

 
 

m2 

Hydraulic 
conductivity 

estimated column 
test* 
m/s 

Hydraulic 
conductivity 

estimated in Factual 
Report** 

m/s 
Hydraulic conductivity 
fine upstream 3.00E-04 3.06E-11 2.70E-04 3.00E-04 
Hydraulic conductivity 
filter cake 1.67E-03 1.70E-10  5.50E-04***  
Hydraulic conductivity 
barrier 1.67E-03 1.70E-10 1.54E-03 1.50E-03 
Hydraulic conductivity 
fine downstream 3.30E-04 3.36E-11 2.50E-04  

* The relation between hydraulic conductivity and porosity is derived in column tests, the porosity that is estimated in the 
experiment is used to compute the hydraulic conductivity expected in the experiment.  
** The hydraulic conductivity in the Factual Report is estimated by considering 1D flow using measured fluxes and heads.  
*** This hydraulic conductivity is estimated for a zone consisting of approximately equal amounts of fine sand and filter cake 
 
Table 1.5  Ratio between hydraulic conductivity contrast in model and in column tests or estimated based on the 

experimental measurements 

 Ratio between hydraulic 
conductivity estimated in Factual 

report/modelled hydraulic 
conductivity in numerical simulation 

Ratio between hydraulic 
conductivity estimated in column 

test/modelled hydraulic conductivity 
in numerical simulation 

Hydraulic conductivity fine upstream 
1.0 0.9 

Hydraulic conductivity barrier 0.9 0.9 
Hydraulic conductivity fine downstream  0.8 

 
The hydraulic conductivity contrast between the barrier and the upstream and the downstream 
fine sands are: 

- Barrier/ upstream fine sand: 5.6 
- Barrier / downstream fine sand: 5.1 
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2 Model results 

2.1 Head distributions and flow field 

 
Figure 2.1 Images of the critical state for damage (top), short growth (middle), and long growth (bottom). Hydraulic 

head distribution in the model is indicated by the background colour the range is set between 0 and 1 m head 
for all three images. Vectors represent flow velocity, scaled by velocity using the same scaling factor in all 
three images (factor 70). Contour lines are shown only between 0 and 0.1 m head, spaced 1 cm apart.  
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Figure 2.2 Images of the models at damage (top), short growth (middle), and long growth (bottom), detail of top 0.18 

m of the model. Colours indicate the materials: fine sand upstream (light blue), filter cake (red), barrier (dark 
blue), fine sand downstream (pink). Vectors represent flow velocity, scaled by velocity using the same scaling 
factor in all three images (factor 70). Contour lines are shown only between 0 and 0.1 m head, spaced 1 cm 
apart.  
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2.2 Modelled and measured heads 

 
Figure 2.3 Step damage: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom of the 
model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 22 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the location of the filter cake in the model is indicated with a dashed line.  
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Figure 2.4 Step short growth: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom of 
the model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 22 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the location of the filter cake in the model is indicated with a dashed line.  

 
Figure 2.5 Step long growth: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom of 
the model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 22 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the location of the filter cake in the model is indicated with a dashed line.  
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Figure 2.6 Hydraulic head modelled along the top of the model in the three numerical simulation steps 

(relative head refers to the normalisation of head to a head in the pipe of 0 m) 

 
Figure 2.7 Head modelled in the vertical dimension directly below the pipe tip for the three numerical 

simulation steps (relative head refers to the normalisation of head to a head in the pipe of 0 m) 
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2.3 Flux  
Table 2.1  Experimentally measured flux and flux computed from the numerical simulation model.  

  
Experimental flux, 

 litre/min 
Modelled influx, 

 m2/s* 
Modelled flux,  

litre/min 
ratio experimental 
flux/modelled flux 

Damage 3.19 6.06E-05 3.20 0.99 
Short growth 6.03 1.17E-04 6.18 0.98 
Long growth  7.85 1.53E-04 8.11 0.97 

* In the 2D model the flux is through an inflow line, therefore the dimension of flux in is in m2/s, multiplication by the width of 
the model in the experiment gives the flux in litre. 

2.4 Modelled gradients in the barrier  
 
Table 2.2 Gradients modelled inside of the barrier  

Growth step Horizontal gradient 
over 2 cm starting at 
pipe tip 

Horizontal gradient over 3.5 
cm starting 1 cm upstream 
of pipe tip 

Horizontal 
gradient 
over 10 cm 
starting at 
pipe tip 

Vertical gradient 
over 10 cm starting 
at pipe tip 

Damage 1.15 0.44 0.44 0.35 
Short growth 1.29 0.58 0.57 0.39 
Long growth 1.44 0.66 0.64 0.42 

 

3 Comments 

At damage the main pipe entered the barrier in the centre of the model, however, there was 
also a smaller pipe entering at the west side of the model.  
At short growth the pipe progressed into the barrier slightly east of the centre (refer to the 
figure below for orientations) and split into a T shape, one of the branches reached the centre 
of the model.  
There were two long growth steps distinguished. However, the first one is analysed here as 
this step is in better agreement with long growth steps other experiments.   
 
It was difficult to fit the hydraulic conductivities in such a way that the head on the upstream 
end of the barrier was well modelled in all three steps. In order to fit the measured head in the 
damage step, a relatively high hydraulic conductivity for the barrier material was needed. 
However, this resulted in a poor fit for the short growth and long growth steps. A lower 
hydraulic conductivity for the barrier led to a better fit for the latter steps, at the cost of a poorer 
fit in the damage step. 
 
The head below the barrier in the bottom of the model is well matched in the short and long 
growth steps, however, the head just before the barrier is under estimated. Given the 
conditions of a homogeneous isotropic hydraulic conductivity for the soil bodies, the current fit 
is considered acceptable.  
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the directions referred to when considering the top view of the experiment. Flow is from upstream to 

downstream (south to north). The barrier width is along the east-west axis.  
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1 Model 

This factsheet summarises the input and results of the numerical simulation of the experiment 
MS_GZB2_MS_28, with coarse sand barrier GZB2 and Metselsand. During this experiment, 
the pipe grew towards the barrier, and did not progress parallel to the interface between the 
barrier and the fine sand as in other tests, but directly entered the barrier. Thus there is no 
critical damage step where the pipe is present in front of the barrier but did not enter it. 
Therefore only the short growth and long growth are modelled.  
All distances are computed relative to the centre of the outlet hole at the top of the setup. 
Horizontally the upstream direction is negative; vertically, the downward direction is negative.  
As experiments did not indicate the formation of a filter cake, this zone of the barrier has the 
same hydraulic conductivity as the barrier in the computation. 
 
Table 1.1  Model dimensions 
Dimension Length, mm 
Model width 881 
Model depth 403 
Model length 1753 
Barrier width 300 
Barrier depth 403 

 
Table 1.2  Boundary conditions 

step Pipe maximum 
length in 
barrier, 
 
 cm* 

Pipe tip x 
coordinate 
in model,  
 
m 

Capillary 
used as zero 
head 
reference **  

Upstream head in 
experiment just 
beyond filter***, 
 
m 

Head drop in model, 
corrected for head loss 
in pipe and sand boil, 
 
m 

Damage 
Not modelled: during this step the pipe grew from downstream of the barrier towards the barrier and 

entered the barrier. Therefore during the at the critical point, there is no pipe at the barrier.  
Short growth 2 -0.525 h15 0.54 0.50 
Long growth 4 -0.545 h15 0.65 0.61 

*The pipe length used in the model is based on the maximum length that the pipe is observed to progress inside the barrier 
prior to the step that is modelled (the pipe length at the critical condition for that step, the uncertainty on this value is 
estimated to be in the order of 1 cm for the damage step and 2 cm for the short and long growth steps.  
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** In order to exclude head loss in the pipe and outlet hole, which are not present in the model, the downstream head in the 
model is referenced to zero at the lowest head value that is measured inside the pipe in the barrier during the experiment.  
*** The measured heads in the bottom of the model were extrapolated to compute the upstream head in the experiment at 
the inflow just beyond the filter as computed in the Factual Report for the medium scale experiments.   
 
Table 1.3  Measured and corrected heads at critical points, measurements used as zero reference in bold 

Location 
relative to 
outlet hole,  
 
 
 
 
m 

Capillary Damage 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
 
m 

Damage 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil,  
 
m 

Short 
growth 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
m 

Short 
growth 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil, 
m 

Long 
growth 
head 
measured,  
 
 
 
m 

Long 
growth 
head 
corrected 
for loss in 
pipe and 
sand boil, 
m 

-1.357 H1   0.53 0.48 0.63 0.59 
-0.825 H2   0.19 0.15 0.22 0.18 
-0.55 H3   0.13 0.08 0.14 0.10 
-0.357 H4   0.08 0.03 0.09 0.05 
-0.107 H5   0.07 0.02 0.07 0.03 
-1.085 H6   0.33 0.29 0.39 0.35 
-0.825 H7   0.16 0.11 0.18 0.13 
-0.785 H8   0.14 0.09 0.16 0.11 
-0.785 H9   0.15 0.11 0.17 0.13 
-0.785 H10   0.15 0.10 0.16 0.12 
-0.645 H11   0.11 0.06 0.12 0.07 
-0.615 H12   0.11 0.07 0.12 0.08 
-0.585 H13   0.06 0.01 0.06 0.02 
-0.55 H14   0.05 0.00 0.05 0.01 
-0.515 H15   0.04 0.00 0.04 0.00 
-0.515 H16   0.06 0.01 0.06 0.02 
-0.515 H17   0.10 0.05 0.09 0.05 
-0.485 H18   0.06 0.02 0.06 0.02 

*H12 and H4 were considered unreliable in a number of tests and are not used for numerical simulation 
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Table 1.4  Hydraulic conductivities  
 Modelled hydraulic 

conductivity, 
 
 
m/s 

Modelled intrinsic 
permeability 

 
 

m2 

Hydraulic 
conductivity 

estimated column 
test* 
m/s 

Hydraulic 
conductivity 

estimated in Factual 
Report** 

m/s 
Hydraulic conductivity 
fine upstream 3.20E-04 3.26E-11 3.00E-04 3.20E-04 
Hydraulic conductivity 
filter cake 1.20E-03 1.22E-10   4.20E-04*** 
Hydraulic conductivity 
barrier 1.20E-03 1.22E-10 9.30E-04 1.20E-03 
Hydraulic conductivity 
fine downstream 3.70E-04 3.77E-11 3.70E-04   

* The relation between hydraulic conductivity and porosity is derived in column tests, the porosity that is estimated in the 
experiment is used to compute the hydraulic conductivity expected in the experiment.  
** The hydraulic conductivity in the Factual Report is estimated by considering 1D flow using measured fluxes and heads.  
*** This hydraulic conductivity is estimated for a zone consisting of approximately equal amounts of fine sand and filter cake 
 
Table 1.5  Ratio between hydraulic conductivity contrast in model and in column tests or estimated based on the 

experimental measurements 

 Ratio between hydraulic 
conductivity estimated in Factual 

report/modelled hydraulic 
conductivity in numerical simulation 

Ratio between hydraulic 
conductivity estimated in column 

test/modelled hydraulic conductivity 
in numerical simulation 

Hydraulic conductivity fine upstream 
1.0 0.9 

Hydraulic conductivity barrier 1.0 0.8 
Hydraulic conductivity fine downstream   1.0 

 
The hydraulic conductivity contrast between the barrier and the upstream and the downstream 
fine sands are: 

- Barrier/ upstream fine sand: 3.8 
- Barrier / downstream fine sand: 3.2 
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2 Model results 

2.1 Head distributions and flow field 

 
Figure 2.1 Images of the critical state for damage (top), short growth (middle), and long growth (bottom). Hydraulic 

head distribution in the model is indicated by the background colour the range is set between 0 and 1 m head 
for all three images. Vectors represent flow velocity, scaled by velocity using the same scaling factor in all 
three images (factor 70). Contour lines are shown only between 0 and 0.1 m head, spaced 1 cm apart.  
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Figure 2.2 Images of the models at damage (top), short growth (middle), and long growth (bottom), detail of top 0.18 

m of the model. Colours indicate the materials: fine sand upstream (light blue), filter cake (red), barrier (dark 
blue), fine sand downstream (pink). Vectors represent flow velocity, scaled by velocity using the same scaling 
factor in all three images (factor 70). Contour lines are shown only between 0 and 0.1 m head, spaced 1 cm 
apart.  
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2.2 Modelled and measured heads 

 
Figure 2.3 Step short growth: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom of 
the model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 20 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the location of the filter cake in the model is indicated with a dashed line.  
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Figure 2.4 Step long growth: modelled hydraulic head in the top of the model (blue, left column) and in the bottom of 
the model (red, right column). Measured heads along the centre line of the model are shown in black crosses; 
measurements to the side of the centre line (distances 20 cm from the centre) are crosses with a circle. The location 
of the barrier is shown in black solid lines; the location of the filter cake in the model is indicated with a dashed line.  
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Figure 2.5 Hydraulic head modelled along the top of the model in the three numerical simulation steps 

(relative head refers to the normalisation of head to a head in the pipe of 0 m) 

 
Figure 2.6 Head modelled in the vertical dimension directly below the pipe tip for the three numerical 

simulation steps (relative head refers to the normalisation of head to a head in the pipe of 0 m) 
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2.3 Flux  
Table 2.1  Experimentally measured flux and flux computed from the numerical simulation model.  

  
Experimental flux, 

 litre/min 
Modelled influx, 

 m2/s* 
Modelled flux,  

litre/min 
ratio experimental 
flux/modelled flux 

Damage     
Short growth 4.51 8.51E-05 4.50 1.00 
Long growth  5.55 1.06E-04 5.60 0.99 

* In the 2D model the flux is through an inflow line, therefore the dimension of flux in is in m2/s, multiplication by the width of 
the model in the experiment gives the flux in litre. 

2.4 Modelled gradients in the barrier  
 
Table 2.2 Gradients modelled inside of the barrier  

Growth step Horizontal gradient 
over 2 cm starting at 
pipe tip 

Horizontal gradient over 3.5 
cm starting 1 cm upstream 
of pipe tip 

Horizontal 
gradient 
over 10 cm 
starting at 
pipe tip 

Vertical gradient 
over 10 cm starting 
at pipe tip 

Damage N.A N.A N.A N.A 
Short growth 1.61 0.68 0.67 0.49 
Long growth 1.75 0.77 0.76 0.53 

 

3 Comments 

At damage, a lateral developed pipe has progressed a short distance into the barrier, creating 
a more or less 2D flow profile for the short growth step. At the short growth step the pipe 
progressed further in the barrier in lateral direction, parallel to the interface between the barrier 
and the fine sand. The lateral development would result in a relatively 2D flow profile at the 
start of the long growth step.  
 
In this model for short growth, the head in the downstream end of the barrier is over estimated. 
This was also the case for other models. Possible reasons for this are are crumbling of the 
barrier, and uncertainty in the estimation of the location of the pipe. The heads in the upstream 
end of the barrier, and in the centre of the barrier (h11) are well estimated, as are the heads 
upstream of the barrier in the top of the model. The heads upstream of the barrier in the bottom 
of the model are slightly underestimated, however considering the fit in the top of the model, 
and the decision to model isotropic permeability in the x and z directions, this numerical 
simulation is considered adequate.  
 
 
 
Copy for 
Ulrich Förster 
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B Evaluation of simulations of the experiments

B.1 Gradient over the barrier
The difference between the measured and modelled gradients over 27 cm inside the barrier is
compared to the difference among the gradient over that same distance as measured in the
transducer pairs h8 and h15, h9 and h16 and h10 and h17 in Table 8.1 (GZB 1) and Table
8.2 (GZB 2). Those pairs are along the centreline (h8-h15) and 20 cm to either side of the
side of the centreline.

Table 8.1Comparison of modelled gradients to gradients that are measured along the width of the model for GZB 1

Step Test Gradient
modelled

Gradient
h8-h15
measured

Gradient
h9-h16
measured

Gradient
h10-h17
measured

Maximum
difference
among
measured
gradients

Comparison modelled
gradient to measured

Damage
26 0.28 0.23 0.16 0.19 0.08

0.05 higher than maximum

measured  gradient

23 0.85 0.71 0.52 0.53 0.19

0.12 higher than maximum

measured  gradient

25 0.47 0.39 0.31 0.30 0.09

0.08 higher than maximum

measured  gradient

27 0.24 0.19 0.11 0.13 0.09

0.05 higher than maximum

measured  gradient

Short
growth 26 0.41 0.40 0.35 0.35 0.05

Equal to gradient h8 - h15

measured

23 0.86 0.79 0.59 0.60 0.19

0.06 higher than maximum

measured  gradient

25 0.55 0.54 0.45 0.43 0.11

Equal to gradient h8 - h15

measured

27 0.30 0.30 0.20 0.23 0.10

Inside range of measured

gradients

Long
growth 26 0.69 0.64 0.61 0.63 0.03

0.05 higher than maximum

measured  gradient

23 0.65 0.81 0.61 0.63 0.20

Inside range of measured

gradients

25* 0.73 0.67 0.61 0.57 0.10

 0.06 higher than measured

gradients

27 0.28 0.28 0.22 0.23 0.06

Equal to gradient h8 - h15

measured

* medium growth
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Table 8.2Comparison of modelled gradients to gradients that are measured along the width of the model for GZB 2

Step Test Gradient
modelled

Gradient
h8-h15
measured

Gradient
h9-h16
measured

Gradient
h10-h17
measured

Maximum
difference
among
measured
gradients

Comparison modelled
gradient to measured

Damage
22 0.18 0.18 0.10 0.15 0.08

Equal to gradient h8 - h15

measured

24 0.37 0.30 0.25 0.26 0.05

0.07 higher than maximum

measured  gradient

28

Short
growth 22 0.42 0.43 0.31 0.43 0.12

Equal to gradient h8 - h15 and

h10-h17 measured

24 0.34 0.34 0.28 0.30 0.06

Equal to gradient h8 – h15

measured

28 0.38 0.37 0.34 0.17 0.20

0.01 higher than maximum

measured gradient

Long
growth 22 0.33 0.55 0.44 0.62 0.18

0.11 less than minimum

measured gradient

24 0.42 0.39 0.36 0.36 0.03

0.04 greater than maximum

measured gradient

28 0.43 0.42 0.40 0.25 0.17

0.01greater than maximum

measured gradient

For both barrier materials, the modelled gradient during the damage step is consistently
higher than the measured gradients. This might indicate that the crumbling zone has
extended further into the barrier than is modelled. That is also observed in the fit of several
experiments; heads in the downstream side of the barrier are overestimated.

The simulations for short and long growth for GZB 2 are within the range of measured
gradients, or very close to this range. The exception is long growth for test 22 where the
modelled gradient is significantly lower than the measured gradients. This was a test where
there was only 1 pipe inside the barrier that also progressed straight through the barrier. That
may have caused a stronger 3D effect than in other tests, and the effect would be strongest
for the long growth step. Furthermore, during this test, a small pipe on the upstream side
close to the inlet filter was also observed, this was present during part of the test, and also
during the long growth step. That may have further caused a 3D flow profile.
For simulations with GZB 1 with short and long growth, values are inside the measurement
range with the exceptions of short growth in test 23 and long growth in test 26 and medium
growth in test 25. These values overestimated the measured gradients. In test 23 there is
significant variation along the width of the barrier, and the overestimation of 0.06 is still
relatively small compared to the variation of 0.19. However, in Chapter 4 it was observed that
the gradients at the sides would best characterise the gradient for the short and the long
progression steps. The model overestimates even the higher gradient in the centre, and the
overestimation of the sides is even larger. Therefore the short growth step is not well
modelled in for test MSP 23, the difference between the modelled gradient of 0.86 and the
measured gradients of 0.60 and 0.59 is considered too large.
In test MSP 26 on the other hand, the overestimation of 0.69 compared to the 0.64 for the
long growth step in the centre is considered acceptable. For test MSP 25 the overestimation
of 0.06 is considered acceptable considering the variation of 0.10 along the width of the
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interface and the effect of the uncertainty of the pipe length at the beginning of the step. If the
pipe had been modelled to 6 cm instead of 4 cm the gradient would have been inside the
range of the measured results.

B.2 Fit inside the barrier
In addition to the fit over almost the entire barrier, between measurement h8 on the upstream
side and h15 on the downstream side, the accuracy of the fit within the barrier, at the top of
the model is of interest for estimating local gradients. The head is measured in the middle of
the barrier at h11 and at several locations in the downstream side of the barrier, h14 and h13.
The head profile fits can be seen for all tests in Appendix A.
In many simulations it was difficult to match the heads on the downstream side of the barrier.
Considering that for the short and long growth steps the pipe often passed beyond the points
on the downstream end of the barrier, the fit for the head in the centre of the barrier, and on
the upstream side of the barrier is considered to be more significant. The measured and
modelled heads in h8 and h11 and the differences between them are show in Table 8.3 and
Table 8.4.

Table 8.3 Comparison of measured and modelled heads at h8 (upstream end of the barrier) and at h11 (centre of
the barrier) along the centre axis of the experimental set-up for GZB 1

Step Test measured
head h8,

 m

measured
head h11,

 m

modelled
head h8,

 m

modelled
head h11,

 m

Difference
measured-modelled
h8,
m

Absolute difference
measured-modelled
h11,
m

Damage 26 0.06 0.04 0.08 0.06 -0.01 -0.01

23 0.19 0.11 0.23 0.18 -0.03 -0.07

25 0.11 0.06 0.13 0.09 -0.02 -0.03

27 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.05 -0.01 -0.01

Short
growth

26 0.11 0.07 0.11 0.07 0.00 0.00

23 0.21 0.12 0.23 0.17 -0.02 -0.05

25 0.15 0.09 0.15 0.09 0.00 -0.01

27 0.08 0.05 0.08 0.04 0.00 0.01

Long
growth

26 0.17 0.11 0.19 0.10 -0.01 0.01

23 0.22 0.12 0.19 0.12 0.03 0.01

25 0.18 0.10 0.19 0.10 -0.01 0.00

27 0.08 0.05 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.05

For GZB 1 in the damage step, the head in h8 and h11 is overestimated in tests 23 and 25.
For short growth test 23 again overestimates the head in h8 and h11, however, at long growth
there is an underestimation of those heads in that test. Test 23 has high heads inside the
barrier, therefore, the relative amount of under and overestimation are small even though
absolute differences are larger. Also the fact that there is overestimation in two steps and
underestimation in one step indicates that this current numerical simulation may be a valid
approximation, given the condition that all steps are to be modelled with the same set of
hydraulic conductivities.
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Table 8.4 Comparison of measured and modelled heads at h8 (upstream end of the barrier) and at h11 (centre of
the barrier) along the centre axis of the experimental set-up for GZB 2

Step Test measured
head h8,

 m

measured
head h11,

 m

modelled
head h8,

 m

modelled
head h11,

 m

Absolute difference
measured-modelled
h8,
m

Absolute difference
measured-modelled
h11,
m

Damage 22 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.00 -0.01

24 0.08 0.05 0.10 0.07 -0.02 -0.02

28

Short
growth

22 0.12 0.07 0.11 0.09 0.00 -0.02

24 0.09 0.05 0.09 0.05 0.00 0.00

28 0.09 0.06 0.10 0.07 -0.01 -0.01

Long
growth

22 0.15 0.06 0.09 0.03 0.06 0.03

24 0.11 0.02 0.11 0.04 -0.01 -0.01

28 0.11 0.07 0.12 0.08 0.00 0.00

For GZB 2 there is a significant underestimation of heads at h8 and h11 at long growth in test
22. For test 22 it was particularly difficult to fit the hydraulic conductivity. Possibly this was
related to the observation that a thin layer of fine grains had appeared to wash over the top of
the barrier over a distance up to the first line of PPT’s inside the barrier, and the formation of
a pipe at the upstream filter (Deltares 2018a). Thus results from numerical simulations on test
22 are considered less reliable.
For test 24 there is an overestimation of h8 and h11 at damage, but a good fit for short and
long growth.
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C Sensitivity analysis numerical simulations
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1 Introduction

This memo contains a sensitivity analysis for the medium-scale numerical models. The
objective of the sensitivity analysis is twofold:

- to provide an insight into the effects of the schematisation of the pipe length on the
modelling of the experiments, and how this would translate to uncertainties in
predicting a critical head;

- to analyse how the relation between gradients inside the barrier vary with different pipe
lengths, hydraulic conductivity contrasts and barrier depths.

When modelling the experiments, the hydraulic conductivities of the soils are fitting
parameters. The pipe penetration length in the model is selected as 1 cm for modelling the
damage step. For the short and long growth steps, the maximum estimated penetration of the
pipe inside the barrier (perpendicular to the barrier interface) as observed in the experiments is
selected. This maximum pipe penetration length is different for different tests, it is subject to
uncertainty and can be difficult to determine. Therefore, the effect of pipe length, in
combination with hydraulic conductivity contrast and barrier depth, on the computed strength
criterion (the gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip) is of interest. Furthermore, the
effect of pipe length in prediction models is of interest, where the head drop over the model is
computed for a given strength criterion.
These effects are analysed in the first two Chapters of this memo. Chapter 2 analyses the
sensitivity of the criterion that is computed at a given head drop for different pipe length in the
model and Chapter 3 analyses the sensitivity of the critical head drop to the same variables for
a given strength criterion.

The gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip has been selected as a strength criterion
based on practical considerations and consideration of the progression of the pipe during the
long growth step. For a given gradient over 10 cm, the effects of geometry, hydraulic
conductivity contrast, and pipe length on the computed head profile inside the barrier will lead
to a different local gradient over shorter and longer distances than the selected 10 cm in
different models. The relation between the gradient over 10 cm and over a shorter distance,
such as over 2 cm, is of interest for numerical models that include a primary erosion criterion.
These kind of models require a criterion for a critical gradient over a shorter distance (the size
of the elements in the barrier) and for this situation a gradient over 10 cm should be translated
to a gradient over a shorter distance which depends on the element size in the model.
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Furthermore, it is of interest to know how significant the effect of configuration is on the ratio of
gradients over different distances, as it is uncertain whether the selected distance of 10 cm is
the most appropriate distance to characterise pipe progression.

The gradient over 27 cm inside the barrier was measured at 3 locations along the width of the
barrier, (h8-h15, h9-h16 and h10-h17) as shown in Figure 1.1. The gradient over this distance
was found to be relatively similar at the long growth step for tests with the same barrier
material. However, pipe length, hydraulic conductivity contrast and barrier depth would affect
the gradient over 27 cm for a given gradient over 10 cm. Therefore the effect of pipe length,
contrast and barrier depth on the relation between the gradient over 10 cm upstream of the
pipe tip and the gradient over the fixed distance of 27 cm inside the barrier is analysed in
Chapter 4. The relation between these two gradients is also relevant for analysing the effect of
variation along the width of the barrier on the gradient over 10 cm.

The main findings are discussed in Chapter 5.

Figure 1.1 Top view of the setup with the transducers in the top of the model indicated, the transducers can
be seen in the figure and the numbers are the numbers by which these transducers are referred to in this
report
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2 Sensitivity of computed criterion at given head drop

For the models of the experiments, the head drop at a given step is known and an estimate is
made of the progression of the pipe in the barrier. Hydraulic conductivities were fit in order to
model the measured head profile and the measured flux, and compute the gradient for the
strength criterion, the gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip. This Section addresses the
effect of pipe length on the computed gradient for a given hydraulic conductivity contrast.
As the hydraulic conductivity contrast, and the barrier depth will also affect the effect of pipe
length computations are done for:
- A head drop of 1 m

- A deep barrier (0.40 m) and a shallow barrier (0.13 m);
- Hydraulic conductivity contrasts 3, 8 and 24 (contrasts are based on contrasts in the

experiments, hydraulic conductivity of the barrier in all computations is 1.2 E-3 m/s);
- Pipe penetration lengths inside the barrier of 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 cm.

In order to analyse the results, the head profiles are first shown for a deep and a shallow
barrier for contrasts 3 and 24 with pipe lengths of 1 cm, 4 cm and 14 cm. Subsequently the
gradient that is computed as the critical gradient is shown for all computations. Observations
regarding the effect of contrast, depth, pipe length and the combination of these are provided
and the implications for modelling are discussed.

2.1 Head profiles

Figure 2.1 Head profile with a constant head drop over the model
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Figure 2.2 Head profile with a constant head drop over the model

Figure 2.3 Head profile with a constant head drop over the model close up of barrier
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Figure 2.4 Head profile with a constant head drop over the model close up of barrier
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2.2 Gradient for criterion as a function of pipe length and depth

Figure 2.5 Gradient over 10 cm upstream of pipe tip as a function of pipe length (left), gradient over 10 cm
upstream of pipe tip normalised by gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip with pipe length 1 cm

Figure 2.6 Gradient over 10 cm upstream of pipe tip for shallow barrier normalised by gradient over 10 cm
upstream of the pipe tip with deep barrier
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2.3 Observations

For the situation with the same head drop over the sample:

Effect of contrast
- With a higher conductivity contrast (at constant barrier depth and pipe length) the

gradient in the barrier is lower, as there is more head loss over the fine sand upstream
of the barrier. Thus the computed gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip is
highest with the lowest contrast.

Effect of barrier depth
- With a shallow barrier (at given contrast and pipe length) there is a higher head at the

upstream interface of the barrier than with a deeper barrier (Figure 2.4). The fine sand
below the barrier provides a higher resistance to flow contributing to this higher head.

- With a shallow barrier (at given contrast and pipe length) there is a steeper head profile
inside the barrier at the top of the model on the upstream side, but less steep on the
downstream side, this causes the computed head profiles with a deep and shallow
barrier for the same pipe length to cross for some combinations of pipe length and
barrier depth.

- The computed gradient over 10 cm for a shallow barrier is higher than for a deep
barrier when the pipe length is longer than approximately 4 cm, for shorter pipe
lengths, depending on the contrast this gradient can be higher or lower due to the
relative effects of barrier depth, pipe length and hydraulic conductivity contrast on the
head profile.

Figure 2.7 Computed head distribution for a shallow barrier (top) and a deep barrier (bottom) with hydraulic
conductivity contrast 8 and pipe length 1 cm. Head contours are spaced 0.01 m between 0 and 0.4 m head.
Upstream head is 1 m  flow vectors are scaled by velocity. The two models have the same upstream head.
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Effect of pipe length
- The head at the upstream interface of the barrier is lower when the pipe penetration

length in the barrier is longer (at given contrast and barrier depth). The longer pipe
increases the hydraulic conductivity of the barrier relative to the hydraulic conductivity
of the fine sand. So with a longer pipe in the barrier a greater portion of the head drop
is dissipated by the fine sand.

- The computed gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip decreases with increasing
pipe length (at given contrast and barrier depth). The relative effect (compared to the
situation with a pipe length of 1 cm) is largest for high hydraulic conductivity contrasts
and for a deeper barrier. With increasing pipe length the effect of pipe length appears
to level off, especially for lower hydraulic conductivity contrasts.

2.4 Implications for modelling of experiments and derivation of criterion
In the models of the experiments, the pipe length that is modelled corresponds 1 cm for
damage, and to the maximum observed progression distance in for the short and long growth
steps.

As the computed gradient over 10 cm is higher for shorter pipe lengths, the use of the
maximum distance that the pipe progressed in the barrier as the boundary condition (rather
than a shorter distance) would yield a conservative estimate of the critical gradient for a given
hydraulic conductivity contrast. This is subject to the assumption of a 2D flow field.

In the models of the experiments, hydraulic conductivities, and thus the contrast, were fitted to
match the measured heads. Thus for the hydraulic conductivity in the barrier is fitted to match
the measurement, with a pipe length that corresponds to the estimated pipe length at the step.
If this pipe length is estimated too short, the hydraulic conductivity in the fit will be higher than
the hydraulic conductivity that is actually present in the sample. This means the modelled
hydraulic conductivity contrast is higher than in reality. Therefore the modelled gradient
upstream of the pipe tip is lower. This would give a more conservative computed critical
gradient.

Therefore in the models of the experiments, the effect of overestimating pipe length alone
might be conservative, but this is to some extent offset by the resulting underestimation of the
hydraulic conductivity contrast. The magnitude of the two effects will depend on the relative
error of error in both estimates.

However, the use of the 2D model for what could be a 3D flow field will affect the results. A 2D
model effectively corresponds to a pipe that is as wide as the model is wide in 3D. Since in the
experiment the pipe is limited in width, the actual overall permeability of the barrier with pipe is
lower than that numerically simulated. Trying to fit a 3D pipe pattern in a 2D model, using the
maximum distance that the pipe has progressed in the barrier, would result in a too low
hydraulic conductivity in the barrier in the 2D model. Although the relative contributions of
uncertainty in pipe length in the models and of 2D vs 3D modelling are uncertain, the fact that
modelled barrier conductivities are already higher than expected based on correlations with
porosity suggests that indeed there was a relatively 2D flow field at the critical growth steps.

With a higher hydraulic conductivity contrast, the local gradient upstream of the pipe is more
sensitive to the effect of pipe length in the model. This would be expected as there will be a
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stronger convergence of flow to the pipe in the model for high contrasts, as less flow leaves the
barrier into the fine sand. As the estimation of the pipe progression in the barrier is to some
degree uncertain this would also imply that there is a higher uncertainty in the estimated
gradients for the tests with a higher hydraulic conductivity contrast.

3 Sensitivity of computed critical head drop at given criterion

For predictions we use the gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip to compute head drop
over the model that corresponds to this strength criterion. As the length of the pipe inside the
barrier is different for the same critical step in different models, the effect of the modelled pipe
length on the modelled critical head drop is of interest. Therefore head profiles are computed
using a local gradient of 1.2 over the 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip for:

- A deep barrier (0.40 m) and a shallow barrier (0.13 m);
- Hydraulic conductivity contrasts 3, 8 and 24 (contrasts are based on contrasts in the

experiments hydraulic conductivity of the barrier in all computations is 1.2 E-3 m/s);
- Pipe lengths of 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 14 cm.

In order to analyse the results, the head profiles are first shown for a deep and a shallow
barrier for contrasts 3 and 24 with pipe lengths of 1 cm, 4 cm and 14 cm. Subsequently the
critical head drop is shown for all computations. Observations regarding the effect of contrast,
depth, pipe length and the combination of these are listed and the implications for modelling
are discussed.

3.1 Head profiles

Figure 3.1 Head profile over the model with a constant strength criterion
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Figure 3.2 Head profile over the model with a constant strength criterion

Figure 3.3 Head profile over the model with a constant strength criterion, close up
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Figure 3.4 Head profile over the model with a constant strength criterion

3.2 Head drop at criterion as a function of pipe length

Figure 3.5 Head drop over model with a constant gradient over 10 cm upstream of pipe tip (left), head drop
over 10 cm upstream of pipe tip normalised by head drop with pipe length 1 cm (right)
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Figure 3.6 Gradient over 10 cm upstream of pipe tip as a function of pipe length (left), gradient over 10 cm
upstream of pipe tip normalised by gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip with pipe length 1 cm

3.3 Observations
For the situation with the same gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip (gradient of 1.2):

Effect of contrast
- With a higher conductivity contrast (at constant barrier depth and pipe length) the head

drop across the model increases significantly for higher contrasts. There is relatively
more head loss in the fine sand upstream of the barrier, thus a higher upstream head is
required in order to achieve the same gradient inside of the barrier.

Effect of barrier depth
- With a shallow barrier the total head drop is lower than the total head drop with a

deeper barrier for hydraulic conductivity contrast 3 for all pipe lengths. With contrasts 8
and 24, the head drop is higher than for a deep barrier with short pipe lengths and
lower with longer pipe lengths. This is due to the relative importance of effects of
barrier depth, pipe length and hydraulic conductivity contrast.

Effect of pipe length
- The overall head drop increases with increasing pipe length (at given contrast and

barrier depth). A longer pipe reduces the concentration of flow at the tip of the pipe and
therefore the local horizontal gradient. Thus a larger upstream head is required with a
longer pipe in the barrier. The relative effect (compared to the head drop with a pipe
length of 1 cm) is greater with a higher hydraulic conductivity contrast, and it is greater
for a deep barrier.

- The head profile inside the barrier is steepest close to the pipe tip and becomes
shallower with increasing distance from the tip. For models with a longer pipe inside the
barrier, the head profile in the upstream end of the barrier is still steeper than for the
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same model with a shorter pipe inside the barrier. This causes the head profiles inside
the barrier to cross for some combinations of pipe length, hydraulic conductivity
contrast and barrier depth.

3.4 Implications for prediction models

In the experiment with a shallow barrier, no long growth step was observed. The pipe
progressed through the barrier at the second medium growth step. The models show
that for a given criterion, the gradient inside the barrier is higher for a shallow barrier
than for a deeper barrier when the pipe length is 1 cm or 4 cm. This might have
affected the progression of the pipe. The head below the barrier and upstream of the
barrier is also higher in the situation with a partial depth barrier.
The head distribution, with the same criterion at the pipe tip (0.8), pipe length 4 cm, and
contrast 8, is shown for the deep and shallow barriers in Figure 3.7. At this criterion,
contrast, and pipe length, the upstream heads are approximately equal. The head
distribution, however, shows a higher head inside the upstream part of the barrier.
Possibly this could explain why the pipe progression proceeded from medium growth to
failure in test MSP 25 with a shallow barrier. In tests with a deep barrier, the pipe
progressed past half way through the sample but then stopped at the long growth step.
With the shallow barrier, in order to achieve the same gradient over 10 cm upstream of
the pipe tip; the gradients in the upstream part of the barrier would be higher, which
would place a larger portion of the barrier in a critical condition. The gradient in the fine
sand upstream of the interface would also be higher. That could possibly account for a
longer growth step with immediate failure in the test with a shallow barrier.
In summary: with a shallow barrier you have a higher head upstream of the barrier and
in the upstream portion of the barrier when you reach the criterion at the pipe tip for a
short pipe. This high gradient can be the reason that the pipe does not stop
progressing once it grows.
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Figure 3.7 Computed head distribution for a shallow barrier (top) and a deep barrier (bottom) with hydraulic
conductivity contrast 8 and pipe length 1 cm. Head contours are spaced 0.01 m between 0 and 0.4 m head.
Upstream head is 1 m flow vectors are scaled by velocity.  The two models have the same gradient at the
pipe tip.

With a higher hydraulic conductivity contrast, the critical head drop over the model becomes
significantly higher. Therefore, the increase in strength that can be achieved with a barrier will
be greatest when the hydraulic conductivity contrast is higher.

A longer pipe inside the barrier results in a higher head drop across the model, therefore a
conservative prediction will be made by using a shorter pipe length. In most experiments the
pipe progressed up to close to the upstream interface of the barrier and then stopped.
Therefore the long growth strength criterion might still be expected to contain some ‘residual
strength’. However, as noted above, this stop did not occur in the test with a shallow barrier.
The results of the models show that head distributions are sensitive to the combined effects of
depth, hydraulic conductivity contrast and pipe length. Additional experiments would be
required to evaluate these first results, and to assess whether the proposed explanation for the
lack of a long growth step with the shallow barrier is valid.

The criterion was computed for the long growth step, in the experiments the pipe penetration
inside the barrier varied between 4 cm for the medium growth step in test 25 and 14 cm at the
long growth step. A prediction model with a pipe length less than 4 cm might therefore be
considered to be a conservative approach. With a shorter pipe length, the difference between
2D and 3D flow would also be less, due to the pipe parallel to the barrier and the crumbling
zone inside the barrier.
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4 Gradients inside barrier over different distances

The effect of pipe length, barrier depth and hydraulic conductivity contrast, at a constant head
drop, on the ratio between the gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip (the selected
strength criterion) and the gradient over:

- 2 cm upstream of the pipe tip (an alternative possible criterion)
- 27 cm over the barrier (distance between h8 and h15 in Figure 1.1)

is analysed in this Section.

4.1 Ratio’s between gradients over different distances

Figure 4.1 Ratio between the gradient computed over 2 cm upstream of the pipe tip and the gradient over 10
cm upstream of the pipe tip.
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Figure 4.2 Ratio between the gradient computed over 27 cm inside the barrier and the gradient over 10 cm
upstream of the pipe tip.
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4.2 Gradient over criterion for constant gradient over 2 cm and for constant gradient over
27 cm

Figure 4.3 Gradient computed over the distance of the strength criterion, 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip, in
models with a constant gradient over 2 cm upstream of the pipe tip (left), in models with a constant gradient
over 27 cm inside the barrier (fixed distance between h8 and h15 see Figure 1.1) (right).
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Figure 4.4 Gradient computed over the distance of the strength criterion normalised by gradient at pipe
length 1 cm, in models with the same gradient over: 2 cm upstream of the pipe tip (left), 27 cm inside the
barrier (fixed distance between h8 and h15 see Figure 1.1) (right).

4.3 Observations
Effect of contrast

- Considering the ratio between gradients over different distances:
Gradients are higher over a shorter distance from the pipe tip, therefore ratios are > 1
for the comparison of the gradient over 2 cm and <1 for the gradient over 27 cm. With a
higher conductivity contrast (at constant barrier depth and pipe length) the ratio
between the gradient over 2 cm and 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip is higher. The ratio
between the gradient over 27 cm inside the barrier and 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip
is lower with a higher contrast. Both are due to the larger difference between the
gradients that are compared at a higher contrast. With a higher contrast, the gradient
close to the pipe tip increases relatively more than the gradient over longer distances.

- Considering the computed strength criterion with a constant head drop over different
distances:
The computed strength criterion over 10 cm becomes higher with a lower contrast for a
given gradient over 2 cm (at constant barrier depth and pipe length).
For a given gradient over 27 cm, the computed strength criterion over 10 cm is higher
for a higher contrast (at constant barrier depth and pipe length).

Effect of barrier depth
- Considering the ratio between gradients over different distances:

For a shallow barrier the ratio between the gradient over 2 cm and 10 cm upstream of
the pipe tip is lower at a given pipe length and barrier depth. The ratio between the
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gradient over 27 cm inside the barrier and 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip is higher with
a higher contrast. Thus with a shallow barrier differences between the gradients that
are compared are less than with a deeper barrier. The head profile inside the barrier on
the upstream end of the barrier is steeper with a shallower barrier, therefore the
difference between the gradient over longer distances and just upstream of the pipe tip
is less.

- Considering the computed strength criterion with a constant head drop over different
distances:
The computed strength criterion over 10 cm is higher with a shallow barrier for a given
gradient over 2 cm (at constant barrier depth and pipe length).
For a given gradient over 27 cm, the computed strength criterion over 10 cm is higher
for a deep barrier (at constant barrier depth and pipe length).

Effect of pipe length
- Considering the ratio between gradients over different distances:

With increasing pipe length, the ratio between the gradient over 2 cm and over 10 cm
upstream of the pipe tip decreases up to a pipe length of 12 cm, at 14 cm the ratio
starts to increase minimally.

- The effect of pipe length on the ratio between the gradient over 27 cm inside the barrier
and the gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip depends on the contrast and
depth of the barrier. For the shallow model with a contrast of 3, the ratio decreases. For
the other models, there is an increase first and then a decline. The gradient over 27 cm
is computed over a fixed distance inside the barrier, thus as the pipe gets longer this is
computed over an increasingly long distance where the pipe is present, which reduces
the computed gradient for longer pipe lengths.

- Considering the computed strength criterion with a constant head drop over different
distances:
With increasing pipe length, the computed criterion over 10 cm increases for a constant
gradient over 2 cm, up to a pipe length of 12 cm. The effect is largest for models with a
higher hydraulic conductivity contrast. From a pipe length of 14 cm, the computed
criterion over 10 cm starts to increase.
For a constant gradient over 27 cm, the effect of pipe length can lead to a lower
computed criterion for short pipe lengths depending on the hydraulic conductivity
contrast. For longer pipe lengths the computed criterion does increase, and the effect
does not level off. That is because the criterion gradient is computed upstream of the
pipe tip, whereas the gradient over 27 cm is computed over a fixed distance, of which
an increasing part has a head drop of 0 m as the pipe progresses. Thus the gradient
over the remaining part of the barrier has to keep increasing with increasing pipe
length.

4.4 Implications for modelling of strength criterion

If rather than over 10 cm, in the experiments critical gradient needs to be only exceeded over 2
cm, the different configurations in different tests would mean that a different gradient over 10
cm is found for the critical conditions. Thus for increasing pipe length, the gradient over 10 cm
should be higher for the situations with a longer pipe. In test MSP 25 the pipe length is 4 cm,
whereas this is 8 cm in test MSP 26 and 6 cm in test MSP 23 (all with GZB 1 at high RD). The
modelled gradient over 10 cm is indeed lower for MSP 25, however, the modelled gradient
over 2 cm is also lower. The coefficient of variation among computed gradients over 2 cm and
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over 10 cm are comparable for those 3 tests, 0.03 for both gradients. Thus there is no clear
indication of which gradient would be more appropriate as a criterion. In order to evaluate
which distance best characterises the criterion would require additional tests, including
duplicate tests.

If the gradient over 10 cm were really the distance over which a threshold is exceeded, i.e. the
true criterion, this would result in a different computed gradient over 2 cm for different
configurations. The differences among results become smaller for longer pipe lengths in the
barrier. Therefore, in a finite element model made to model progression through the barrier
using a primary erosion criterion, it might be desirable to implement a criterion that is based on
scaling the gradient over 10 cm by a factor that would correspond with one of the longer pipe
lengths in order to have an appropriate criterion when the pipe is already in the barrier.
However, this would be on the high side, not conservative, for the situations of damage and
short growth when the pipe has not penetrated far into the barrier yet. Furthermore, the effect
of 3D flow would be more significant for a larger pipe penetration length, and 3D effects would
play a larger role over shorter distances away from the pipe tip. That would favour the selection
of a criterion based on scaling the gradient over 10 cm by a factor corresponding to a smaller
pipe penetration length.

The effect of the pipe length, barrier depth and contrast on the ratio between the gradient over
27 cm inside the barrier and the gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip shows that when
comparing different tests with different pipe lengths, if these have the same gradient over the
barrier the gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip will be different. The effect is largest for
a low hydraulic conductivity contrast. For tests MSP 24 and MSP 28 both with GZB 2 indeed
the gradient over the barrier at long growth is similar whereas the computed gradient over 10
cm is less for test MSP 28 with a pipe length of 4 cm than for MSP with a pipe length of 12 cm.

The gradient over 27 cm is measured at three locations along the width of the model. The
relations between the gradient over 10 cm and over 27 cm for different combinations of
hydraulic conductivity contrast and pipe length and barrier depth can be used in order to
analyse how variation over 27 cm translates to variation in the gradient at the pipe tip. In
combination with additional tests, including duplicate tests, this can be used in order to further
the variability in the strength criterion within and among experiments.

5 Main findings and limitations

This memo addresses the effects of pipe penetration length inside the barrier on the computed
strength criterion (the gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip), and consequently on the
prediction of critical head drop. Furthermore, the effect of pipe length on the gradients over
different distances inside the barrier is analysed. This is relevant to characterising the distance
over which a valid criterion can be found, and it is required to analyse how to define a gradient
over a shorter distance than the strength criterion for use in numerical models including a
primary erosion criterion. This memo provides computed gradients as a function of pipe length
for different combinations of hydraulic conductivity contrast and barrier depth, which can be
used to estimate the effects for specific situations. This Chapter summarizes the main findings
and limitations of the analysis.
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In the analysis, 2D models were used and the effect 3D flow is not addressed. The gradient
upstream of the pipe tip that is computed in 3D models is higher than in a 2D model, as shown
by Robbins & Griffiths (2018). The difference between the 2D and the 3D situation would be
expected to depend on pipe length, hydraulic conductivity contrast and on barrier depth as well
as on scale. Therefore, it would not be straightforward to define one correction factor for the 2D
to 3D effect. A correction factor would be to some extent dependent on the configuration. An
analysis of gradients in 3D and 2D models for the range of variations that can be expected
would be required. Currently the assumption is that a 2D model can characterise the situation
that is modelled. This assumption is supported by the observation of extensive crumbling of the
barrier, and of pipes entering the barrier at several locations along the downstream interface in
tests with GZB 1.

The maximum penetration length of the pipe in the barrier at the time of the critical steps in the
experiment was used to model the experiments. This penetration length was difficult to
estimate and thus a source of uncertainty. The sensitivity analysis shows that modelling a
longer pipe in the barrier results in a lower (conservative) computed criterion if the same head
drop is applied across the model. However, modelling a longer pipe will also lead to a lower
estimate of the hydraulic conductivity of the barrier in order to fit the measured heads. With the
same pipe length a lower hydraulic conductivity inside the barrier leads to a higher gradient.
These two effects will offset each other to some extent. The relative importance of these two
effects will also be affected by 3D flow.

When making a prediction using the strength criterion, a conservative estimate of the critical
head drop will be obtained by modelling a short pipe length inside the barrier. The longer the
pipe length in the model, the higher the computed critical head drop becomes. A shorter pipe
would also reduce the difference between the 2D and 3D gradients, as the crumbling of the
barrier and pipe parallel to the barrier would result in a relatively 2D flow profile on the
downstream end of the barrier.

The head profile inside the barrier is steepest close to the pipe tip and becomes shallower with
increasing distance from the tip. At the strength criterion, the head profile in the upstream end
of the barrier is steeper with a longer pipe inside the barrier, as the pipe effectively ‘sees’ a
thinner barrier. This would indicate that increasing the barrier thickness might also increase its
strength in a field situation. This could be the case where there is a significantly larger distance
of fine sand upstream of the barrier, so that the increase in barrier thickness has a negligible
effect on the length of fine sand upstream of the barrier. In a situation with only a short distance
of fine sand upstream, reducing this distance at the expense of a thicker barrier would reduce
the resistance of flow upstream, which might offset the increase in strength due to a wider
barrier.

There is no constant ratio between the computed gradients over shorter distances inside the
barrier, 2 cm upstream of the pipe tip, and the critical gradient over the distance of the strength
criterion. The ratio between these two is dependent on pipe length, but also on hydraulic
conductivity contrast and barrier depth.
For a longer pipe with a given contrast and barrier depth, the ratio of the gradient over 2 cm to
the gradient over 10 cm is lower than for a shorter pipe. Thus if a gradient over 2 cm is used as
a primary erosion criterion in a finite element model, a conservative prediction is made when
the selected primary erosion criterion is computed with a long penetration length inside the
barrier.
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For models with a shallower barrier, with pipe lengths up to 4 cm and hydraulic conductivity
contrasts of 8 and 24, the gradient in the upstream part of the barrier is higher for a given
gradient over 10 cm upstream of the pipe tip than for the same model with a deeper barrier.
This might account for the lack of a long growth step in test MSP 25 with a shallow barrier.
Additional experiments with a shallow barrier would be required to test whether this is indeed
the cause of the difference.

Copy for
Adam Bezuijen
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1 Introduction

In order to be able to analyse the progression of the pipe inside the coarse sand barrier,
computations using DgFlow in which the Sellmeijer rule is used to compute pipe progression,
referred to here as Sellmeijer computations, could be considered an option.

For the Sellmeijer computations a different mesh is required than for the postdictions of the
experiments where only groundwater flow is modelled because the piping computation is
computationally more expensive, but also sensitive to mesh refinement. Therefore a mesh
analysis is conducted in this memo for the medium-scale tests. A similar analysis is conducted
for the small-scale tests, as reported in Memo 11200952-008-GEO-0003.

2 Method

2.1 Criterion for mesh analysis
The mesh analysis considers the convergence of the critical head drop as the dominant
criterion in assessing the quality of the mesh. The critical head drop is the head drop whereby
the pipe breaks through the upstream interface of the barrier. This critical head drop is
dependent on the mesh size. Previous studies have indicated that the critical head will
converge to a constant value as a result of refinement of the mesh for homogeneous soils (Van
Beek et al., 2017). Therefore the convergence of the computed critical head drop is considered
as a criterion for the evaluation of the mesh refinement. The mesh size at which the critical
head drop is not affected by further refinement would be the appropriate mesh to use for
computations.

Additionally the degree to which the Sellmeijer criterion is fulfilled inside the pipe is considered
by computing the relative error for the limit equilibrium of grains on the bottom of the pipe as
explained below.

The Sellmeijer criterion for equilibrium of grains in the bottom of the pipe implemented in
DgFlow (Van Esch, 2013) reads :

= 3 tan( )
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Where:
a pipe element height, m
p hydraulic head gradient in the pipe
γw unit weight water, kN/m3
γp’ submerged unit weight grains kN/m3
η White’s constant, -
θ bedding angle, o

d70 grain size for which 70% of the grains is smaller, m

The relative error in the current analysis is the ratio
( )

. This is computed for each

pipe element along the length of the pipe. The symbol p is used for the gradient in the pipe in
order to be consistent with the notation in Van Esch (2013).

2.2 Model input

2.2.1 Soil parameters
Computations are done for a combination of barrier material and fine sand that resembles that
used in the experiments. The input parameters are shown in Table 2.1.
This gives a hydraulic conductivity contrast of 16 which is in the order of the contrast that would
be expected for the experiments for the combination of the barrier and Baskarp B15 sand. This
is higher than the hydraulic conductivity contrasts in the other experiments. It is expected that
mesh effects will be most severe with higher hydraulic conductivity contrasts so that the mesh
obtained here will be suitable for all tests.

Table 2.1  Material parameters in the model
Material Hydraulic

conductivity

m/s

Submerged
unit weight
grains
kN/m3

White’s
constant

-

Bedding
angle

o

D70

mm

D50

Mm
Barrier 2.00e-3 1650 0.3 16.75 1.480 1.077
Fine sand 1.30e-4 1650 0.3 32.71 0.172 0.151

Whereas the modified Sellmeijer calculation rule is used in the Netherlands for embankment
assessment, that was calibrated based on data that did not cover the grain sizes of the barrier
material. Therefore the Sellmeijer model with input parameters determined via the Shields
curve is used, following the ‘calibrated White’ approach in van Beek (2015).

The bedding angle is calculated using the relationship between the grain size and the bedding
angle derived by using the Shields curve in (Van Beek, 2015).

= −8.125 ln( )− 38.777

For this derivation a White’s constant of 0.3 was used, which is therefore also used here.

2.2.2 Computational parameters
The Picard number used to iterate to the pipe height (Van Esch, 2013) is not varied for every
mesh in this analysis the value of 1000 is used in the analysis with triangular elements, as in
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(Deltares, 2016). For computational efficiency, the analysis with finer meshes with quadrilateral
elements is done with a value of 500 for the Picard number.

The head increment per time step also affects the accuracy to which the critical head is
determined. For the triangular meshes, time steps of 10 cm per increment are used. This
means that the precision with which the critical head can be determined is 10 cm. With a
critical head in the order of 6-7 m this gives an accuracy for the critical head in the order of 1-
3%.
For the quadrilateral meshes a time step of 20 cm is used for computational efficiency.

2.2.3 Model and boundary conditions
The MSP model is shown below. There are four regions, fine sand upstream of the barrier, the
zone at the interface between the fine sand upstream of the barrier and the barrier, the barrier,
and the fine sand downstream of the barrier. The fine sand upstream and downstream have
the same properties, as do the barrier and the zone of the interface of the barrier for the mesh
analysis.

Figure 2.1 Model showing the different materials, from left (upstream) to right fine sand upstream of the
barrier, the zone of the interface between the fine sand upstream of the barrier and the barrier, the barrier,
and the fine sand downstream of the barrier

Figure 2.2 shows the inflow and outflow boundaries. The pipe will run along the top interface of
the model, from the outflow boundary to the upstream side.

Figure 2.2 Model showing the inflow boundary (green) and the outflow boundary (yellow). The barrier is in
block 2. Numbers refer to the blocks with different mesh refinement in the quadrilateral meshes in Table 2.3.

2.2.4 Meshes used
For the medium-scale models both a triangular and a rectangular mesh are used in order to
assess whether these give comparable results. The triangular mesh allows greater flexibility in
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local refinement only below the pipe and might therefore possibly be advantageous when a
high degree of mesh refinement is desired.

 Triangular mesh
In order to achieve the refinement towards the pipe, a triangular mesh is used for the first set of
computations. To define the triangular mesh, a general mesh size is selected for the entire
model. In order to obtain the finer mesh that is required for the piping computation a mesh size
is also specified along the line of the pipe. The details of the meshes are summarised in Table
2.2.The meshes used are shown in Figure 2.3 through Figure 2.7.

Table 2.2  Details of the triangular meshes used

Model name Picard
nr

General mesh element
size

m

Mesh size along
pipe

m

Nr of elements in the
pipe

MSP_S_Mesh1 1000 0.03 0.01 134
MSP_S_Mesh2 1000 0.03 0.005 269

MSP_S_Mesh2_P500 500 0.03 0.005 269
MSP_S_Mesh3 1000 0.02 0.005 269
MSP_S_Mesh4 1000 0.02 0.002 672
MSP_S_Mesh5 1000 0.03 0.003 447

Figure 2.3 MSP_S_Mesh1

Figure 2.4 MSP_S_Mesh2

Figure 2.5 MSP_S_Mesh3
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Figure 2.6 MSP_S_Mesh4

Figure 2.7 MSP_S_Mesh5

 Quadrilateral mesh
In order to achieve the refinement towards the pipe, a quadrilateral mesh is used for the
second set of computations. The details of the meshes are summarised in Table 2.3.The
meshes used are shown in Figure 2.8 through Figure 2.11.

Table 2.3  Details of the quadrilateral meshes used

Model name
Picard
nr Block 1 Block 4 Block 3 Block 2

1st
blocks
below
pipe in
barrier
vertical

2nd
blocks
below
pipe in
barrier
vertical

3rd
block
below
pipe in
barrier
vertical

MSP_S_Mesh6
_P500 500 0.006 0.01 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.01 0.006

MSP_S_Mesh7
_P500 500 0.01 0.01 0.002 0.01 0.002 0.01 0.01

MSP_S_Mesh8
_P500 500 0.01 0.01 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.01 0.01

MSP_S_Mesh9
_P500 500 0.01 0.01 0.006 0.01 0.006 0.01 0.01
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Figure 2.8 MSP_S_Mesh6

Figure 2.9 MSP_S_Mesh7

Figure 2.10 MSP_S_Mesh8

Figure 2.11 MSP_S_Mesh9

3 Results

The critical head and the root mean square error for the ratio of the piping criterion for the
elements in the barrier is shown in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2.

Table 3.1  Results triangular mesh

Model name Critical head, m RMS relative

error in barrier

maximum

relative error in

barrier

Mínimum

relative error in

barrier

Computation

time (minutes

per pipe

calculation step)
MSP_S_Mesh1 6.05 1.13 1.17 1.06 0.16
MSP_S_Mesh2 6.75 1.05 1.08 0.97 0.81
MSP_S_Mesh2_P500 6.60 1.05 1.09 0.98 0.55
MSP_S_Mesh3 6.75 1.04 1.08 0.97 0.97
MSP_S_Mesh4 7.86 1.03 1.07 0.89 11.60
MSP_S_Mesh5 7.21 0.97 1.01 0.87 8.09
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Table 3.2  Results quadrilateral mesh

Model name Critical head,

m

RMS relative

error in barrier

maximum

relative error

in barrier

Mínimum

relative error in

barrier

Computation

time (minutes

per pipe

calculation

step)

MSP_S_Mesh6_P500 7.4 1 1.07 0.78 21.26
MSP_S_Mesh7_P500 7.75 0.93 1 0.62 44.62
MSP_S_Mesh8_P500 7 1.03 1.12 0.77 3.30
MSP_SPMesh9_P500 6.25 0.93 1 0.77 3.38

3.1 Effect of element size
The critical head drop as a function of the horizontal mesh size in the barrier is shown in Figure
3.1.The critical head (Hc) shows a significant mesh effect, values range from 6 to 7.8 m, and
does not converge even with an element size in the barrier of 2 mm.

Figure 3.1 Critical head as function of the horizontal element size of the elements below the entire pipe
(triangular mesh) and below the pipe in the barrier (quadrilateral mesh)

The trend of increasing critical head with decreasing element size of the elements below the
pipe is similar for the quadrilateral and the triangular meshes. However, even elements of 2
mm at the pipe there is no convergence.
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Comparing quadrilateral Mesh 6 and Mesh 7 shows that the size of the elements upstream of
the barrier also affects the critical head. As this size is larger in mesh 7 than in mesh 6,
indicating that a coarser size can give a higher critical head, which is not observed for the
effect of refining elements below the pipe.
Possibly the effect of mesh size upstream of the barrier is related the convergence of flow to
the pipe. With finer elements upstream of the barrier (Mesh 6), the gradients in the elements at
the interface between the pipe in the barrier and the fine sand upstream increase, increasing
convergence to the pipe tip and leading to a lower critical gradient than with coarser elements.

3.2 Effect of Picard number
Mesh 2 shows that the effect of the Picard number 500 or 1000 on the critical head drop is
relatively small compared to the effect of mesh element size for this mesh.

3.3  Relative error
As observed in the mesh analysis for the small-scale tests, the relative error at the critical head
drop can be higher or lower than one. This is observed for both the triangular and quadrilateral
meshes.
The relative error is due to the numerical procedure which is used to compute the pipe
equilibrium in DgFlow. As the pipe height is not updated for computation steps in which the
pipe does not progress this is not in equilibrium with the computed hydraulic gradient giving a
non-conservative error for certain time steps (Refer to Deltares Memo 11200952-008-GEO-
0008)

3.4 Pipe height
The pipe element height is shown in Figure 3.2. As in the analysis of the small-scale models
the pipe depth is also affected by mesh size with a deeper pipe for a finer mesh.
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Figure 3.2 Pipe element height in the fine sand downstream of the barrier and in the barrier. The height
inside the barrier is less than the d70 grain size of the barrier grains
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4 Conclusion

As was also observed for the mesh analysis of small-scale models there is no convergence of
the critical head drop for element sizes below the pipe that are of the order of the d50 of the
barrier grains. It is unclear whether further mesh refinement will lead to convergence. Values of
the relative error per pipe element in the barrier range from 0.87 to 1.17.
The computed depth of the pipe inside the barrier is less than the d50 of the barrier grains. This
suggests that the Sellmeijer criterion alone might not be sufficient to model progression of the
pipe in the situation with a coarse sand barrier.
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1 Introduction

In order to be able to analyse the progression of the pipe inside the coarse sand barrier,
computations using DgFlow in which the Sellmeijer rule is used to compute pipe progression,
referred to here as Sellmeijer computations, could be considered an option.

For the Sellmeijer computations a different mesh is required than for the postdictions of the
experiments where only groundwater flow is modelled because the piping computation is
computationally more expensive, but also sensitive to mesh refinement. Therefore a mesh
analysis is conducted in this memo for the small-scale tests. A similar analysis is conducted for
the medium-scale tests, as reported in Memo 11200952-008-GEO-0002.

2 Method

2.1 Criterion for mesh analysis
The mesh analysis considers the convergence of the critical head drop as the dominant
criterion in assessing the quality of the mesh. The critical head drop is the head drop whereby
the pipe breaks through the upstream interface of the barrier. This critical head drop is
dependent on the mesh size. Previous studies have indicated that the critical head will
converge to a constant value as a result of refinement of the mesh for homogeneous soils (Van
Beek et al., 2017). Therefore the convergence of the computed critical head drop is considered
as a criterion for the evaluation of the mesh refinement. The mesh size at which the critical
head drop is not affected by further refinement would be the appropriate mesh to use for
computations.

Additionally the degree to which the Sellmeijer criterion is fulfilled inside the pipe is considered
by computing the relative error for the limit equilibrium of grains on the bottom of the pipe as
explained below.

The Sellmeijer criterion for equilibrium of grains in the bottom of the pipe implemented in
DgFlow (Van Esch, 2013) reads :

= 3 tan( )
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Where:
a pipe element height, m
p hydraulic head gradient in the pipe
γw unit weight water, kN/m3
γp’ submerged unit weight grains kN/m3
η White’s constant, -
θ bedding angle, o

d70 grain size for which 70% of the grains is smaller, m

The relative error in the current analysis is the ratio
( )

. This is computed for each

pipe element along the length of the pipe.

2.2 Model input

2.2.1 Soil parameters
Computations are done for a combination of barrier material and fine sand that resembles that
used in the experiments. The input parameters are shown in Table 2.1.
This gives a hydraulic conductivity contrast of 16 which is in the order of the contrast that would
be expected for the experiments for the combination of the barrier GZB2 and Baskarp B15
sand. This is higher than the hydraulic conductivity contrasts in the experiments with
Metselsand and GZB2 or GZB3. It is expected that mesh effects will be most severe with
higher hydraulic conductivity contrasts so that the mesh obtained here will be suitable for all
tests.

Table 2.1  Material parameters in the model
Material Hydraulic

conductivity

m/s

Submerged
unit weight
grains
kN/m3

White’s
constant

-

Bedding
angle

o

D70

mm

D50

mm
Barrier 2.00e-3 1650 0.3 16.75 1.480 1.077
Fine sand 1.30e-4 1650 0.3 32.71 0.172 0.151

Whereas the modified Sellmeijer calculation rule is used in the Netherlands for embankment
assessment, that was calibrated based on data that did not cover the grain sizes of the barrier
material. Therefore the Sellmeijer model with input parameters determined via the Shields
curve is used, following the ‘calibrated White’ approach in van Beek (2015).

The bedding angle is calculated using the relationship between the grain size and the bedding
angle derived by using the Shields curve in (Van Beek, 2015).

= −8.125 ln( )− 38.777

For this derivation a White’s constant of 0.3 was used, which is therefore also used here.

2.2.2 Computational parameters
The Picard number used to iterate to the pipe height (Van Esch, 2013) is set to 500 in the
majority of the simulations. The effect of a Picard number of 1000 on the critical head is
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checked with one fine mesh. The effect on the error with which the piping criterion is fulfilled is
considered negligible, supporting the use of 500 as this is computationally more efficient.

The head increment per time step also affects the accuracy to which the critical head is
determined. Time steps of 20 cm per increment are used. This means that the precision with
which the critical head can be determined is 20 cm. With a critical head in the order of 2-4 m
this gives an accuracy for the critical head in the order of 5-10%.

2.2.3 Model and boundary conditions
The KSP model is shown below. There are four regions, fine sand upstream of the barrier, the
zone at the interface between the fine sand upstream of the barrier and the barrier, the barrier,
and the fine sand downstream of the barrier. The fine sand upstream and downstream have
the same properties, as do the barrier and the zone of the interface of the barrier for the mesh
analysis. For experiments this may be different.

Figure 2.1 Model showing the different materials, from left (upstream) to right fine sand upstream of the
barrier, the interface between the fine sand upstream of the barrier and the barrier, the barrier, and the fine
sand downstream of the barrier

Figure 2.2 shows the inflow and outflow boundaries. The pipe will run along the top interface of
the model, from the outflow boundary to the upstream side.

Figure 2.2 Model showing the inflow boundary (green) and the outflow boundary (yellow). Numbers refer to
the blocks with different mesh refinement in Table 2.2 the barrier is in blocks 3 and 4

2.2.4 Meshes used
To define the mesh a structured mesh using quadrilateral elements is used. This is defined by
defining the element length along lines. The mesh is finer in the blocks below the pipe in the
barrier than on the sides of the model.
The details of the meshes are summarised in Table 2.2.The meshes used are shown in Figure
2.3 through Figure 2.7.
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Table 2.2  Details of meshes used
Model
name

Picard
nr Horizontal dimensions, m Vertical dimensions, m

Block
1

Block 2 Block 6 Block 3
and 4

Block 5 Block
2,3,4,5

first row

Block
2,3,4,5
second

row

Block
2,3,4,5

third row

KSP_S_
mesh1 1000 0.004 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.003
KSP_S_
mesh1_
P500 500 0.004 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.003
KSP_S_
mesh2 500 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.01
KSP_S_
mesh3 500 0.004 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.004
KSP_S_
mesh4 500 0.006 0.004 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.006
KSP_S_
mesh5 500 0.01 0.006 0.01 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.01
KSP_S_
mesh6 500 0.004 0.001 0.004 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.004
KSP_S_
mesh7 500 0.006 0.0005 0.006 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.002 0.006
KSP_S_
mesh8 500 0.006 0.0002 0.01 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.001 0.006
KSP_S
_mesh
9 500 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.0002 0.01 0.001* 0.01* 0.01*
KSP_S
_mesh
10 500 0.01 0.0002 0.01 0.0002 0.01 0.001 0.01 0.01

Figure 2.3 KSP_S_mesh1
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Figure 2.4 KSP_S_mesh2

Figure 2.5 KSP_S_mesh3

Figure 2.6 KSP_S_mesh4

Figure 2.7 KSP_S_mesh5

Figure 2.8 KSP_S_mesh6

Figure 2.9 KSP_S_mesh7
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Figure 2.10 KSP_S_mesh8

Figure 2.11 KSP_S_mesh9

Figure 2.12 KSP_S_mesh10

3 Results

The results for critical head and relative error for the elements in the barrier is shown in Table
3.1.

Table 3.1  Results mesh analysis small-scale model

Model name Critical head, m RMS relative

error in barrier

maximum

relative error in

barrier

Mínimum

relative error in

barrier

Computation

time (minutes

per pipe

calculation step)
KSP_S_mesh1 2.67 1.14 1.23 0.97 1.12
KSP_S_mesh1_P500 2.67 1.14 1.23 0.97 1.09
KSP_S_mesh2 2.50 1.01 1.14 0.85 0.04
KSP_S_mesh3 2.67 1.07 1.22 0.80 0.60
KSP_S_mesh4 2.00 1.04 1.18 0.92 0.11
KSP_S_mesh5 2.17 0.89 0.99 0.79 0.17
KSP_S_mesh6 2.65 0.88 0.98 0.57 6.38
KSP_S_mesh7 3.15 1.05 1.19 0.65 11.37
KSP_S_mesh8 4.20 0.98 1.06 0.91 296.56
KSP_S_mesh9 3.15 0.96 1.09 0.58 3.07
KSP_S_mesh10 4.35 1.01 1.13 0.66 6.26
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3.1 Effect of element size
The critical head drop as a function of the horizontal mesh size in the barrier is shown in Figure
3.1.The critical head (Hc) shows a significant mesh effect, values range from 2.0 to 4.4 m, and
does not converge even with an element size in the barrier of 0.2 mm.

Figure 3.1 Critical head as function of the horizontal element size of the elements below the pipe in the
barrier (blocks 3 and 4 in Figure 2.2)

Comparing mesh 9 (Hc= 3.15 m) and mesh 10 (Hc= 4.35 m) it can be seen that the mesh size
just upstream of the barrier (block 2) has a significant effect on the critical head. A fine mesh is
used for block 2 in simulations 1 through 8 and in simulation 10.
Considering the meshes where the element size in block 2 is equal to the element size in the
barrier (meshes 1 through 8 and mesh 10) it is clear that there is no convergence. From mesh
7 with element size 0.5 mm to mesh 8 with element size 0.2 mm the head increases
significantly.

Comparing mesh 8 and mesh 10 shows that using a coarser horizontal mesh size downstream
of the barrier and a coarser vertical mesh size below the pipe in the barrier gives a higher
critical gradient. However, this difference is less than the margin due to the head increase
steps (20 cm) and not significant.

3.2 Effect of Picard number
The results for mesh 1 (Table 3.1) show that the effect of the Picard number on the critical
head drop is negligible for that mesh.
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3.3 Relative error
The root mean square (RMS) of the relative error in the limit equilibrium for all elements in the
barrier at the critical head drop in Table 3.1 gives an indication of the averaged relative error in
the barrier. As the relative error per element may be larger or smaller than one, this may result
in an RMS errors for the entire barrier that are close to one. Therefore the RMS error may not
be appropriate to assess the computation error.
It is observed that some meshes have predominantly relative errors greater than one whereas
some others predominantly give errors below one. This is shown in Figure 3.2 through Figure
3.4. There was no apparent relation between mesh refinement and the relative errors.
The relative error per pipe element occurs due to the numerical procedure which is used to
compute the pipe equilibrium in DgFlow. As the pipe height is not updated for computation
steps in which the pipe does not progress this is not in equilibrium with the computed hydraulic
gradient giving a non-conservative error for certain time steps (Refer to Deltares Memo
11200952-008-GEO-0008).
The relatively large errors indicate that modelled results are further away from the limit
equilibrium condition in the Sellmeijer model.

Figure 3.2 Relative errors for mesh 7 are both above and below one, giving a RMS error of 1.05.
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Figure 3.3 Relative errors for mesh 6 are predominantly below one
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Figure 3.4 Relative errors for mesh 1 are predominantly greater than one.

3.4 Pipe height
The height of the pipe in the barrier in the models with the finest the coarsest mesh is shown in
Figure 3.5. The height is less than the grain size of the barrier grains. This also indicates that
the Sellmeijer computation may not give reliable results for the configuration of the coarse sand
barrier. The height increases with a finer mesh size, in the fine sand the depth of the pipe at
the barrier is ca. 30% greater with mesh 10 (element size 0.2 mm) than with mesh 2 (element
size 2 mm).
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Figure 3.5 Pipe element height in the fine sand downstream of the barrier and in the barrier. The height
inside the barrier is less than the d70 grain size of the barrier grains.

4 Conclusion

The element size of 0.0002 m in the barrier is a factor 7 less than the grain size in the barrier,
and yet there is no convergence of the critical head drop. It is unclear whether further mesh
refinement will lead to convergence. Values of the relative error per pipe element in the barrier
show a large range from 0.57 to 1.23.
Furthermore, the question is to what extent results are realistic. The physical dimension of the
barrier grains (d70), is larger than the height of the pipe elements in the barrier at failure. This
suggests that the Sellmeijer criterion alone might not be sufficient to model progression of the
pipe in the situation with a coarse sand barrier. It may be necessary to include the minimum
dimensions of the grain size in the model, so that there is a minimum pipe depth and a
minimum length over which the pipe depth has to increase, or to include a criterion for primary
erosion at the pipe tip.
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1 Introduction

This memo contains a model of small-scale test KSP 191 using the Sellmeijer criterion in
DgFlow. The model is used to analyse the head drop at which the pipe enters the barrier
(critical damage head drop) and the head drop where the pipe breaks through the barrier
(critical failure head drop).

A mesh analysis for the small scale models showed no convergence of the critical failure head
drop for element sizes in the barrier down to a size of 0.2 mm (Deltares Memo 12200952-008-
GEO-0003). This is a problem for making predictions, as it implies that the results will be
dependent on the mesh and it is a priori unknown which mesh will give appropriate results for a
new scale.

For a model, it can be investigated to what extent a specific mesh gives results that fit the
experiment, and whether the general phenomena that are observed in the test are
characterised by the model. The purpose of the current analysis is to evaluate the applicability
of the 2D finite element Sellmeijer implementation in DgFlow for the model of coarse sand
barrier experiments. This is done by analysing to what extent three meshes reproduce the
critical head drop for damage and for failure, as well as the observed estimated pipe depth,
and the general trend of progression behaviour for one small scale test.

An element size of 0.2 mm is considered unsuitable, considering the d70 of the barrier grains
which is already in the order of 1 mm. It is also computationally expensive. However, it is
desirable to analyse whether small meshes would lead to the observed results nonetheless.
Therefore three different meshes are used. The elements in the pipe in the fine sand from the
exit to the barrier and the elements in the pipe in the barrier have the following lengths:

- 0.5 mm (Mesh 7 in Memo: Mesh analysis Sellmeijer computations small-scale tests);
- 1 mm (Mesh 6 in Memo: Mesh analysis Sellmeijer computations small-scale tests);
- 2 mm (Mesh 3 in Memo: Mesh analysis Sellmeijer computations small-scale tests);

The 0.5 mm sized elements are already considered to be an unsuitable level of mesh
refinement. However, in the mesh analysis the meshes with 1 mm and 2 mm size elements
practically identical critical head drops, whereas with meshes with elements smaller than 1 mm
critical head drops were higher (an critical head drops for meshes with larger elements were
lower).
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Due to the strong convergence of flow to the downstream interface of the barrier shown in
(Deltares, 2017) a coarser element size is not expected to capture the flow pattern with
sufficient accuracy.

2 Model and input parameters

2.1 Model
Whereas the pipe has a depth of 2 mm in the models of the experiments at the critical point
(damage for the small-scale experiments), in order to determine the gradients at the upstream
interface, the pipe depth is computed by the Sellmeijer computation for this model, so the pipe
is modelled at the surface of the model. The model is shown in Figure 2.1. The barrier has the
full depth of the model, and a zone with a lower hydraulic conductivity ‘filter cake’ formed in the
barrier at the upstream interface.

Figure 2.1 Model of small scale test 191, yellow is the fine sand upstream of the barrier, pink is the filter cake
that formed in the barrier during the test, green is the barrier, blue is fine sand downstream of the barrier. The
pipe is defined as line elements along the top of the model, having the same properties as the underlying soil

The meshes used are shown in Figure 2.2 through Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.2 Mesh 3, 129 pipe elements

Figure 2.3 Mesh 6, 217 pipe elements
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Figure 2.4 Mesh 6, 382 pipe elements

The model dimensions are given in Table 2.1

Table 2.1  Model dimensions
Model width, mm 300

Model depth, mm 101

Model length, mm 483

Barrier width, mm 50

Barrier depth, mm 101

2.2 Numeric parameters
The Picard number is used to determine the step size with which the height of the pipe is
computed in order to find the equilibrium with the Sellmeijer criterion. The height is computed
to a precision of 100*d70/Picard.

A Picard number of 500 and of 1000 is used for both meshes with 1 mm and with 2 mm
elements below the pipe in the barrier and in the fine sand downstream of the barrier (Mesh 6
and Mesh 6).
The computation with Mesh 7 (0.5 mm elements below the pipe) is only done with a Picard
number of 500 for computational efficiency.

2.3 Input soil parameters
The hydraulic conductivities (Table 2.2) are those that were obtained for the model of the
experiment in (Deltares, 2017). Models were made for the situation of the test when damage
occurred, i.e. when the pipe first entered the barrier. During the tests there was a gradual
change in the hydraulic conductivity at the upstream interface between the barrier and the fine
sand due to the transport of some finer grains a small distance into the barrier. This is
modelled by the filter cake. The filter cake in the model thus has the hydraulic conductivity at
the point of damage, the hydraulic conductivity would have been lower at the time of failure.

Table 2.2  Hydraulic conductivity from the model of the experiment in (Deltares, 2017)
Hydraulic conductivity fine sand upstream, m/s 2.5E-04

Hydraulic conductivity fine sand downstream, m/s 5.6E-04

Hydraulic conductivity barrier, m/s 1.9E-03

Hydraulic conductivity filter cake, m/s 2.2E-04

The bedding angle is calculated using the relationship between the grain size and the bedding
angle derived by using the Shields curve in (Van Beek, 2015).

= −8.125 ln( )− 38.777

For this derivation a White’s constant of 0.3 was used, which is therefore also used here.
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For the filter cake, the same grain size parameters are used as for the barrier material.

Table 2.3  Parameters for the Sellmeijer computation
Soil type D70, mm White’s constant Bedding angle, o

GZB2* 1.204 0.3 16.93
Metselzand* 0.532 0.3 25.25
* Using the grain size distribution that was measured for this soil type in phase 2a

The soils are considered incompressible.

2.4 Boundary conditions
The outlet is a constant head boundary condition at the location where the hole is during the
test. Here the head is zero.
The inlet is a head boundary where the head is increased each time step. The head is
increased from 0.05 m to 1.55 m in 60 time steps, i.e. an increase of 2.54 cm per time step.
This time step size limits the accuracy of the critical head drop from the computation to 2.54
cm.
The boundary conditions are shown in Figure 2.5

Figure 2.5 Boundary conditions, green is inflow head, yellow is outflow, the pipe runs along the top of the
model from the outflow to the inflow

3 Test results

During the experiments, the head drop at the point that the pipe entered the barrier, the critical
damage head drop, and the critical failure head drop were corrected for losses in the upstream
filter and the sand boil in (Deltares, 2017). The head drops only across the sample, are shown
in Table 3.1. These head drops are compared to the results of the Sellmeijer computation
where the pipe enters the barrier and where it passes through the barrier.

Table 3.1  Measured head drop across the sand sample at the points of damage of the barrier and failure of the
barrier

Head drop when the pipe first reaches the barrier*, m 0.098

Critical damage head drop corrected for filter and exit head
loss*, m

0.404

Critical failure head drop corrected for filter and exit head
loss*, m

1.012

*Experimentally measured head drops were corrected for losses at the upstream filter and losses over the sand boil.
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4 Model results and Discussion

The results for the critical damage head drop and the critical failure head drop for all models
are shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1  Results for the head drop at damage and at failure

Model Calc. critical
damage head
drop, m

Calc. critical
failure head
drop, m

Ratio critical
damage head drop
model/experiment

Ratio critical failure
head drop
model/experiment

KSP191_mesh3 0.304 1.169 0.76 1.16
KSP191_mesh3_P1000 0.304 1.143 0.76 1.13
KSP191_mesh6 0.279 1.296 0.69 1.28
KSP191_mesh6_P1000 0.304 1.296 0.76 1.28
KSP191_mesh7 0.253 1.423 0.63 1.41

All models significantly underestimate the critical head drop for the pipe damaging the barrier.
The failure of the barrier on the other hand is over predicted in all models.
The finest mesh, mesh 7 has results that are furthest away from the experimental results. The
predicted damage is the lowest value, and the predicted failure is the highest value.

The hydraulic conductivity of the filter cake in these models was fitted to the situation when the
pipe damages the barrier, this should be lower for the moment the pipe breaks through the
barrier which would result in an even higher computed critical head drop at failure. As the head
drop at failure is already over predicted, the effect of this modification, which would increase
the model error, is not quantified in the current analysis.

4.1 Pipe development
The computed length of the pipe as a function of the applied head drop is shown in Figure 4.1,
also shown are the measured critical damage head drop and critical failure head drop and the
head drop at which the pipe has passed through ca. 2/3rd of the barrier. Downstream of the
barrier (pipe length 0 m to 0.108 m) Mesh 3 with a Picard number of 1000 and Mesh 6 with a
Picard number of 1000 give the same relation between head drop and computed pipe length,
whereas the head drop for a given computed pipe length is lower for those meshes with a
Picard number of 500.
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Figure 4.1 Head drop as a function of computed pipe length, black dots indicate experimental measurements
of head drop at the time that the pipe has the corresponding length.

The critical damage head drop is the last head drop before the pipe is in the barrier, for the two
models with a Picard number of 1000 this is for a computed pipe length of 6.1 cm, i.e. at some
distance from the barrier. There is no increment in head required between the pipe reaching
the interface between the fine sand and the barrier, and the pipe entering the barrier .
The models with a Picard number of 500 do show that an additional head increment is required
to penetrate the barrier. This contrasts with the experiments where a significant head drop was
required before the pipe penetrated the barrier. However, this also involved the pipe
developing parallel to the barrier first, which cannot be captured in the 2D DgFlow piping
computation.

It would be expected that in the 3D experiment the pipe initiates and grows to the barrier faster
than in the 2D model. However, the subsequent widening of the pipe along the barrier results
in what can effectively be considered a 2D configuration where the 2D model should apply
again. Therefore it would be expected that the 2D approximation should give a good
approximation of the head drop at the point that the pipe damages the barrier.

The models show that when the pipe is in the barrier, its computed length increases with
increasing head drop until it reaches the filter cake, where the head has to be increased
several steps before the pipe breaks through. In the test it was also observed that the pipe
grew to 1 cm from the upstream end of the barrier (at a head drop of 0.684 m) and that further
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increases in head up to 1.012 m were required for the pipe to breach the upstream interface of
the barrier.

4.2 Height of the pipe at the critical damage head drop
The critical damage point is the last time step before the pipe enters the barrier. The computed
height of the pipe at that point is shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 Pipe element height at the critical head drop for damage, location is relative to the centre of the
outlet hole

As noted in 4.1 for the simulations with a Picard number of 1000 the pipe is not yet at the
barrier at the critical head drop for damage.
The computed pipe element height is highest at the outlet and decreases with distance towards
the tip of the pipe. This would be expected. However, the computed pipe element height is
smaller than the d70 of the fine grains. This would make it physically impossible for the larger
grains to be transported through the pipe, which makes this result for pipe element height
unrealistic. In the real 3D experiment, convergence of flow would have increased the flow to
the pipe, which would contribute to a deeper pipe.

At a given location there is a significant difference among the computed pipe element heights,
e.g. at a distance of -0.045 m from the centre of the outlet hole the element heights are:

· Mesh 3 Picard 500: 0.507 mm
· Mesh 3 Picard 1000: 0.362 mm
· Mesh 6 Picard 500: 0.434 mm
· Mesh 6 Picard 1000: 0.362 mm
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· Mesh 7 Picard 500: 0.217 mm

The Picard number limits the achievable accuracy of the pipe element height. The height is
computed to a precision of 100*d70/Picard, which is 0.106 mm for the fine sand if the Picard is
500. The mean pipe element height is 0.376 mm. The observed variation exceeds this range.
As the results for the critical head drop did not converge with mesh size, the results for the pipe
element size would also be expected not to converge, and these results show that this is
indeed not the case.

4.3 Height of the pipe at the critical failure head drop
The critical failure point is the last time step before the pipe breaks through the barrier and
progresses upstream. The height of the pipe at that time step is shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 Pipe element height at the critical head drop for failure

The pipe element height is less than the diameter of the barrier grains, for all pipe elements. As
also noted in Section 4.2 this would make transport physically impossible. It was observed
during the experiment that flow became turbulent at some point before the pipe breaches the
barrier, this, in combination with 3D flow converging to the pipe, may have resulted in a higher
depth in reality than in the model. Turbulent flow is currently not implemented in the DgFlow
Sellmeijer model. As in Section 4.2, there are differences among the pipe element heights
computed with the different meshes. Whereas the finest mesh, mesh 7 gave the smallest pipe
height prior to damage, it has the largest pipe prior to failure.
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4.4 Numerical deviation from Sellmeijer criterion
As in the mesh analysis (Deltares memo 12200952-008-GEO-0003) the ratio between the
height of the pipe and the gradient of the pipe normalised by the Sellmeijer criterion is used to
assess the numerical deviation from the Sellmeijer criterion in the pipe.

The Sellmeijer criterion for equilibrium of grains in the bottom of the pipe implemented in
DgFlow (Van Esch, 2013) reads :

= 3 tan( )

Where:
a pipe element height, m
p hydraulic head gradient in the pipe
γw unit weight water, kN/m3
γp’ submerged unit weight grains kN/m3
η White’s constant, -
θ bedding angle, o

d70 grain size for which 70% of the grains is smaller, m

The relative error in the current analysis is the ratio
( )

. This is computed for each

pipe element along the length of the pipe.

The ratio of computed ap to the Sellmeijer criterion for the pipe elements at the critical damage
head drop is shown in Annex A..
A higher Picard number allows for a more precise computation and thus a smaller absolute
error which can be seen in these figures. The error is not necessarily smaller in the
computations with a finer mesh.
A ratio higher than one means that the forces on the grains in the pipe exceed the piping
criterion, and should cause further erosion.
At the critical head drop for damage, the ratios are all below one, indicating that there would be
no further erosion, the modelled pipe dimension slightly exceeds the precise size defined by
the Sellmeijer model, and is therefore conservative.
At the critical head drop for failure however, the ratios are sometimes above and sometimes
below one. This behaviour was also observed in the mesh analysis and is accounted for in
Refer to Deltares Memo 11200952-008-GEO-0008. A ratio above one indicates that the pipe
dimension computed is not conservative.

5 Conclusions

All models significantly underestimate the critical head drop for the pipe damaging the barrier.
The failure of the barrier on the other hand is over predicted in all models. Qualitatively this
could be accounted for by considering the 3D effects, which occur in experiments but not in the
2D model.

The models do not predict more than 2.5 cm head increase that is required between the pipe
arriving at the barrier and the pipe damaging the barrier. This differs from the experiments. In
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this experiment the pipe reached the barrier at a head drop of 0.098 m and only damaged the
barrier when the head drop was significantly higher, at 0.404 m. In all experiments there was a
significant increase in head drop between the pipe arriving at the barrier and the pipe
breaching the barrier. This aspect of piping behaviour in the presence of a coarse sand barrier
is not represented by the current 2D Sellmeijer model. Likely, the growth of the pipe parallel to
the barrier prior to breaching the barrier, which cannot be computed in the current 2D
implementation of the Sellmeijer model in DgFlow, contributes to the qualitative difference
between the models (which require little additional head increase prior to damage) and the
experiments (which require substantial head increase prior to damage).
The reason is considered to be that when the pipe grows to the barrier, in the experiment flow
is 3D, and a 2D model underestimates the flow to the pipe. When the pipe progresses parallel
to the barrier the flow situation does become effectively 2D, so that the critical damage head
drop would be expected to be modelled well in a 2D model. Subsequently when the pipe is
inside the barrier the situation is again of 3D flow converging to the pipe, which would account
for a higher computed critical failure head drop than was observed in the experiments.

Although qualitatively the results can be explained, the sensitivity of the quantitative results to
the mesh, and the lack of convergence remains a problem for quantitative analysis. Further
mesh refinement increases the difference between the modelled results and the experimental
results for the critical head drop. Although a mesh size could possibly be found where the
model at this scale matches the observed results, this would require a coarser mesh that might
not account for the flow pattern accurately.
Furthermore, it is not desirable that the mesh size is a fitting parameter. As a different mesh
would fit different scales (and probably also different geometric configurations and parameter
combinations), no predictions could be made as the appropriate mesh is not a priori known.

Another aspect is the computed height of the pipe at the critical head drop for damage, which
is less than the grain size of the fine sand. Similarly the height is less than the grain size of the
barrier for the critical head drop for failure. This would make physical transport of grains, and
thus the progression of the pipe impossible. The models result in a high gradient at the pipe tip,
as the pipe is modelled as a line element.
The underestimation of pipe depth in the models could possibly be explained by considering
concentration of flow towards the pipe in the 3D experiment which would lead to a higher flow
rate in the pipe and a deeper pipe than in the 2D model. On the other hand it might also be an
indication that an additional criterion for pipe progression, a primary erosion criterion at the tip,
is required for configurations with a coarse sand barrier. Such a criterion is currently not
implemented in the DgFlow computation.

The current analysis of one small-scale experiment, in addition to the mesh analyses
performed for small-scale models (Deltares Memo 1220952-008-GEO-0003) and medium-
scale models (Deltares Memo 1220952-008-GEO-0002), is a further indication that the current
2D implementation of the Sellmeijer model in DgFlow is not sufficient to account appropriately
for piping through a coarse sand barrier. Earlier research has indicated that an additional
criterion, such as for primary erosion at the pipe tip would be required to appropriately model
progression in backwards erosion piping, e.g. (Robbins et al., n.d.; Van Beek, 2015).
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Annex A

Figure A.6.1 Relative error in fulfilment of the piping criterion
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Figure A.6.2 Relative error in fulfilment of the piping criterion

Figure A.6.3 Relative error in fulfilment of the piping criterion
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Figure A.6.4 Relative error in fulfilment of the piping criterion

Figure A.6.5 Relative error in fulfilment of the piping criterion
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Figure A.6.6 Relative error in fulfilment of the piping criterion
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D.4 Note to error in piping criterion
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Onderwerp
Note to error in piping criterion

In case an element, other than the first element, never reaches the unstable zone while
increasing the pipe height (the error with the piping criterion diverges), the pipe heights of the
corresponding element and the already active elements are set back to the pipe heights of the
previous step where equilibrium and convergence of the error has been reached. However, the
hydraulic head field is updated to the current time step. Since the hydraulic head field is
updated, it is possible that the current pipe height does not correspond anymore with the
equilibrium hydraulic head gradient. This can cause a small non-conservative error between
the critical pipe height and the current pipe height (a negative error in the piping criterion) at a
specific time step. Important is to note that this does not influence the calculated critical head.
Prediction with a conservative error follows from an extra iteration where the height of the
already opened pipe elements is increased.
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